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ABSTRACT
Microbial activity is known to impact the formation and alteration of many different rock types.
For carbonate caprock (CCR), a lithology found on salt diapirs, it is generally accepted that
microbial activity drives the precipitation of carbonate minerals, forming limestone and/or
dolomite and native (elemental) sulfur. It appears that there are two types of CCR: 1) limestone
associated with native sulfur (S0) and 2) limestone associated with dolomite. The mechanics of
CCR formation are poorly understood. For example, it is unclear why native sulfur and dolomite
are rarely found in the same CCR assemblage, and why either are formed at all.
Filling these gaps in knowledge is important for several reasons. From the perspective of
oil and gas exploration, CCR serves as archives of the temperature and fluid history at salt diapirs,
can act as reservoirs or conduits for hydrocarbons, can pose drilling hazards or result in dry holes
if not identified or misidentified as a different lithology, and finally, may hold critical information
on microbial hydrocarbon degradation coupled to the production of sulfide – a process called oil
souring that poses major health hazards and is a significant cost to the industry due to corrosion of
drilling equipment. From the perspective of basic science, CCR is a unique natural laboratory in
which microbial processes took place over long durations in the subsurface with hostile properties.
These environments are characterized by elevated pressure and temperature, high salinities,
extreme scarceness of oxidants, and are prone to accumulation of sulfide and carbon dioxide. Such
conditions are extremely difficult to achieve and maintain under laboratory conditions. As archive
of such processes, CCR opens a window into microbial activity in Earth’s subsurface, as well as
Earth surface processes in a distant past, and may provide critical clues to the understanding and
discovery of life beyond Earth.
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For my Ph.D., I studied lithological and geochemical signatures of different CCR types to
elucidate the geologic setting and dynamics and associated microbial metabolic pathways
responsible for the genesis of the different mineral assemblages. I also developed a tool to identify
yet undiscovered microbial sulfur transformations in culturing experiments. Central to these
activities was the testing of two hypotheses: 1) CCR formation is intimately tied to abiotic and/or
microbial sulfur transformations, and 2) native sulfur associated with CCR can be produced by
microbial activity in the absence of molecular oxygen (O2), an oxidant that is usually inferred to
play a critical role in the genesis of large native sulfur deposits.
The dissertation comprises two chapters that tackle the second hypothesis (Chapters 2 and
3), a chapter that investigates an example that may challenge the first hypothesis (Chapter 4), and
a chapter that describes the development of an isotope tracer to identify yet undiscovered microbial
sulfur transformations in culturing experiments (Chapter 5). Following an outlook on future
research (Chapter 6), the appendix includes a manuscript that provides a general overview on the
current state of CCR research. As second author I collaboratively developed with my advisor Dr.
Brunner, who is lead author, the concept for the paper, contributed to the literature research that
went into this review, compiled data, drafted figures, wrote parts of the manuscript, and
coordinated the communication with the total of 23 authors in the writing and revision of the
manuscript. At the point of the submission of this dissertation, the overview paper and Chapter 2
have been published (Brunner et al., 2019; Labrado et al., 2019), and Chapter 3 is in preparation
for submission to Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microbial activity drives global biogeochemical element cycles. Sulfur and carbon cycles are
intimately linked by microbially catalyzed processes, which control the content of molecular
oxygen (O2) and the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) in Earth’s
atmosphere, the pH and alkalinity of aquatic systems, and the sequestration of reduced and
oxidized forms of these two elements in the rock record. These biogeochemical cycles have
important implications for commodities such as hydrocarbon reservoirs and ore deposits as well
as carbonate and gypsum rocks, which are essential to the construction industry. The research
presented here revolves around two cases of coupled carbon-sulfur cycling that are intimately
linked: 1) the genesis of massive native sulfur deposits and 2) modes of carbonate caprock (CCR)
formation. The latter is a lithology found on salt diapirs generally assumed to be linked to sulfate
reducing microbes that oxidize oil to carbonate while reducing sulfate to sulfide. Inherent to
answering the question of how massive native sulfur deposits and CCR form are two puzzling
questions: 1) How do microbes make native sulfur (S0) if there is no oxidant available to oxidize
sulfide to zero-valent sulfur, and 2) and how can dolostone CCR form in settings that are expected
to favor limestone CCR precipitation? These questions can be tackled by doing a multi-pronged
approach, including field and laboratory research.

1.1 TYING THE KNOT BETWEEN SULFUR AND CARBONATE CAPROCK RESEARCH
As part of CHNOPS (carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and sulfur), sulfur is
considered an element required for life. On Earth, sulfur cycling plays an eminent role, and with
multiple valence states (–II, 0, +II, +IV, and +VI), it can form chain compounds and compounds
that contain sulfur atoms with different valences. Sulfur is critical for microbial energy production,
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such as dissimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfur oxidation, sulfur disproportionation, and anaerobic
photosynthesis. Sulfur is essential in biomolecules for energy storage in adenosine phosphosulfate
(APS) and phosphoadenosine phosphosulfate (PAPS) and as reactive centers in multiple ironsulfur (Fe-S) enzymes (Orme-Johnson, 1973). It is also a key component in controlling protein
structure (disulfide bonds), amino acids (cysteine and methionine), and several unique
biochemicals such as Coenzyme A (synthesis and oxidation of fatty acids, the oxidation of
pyruvate in the citric acid cycle), Coenzyme M (methyl-transfer reactions in the metabolism of
methanogens), glutathione, biotin, thiamine, thiocyanate, penicillin, vasopressin, and insulin
(Clark, 1981). Sulfur is ubiquitous in our solar system having been found on other planets,
including Mars, and celestial bodies, like Europa and Titan (Zolotov and Shock, 2004; Gleeson et
al., 2012; Tan et al., 2021). Being a key component for life on Earth, it is reasonable to presume
sulfur also plays a role in life existing elsewhere.
Earth’s sulfur cycle evolved in a peculiar fashion. There is a plethora of sulfur oxidation
pathways (Kappler and Dahl, 2001; Friedrich et al., 2005; Frigaard and Dahl, 2008), which various
sulfur compounds with intermediate valence states (e.g., native sulfur, thiosulfate, sulfite,
tetrathionate) are formed and accumulate in the environment (Schulz and Schulz, 2005; Brunner
et al., 2008; Jørgensen and Parkes, 2010; Balci et al., 2017). However, dissimilatory sulfate
reduction (DSR) only has one known product, sulfide, despite operating in a stepwise sulfur
reduction process that yields cell-internal intermediates, such as sulfite (Madigan et al., 2014).
Compared to other element cycles, this one-way metabolic pathway with only one exit is unique.
For example, nitrate reduction to dinitrogen (N2) is also carried out in multiple steps, but by
different organisms with intermediates being shared between the microbial partners via the
accumulation of the intermediates in the environment (Altabet et al., 1999; Fdz-Polanco et al.,
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2001; Bristow et al., 2016; Kobayashi et al., 2019; Hu et al., 2020). The reason for the discrepancy
between sulfate reduction and other electron-accepting processes, such as nitrate reduction, may
be rooted in the high energy demand for the activation of sulfate to a compound (APS) that can be
reduced to sulfite, which may have to be compensated by energy production gained from the
subsequent reduction of sulfite to sulfate. On Earth, the formation of APS appears to be the only
way to access sulfur from sulfate, for both assimilatory and dissimilatory sulfate reduction,
constituting an enzymatic bottleneck.
The uniqueness of Earth’s sulfate reduction pathway poses a challenge to the search for
sulfur-based metabolic processes elsewhere, because in other extraterrestrial environments,
alternative sulfate reduction pathways may have evolved. This challenge is heightened by the fact
that on Earth, the sulfur and oxygen isotope fractionation of sulfate reduction are typically much
larger than any other sulfur-cycling process, which leads to a dominance of this process in the
isotope signatures in the environment and the rock record. In the search for traces of biological
sulfur cycling elsewhere, the perspective on what isotope biosignatures to look for may be skewed
by our observations from Earth. It is possible that during the evolution of biogeochemical cycles
on Earth, alternative sulfate reduction pathways existed but may have been outcompeted over time,
or still exist but have so far gone undetected. Having only Earth available to tackle this conundrum,
we can 1) turn to extreme environments that exclude other processes that usually obscure such
hidden pathways, 2) take advantage of the rock record that opens a window into such environments
and to Earth’s distant past, and 3) develop techniques that allow us to detect such hidden sulfur
transformation in the proverbial haystack of common sulfur cycling.
The environments in which CCR form represent such extreme conditions. They are characterized
by elevated pressure and temperature, high salinities, extreme scarceness of oxidants, and are
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prone to accumulation of sulfide and carbon dioxide. It is generally accepted sulfate-reducing
bacteria are often intimately involved in CCR formation, covering locations from the coast of the
Gulf of Mexico (Sassen, 1980, 1988; Kyle and Agee, 1988; McManus and Hanor, 1988; Land,
1998) to the Permian salt domes in northern Germany (Peckmann et al., 1999). Luckily, CCR can
be preserved over geological time, which gives us access to such lithologies from different
geological settings and times. The commonly accepted mechanism for CCR formation is a twostep process that occurs in a setting where salt rises as a diapir relative to adjacent strata whereby:
1) halite is preferentially dissolved and less soluble components of the salt, such as anhydrite and
gypsum, concentrate at the crest forming a cap; 2) if hydrocarbons enter the caprock, sulfate from
the gypsum and anhydrite is reduced and these minerals are replaced with carbonate, and in some
cases native sulfur (S0) or dolomite (Kyle and Posey, 1991). The processes that lead to CCR and
native sulfur formation at salt diapirs are genetically related to epigenetic strata-bound native
deposits such as in the Castile Formation in Texas (Davis and Kirkland, 1970), northern Iraq
(Jassim et al., 1999), and the Messinian of Sicily (Ziegenbalg et al., 2010). Thermochemical sulfate
reduction (TSR), which usually operates at temperatures above 120°C, (Goldstein and Aizenshtat,
1994; Jørgensen and Parkes, 2010), could be responsible for carbonate caprock and concomitant
native sulfur formation. However, there is ample indication that many native sulfur bearing CCR
formed at temperatures well below this temperature threshold (e.g., Prikryl et al., 1988; Caesar et
al., 2019, this work). This is important because unlike thermochemical sulfate reduction, which
can directly yield native sulfur, microbial sulfate reduction is expected to solely yield sulfide.
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1.2 TACKLING THE NATIVE SULFUR CONUNDRUM
The insight that CCR with native sulfur is likely the result of microbial sulfate reduction poses a
problem. Native sulfur is formed by chemical or biological oxidation of sulfide with molecular
oxygen (i.e., 2H2S + O2 => 2S0 + 2H2O). Yet, microbial sulfate reduction operates in the opposite
direction of sulfide oxidation, raising several issues. First, to form large sulfur deposits, copious
amounts of molecular oxygen must be delivered to the sulfide oxidation site. For example, for the
formation of the 89 million tons of native sulfur at the Boling salt diapir (Long, 1992), we estimate
approximately 44 million tons or 1.4 · 1012 moles of O2 would be required, which does not include
the oxygen lost to hydrocarbon oxidation (Labrado et al., 2019). Transporting such massive
quantities in an aquifer is challenging, particularly if the water is saline or warm, which reduces
the solubility of O2 in water.
Things are further exacerbated by oxidation of organic matter or pyrite, which removes
most of the molecular oxygen during transport, particularly in the presence of hydrocarbons.
Oxidation of these compounds with molecular oxygen is energetically more favorable than the
oxidation tied to microbial sulfate reduction, causing O2-utilizing microbes to outcompete their
sulfate-reducing counterparts. Moreover, sulfate-reducing microbes show a limited tolerance to
molecular oxygen, begging the question of how O2 supply can be regulated such that the sulfatereducing microbes are not poisoned. Lastly, excessive supply with molecular oxygen should result
in the further oxidation of S0, causing large native sulfur deposits to be impossible to preserve.
This central dilemma of native sulfur generation in CCR settings lead to the formulation of the
hypothesis that native sulfur generation can be carried out by microbes in the absence of a systemexternal oxidant such as O2. Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation are devoted to testing this
hypothesis with Chapter 2 tackling the question from a theoretical and thermodynamical viewpoint
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and answering the question of what microbial native sulfur formation pathways could operate.
Chapter 3 investigates the case scenario of CCR and native sulfur genesis at Damon Mound, TX
and assesses the likelihood of native formation in the absence of an external supply with O2. In a
nutshell, it is demonstrated there is high potential for the existence of metabolic processes that
allow sulfate-reducing microbes or microbial consortia to produce native sulfur in the absence of
external oxidants, methane-cycling archaea are likely candidates to be involved in such a process,
and the multitude of geochemical proxies found for native sulfur genesis at Damon Mound CCR
are compatible with a scenario in which O2 was absent.

1.3 DOLOSTONE CCR: AN INCONCEIVABLE LITHOLOGY?
At other CCR locations, such as at Gypsum Valley in the Paradox Basin, CO, the CCR consists of
dolostone and limestone, and no native sulfur is found (Lerer, 2017; Poe, 2018; Brunner et al.,
2019). In classical CCR settings from the US Gulf Coast (Posey and Kyle, 1988), dolomite
received little attention other than as accessory mineral. The findings from Gypsum Valley, as well
as reports of dolostone CCR from Castle Valley, another salt dome in the Paradox Basin (Shock,
2012) and the Patawarta Diapir in South Australia (Kernen et al., 2019), indicate dolomite is a
primary mineral in CRR. While limestone CCR coupled to native sulfur genesis has an – albeit
controversial – model of formation, there is no such concept for dolostone-limestone CCR other
than dolomitization of a limestone CCR, which is not compatible with field observations (Poe,
2018). This gap in knowledge puts all options on the table including that dolostone-limestone unit
is not CCR but belongs to diapir-adjacent lithology; it is a lithology belonging to original evaporite
deposit that became part of the CCR via underplating during halite dissolution; or it is CCR that
replaced an anhydrite/gypsum caprock by a yet unidentified process that may or may not have
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involved microbial sulfur transformations. These possibilities challenge the hypothesis that CCR
formation is intimately tied to microbial sulfur transformations.
Considering the above, it has become critical to re-evaluate dolomite/early stage-dolomite
(for a review on the early-stage dolomite see (Petrash et al., 2017) precipitation as a process in
CCR formation. Sulfate, which is abundant in CCR systems due to the presence of anhydrite and
gypsum caprock, was believed to inhibit dolomitization, but that is only the case for low-sulfate
aqueous solutions. In sulfate-rich solutions, it may promote dolomitization (Machel, 2004). It has
been shown that activity of sulfate-reducing bacteria can induce the formation of (proto)dolomite,
which was originally attributed to the removal of sulfate since it may act as inhibitor for dolomite
formation (Baker and Kastner, 1981). However, recent studies postulate that for dolomite
formation, sulfate is less important as an inhibitor than the hydration shell around magnesium ions
(Wang et al., 2016). Organic surfaces (e.g., exopolimeric substances or microbial tissues) may play
a critical role in distorting the hydration shells around magnesium ions and allow for the
precipitation of (proto)dolomite. This is important because it may imply that organic matter in
general may be a catalyst for protodolomite formation, and recent studies have shown that dolomite
can form in the presence of organic matter without microbes (Roberts et al., 2013). If magnesiumrich fluids entered the carbonate caprock environment with hydrocarbons, the sulfate, along with
hydrocarbons that can serve as a source of organic matter (Wang et al., 2014), may help foster the
formation of early-stage dolomite in CCR.
This short review of concepts concerning dolomite formation at low temperatures
demonstrates that microbially-catalyzed dolostone CCR formation might be possible but does not
address a major issue. If dolostone is supposed to replace an anhydrite or gypsum caprock, a
mechanism must be invoked that efficiently replaces calcium released by the calcium-sulfate
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precursor caprock with magnesium. From this follows that while anhydrite/gypsum caprock
dissolution is a main driver for limestone CCR genesis, it could impede dolostone formation and
cause calcium-magnesium ratios to remain in a realm where dolostone formation is not feasible.
Following this logic, to form dolostone CCR it may not be advantageous to replace an
anhydrite/gypsum precursor, and no longer advantageous to invoke thermochemical or microbial
sulfate reduction as a main driver for the process. At least for dolostone-limestone CCR, this poses
a challenge to the hypothesis that CCR formation is intimately tied to abiotic and/or microbial
sulfur transformations. Chapter 4 of this dissertation tackles the conundrum of dolostone-limestone
CCR at the Gypsum Valley salt wall by combining field observations and geochemical analyses
with an assessment of the thermodynamic feasibly of potential formation mechanisms.
In brief, these investigations reveal that the most primary dolostone lithology found in the
Gypsum Valley CCR could be the result of a replacement of magnesium-rich bittern salts and
anhydrite within the original layered evaporite sequence or during diapirism, followed by the
accretion of this lithological unit to the CCR. Later processes, including the ascent of hot fluids at
the diapir margin and others that involved sulfate reduction coupled to oil degradation added to
the richness in rock fabrics and partial replacement of dolostone with limestone.

1.4 WHERE THERE IS A QUESTION, THERE IS ALSO AN EXPERIMENT
The ultimate test for any mechanism inferred from the rock record and substantiated by the
demonstration of thermodynamical feasibility is the observation in situ or under laboratory
conditions. In the case of the postulated microbially catalyzed formation of native sulfur in the
absence of O2, biomolecular tools for a detection of such a mechanism in natural samples or mixedculture enrichments may not yield conclusive results. Biomolecular tools must target known
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processes, thus cannot directly identify an unknown process. Furthermore, if the process is carried
out by organisms that are typically present, such as methane metabolizing archaea and sulfate
reducing bacteria, detecting a switch in the mode of metabolic expression can be obscured. To
tackle this challenge, two approaches were employed: 1) long-term incubations of marine
sediments under conditions suspected to be conducive to native sulfur genesis; and 2) the
development of an isotope tracer with the potential to discern between typical and non-typical
microbial sulfate reduction. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, efforts with the culturing
experiments were interrupted. Chapter 5 provides an overview of the state of these projects and
reports on the successful synthesis of the isotope tracer.

1.5 AS ONE QUESTION IS ANSWERED, MORE FOLLOW
The final chapter of this dissertation is devoted to an outlook on future research. New research
avenues are suggested based on the main messages from this dissertation: 1) native sulfur
formation in salty environments driven by microbial activity is possible without an external
oxidant, most likely by microbial metabolic pathways not yet revealed; and 2) CCR can be formed
without sulfur transformations at depth. These takeaways must be further tested, which can be
achieved by combining novel isotope tracing techniques in laboratory experiments, an expansion
of clumped isotope analyses of carbonates at salt diapirs, the hunt for accessory quartz minerals,
and exploring so far untrodden research paths, such as the attempt to measure the selenium content
of CCR. Since sulfur is so ubiquitous and microbial life is vital for our planet’s survivability,
working on finding missing sulfur microbial metabolisms may provide insight to how life evolved
here on Earth and aid in humanity’s quest to search for life elsewhere.
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2.1 ABSTRACT
Large native (i.e. elemental) sulfur deposits can be part of caprock assemblages found on top of or
in lateral position to salt diapirs and as stratabound mineralization in gypsum and anhydrite
lithologies. Native sulfur is formed when hydrocarbons come in contact with sulfate minerals in
presence of liquid water. The prevailing model for native sulfur formation in such settings is that
sulfide produced by sulfate-reducing bacteria is oxidized to zero-valent sulfur in presence of
molecular oxygen (O2). Although possible, such a scenario is problematic because: 1. exposure to
oxygen would drastically decrease growth of microbial sulfate-reducing organisms, thereby
slowing down sulfide production; 2. on geologic timescales, excess supply with oxygen would
convert sulfide into sulfate rather than native sulfur; and 3. to produce large native sulfur deposits,
enormous amounts of oxygenated water would need to be brought in close proximity to
environments in which ample hydrocarbon supply sustains sulfate reduction. However, sulfur
stable isotope data from native sulfur deposits emplaced at a stage after the formation of the host
rocks indicate that the sulfur was formed in a setting with little solute exchange with the ambient
environment and little supply of dissolved oxygen.
We deduce that there must be a process for the formation of native sulfur in absence of an
external oxidant for sulfide. We hypothesize that in systems with little solute exchange, sulfatereducing organisms, possibly in cooperation with other anaerobic microbial partners, drive the
formation of native sulfur deposits. In order to cope with sulfide stress, microbes may shift from
harmful sulfide production to nonhazardous native sulfur production. We propose four possible
mechanisms as a means to form native sulfur: (1) a modified sulfate reduction process that
produces sulfur compounds with an intermediate oxidation state, (2) coupling of sulfide oxidation
to methanogenesis that utilizes methylated compounds, acetate or carbon dioxide, (3) ammonium
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oxidation coupled to sulfate reduction, and (4) sulfur comproportionation of sulfate and sulfide.
We show these reactions are thermodynamically favorable and especially useful in environments
with multiple stressors, such as salt and dissolved sulfide, and provide evidence that microbial
species functioning in such environments produce native sulfur. Integrating these insights, we
argue that microbes may form large native sulfur deposits in absence of light and external oxidants
such as O2, nitrate, and metal oxides. The existence of such a process would not only explain
enigmatic occurrences of native sulfur in the geologic record, but also provide an explanation for
cryptic sulfur and carbon cycling beneath the seabed.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
2.2.1 Epigenetic native sulfur deposits
Native sulfur is formed by a number of abiotic and biological processes in a multitude of settings
such as deeply buried sediments by thermochemical sulfate reduction (Warren, 2006), seafloor
hydrothermal systems (Butterfield et al., 2011; Seewald et al., 2015), at volcanoes (e.g., in Chile;
Ferraris and Vila, 1990), at arctic glaciers (Grasby et al., 2003), in lake sediments (Philip et al.,
1994; Lindtke et al., 2011), in shallow marine sediments (e.g., through the giant sulfur bacterium
Thiomargarita namibiensis; Schulz and Schulz, 2005), in sulfidic cave systems (e.g., incomplete
sulfide oxidation by Sulfurocum-like Epsilonproteobacteria; Hamilton et al., 2015), or at the
seafloor as filamentous sulfur (i.e. by Beggiatoa; Jørgensen et al., 2010 or by Arcobacter; Wirsen
et al., 2002; Sievert et al., 2007). On a geologic timescale, many of the native sulfur accumulations
in these environments are transient. Upon burial native sulfur can be reduced to sulfide, whereas
extended periods of exposure to oxic conditions lead to its oxidation to sulfate. Indeed, evidence
for large filamentous sulfide-oxidizing bacteria such as Beggiatoa or Thioploca is available for
only few examples that represent syngenetic native sulfur formation (Druckman et al., 1994;
Burhan et al., 2002). Syngenetic native sulfur deposits are formed at the same time as the strata
that host them, whereas epigenetic native sulfur deposits (ENSDs) are emplaced after the
formation of the host rocks. There are two categories of ENSDs: caprock and stratabound deposits
(Ruckmick et al., 1979). When interpreted to have formed to a large extent by biological processes,
they are referred to as bioepigenetic. The native sulfur in bioepigenetic deposits typically replaces
a sulfate-bearing host rock, such as gypsum (CaSO4•2H2O) or anhydrite (CaSO4), and is
commonly associated with authigenic carbonate minerals, such as calcite, aragonite, or dolomite.
In stratabound deposits, native sulfur replaces sulfate-rich strata that were emplaced during the
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deposition of evaporite rocks, whereas in caprock deposits, native sulfur replaces sulfates that had
accumulated at the crest of a salt diapir through preferential dissolution of sodium chloride salts
(Figure 2.1; Davis and Kirkland, 1979; Klimchouk, 1997; Ruckmick et al., 1979). Ultimately, the
driver for the replacement of sulfate-bearing host rocks is the availability of hydrocarbons and
other organic compounds (e.g., carboxylic acids) which can be supplied by the migration of oil
and natural gas. The organic compounds fuel sulfate reduction by coupling it to carbon oxidation,
a process that yields carbonate minerals and reduced sulfur species.
Bioepigenetic native sulfur deposits can be enormous, with sizes reaching 89 and 500
million tons of native sulfur for caprock and stratabound deposits, respectively (Long, 1992a,
1992b). It has been estimated that approximately four barrels of oil (~560 kg) or 72,000 cubic feet
of methane (~1300 kg) are needed to form one metric ton of native sulfur (Ruckmick et al., 1979).
At Damon Mound, Texas, which with 0.14 million tons of native sulfur (Long, 1992a) is a
comparably small caprock deposit, this would correspond to 0.56 million barrels of crude oil.
However, based on a minimum weight estimate of carbonate caprock of 32.7 million metric tons,
and assuming that the carbon in the rock was derived from oil, the consumption was approximated
to be 34.2 million barrels of crude oil (approximately 4.9 million metric tons; Sassen et al., 1994).
This demonstrates that calculations of hydrocarbon consumption based on the presence of native
sulfur are minimum estimates. While such numbers may appear staggering, a comparison shows
that oil and gas reservoirs can supply the required hydrocarbon volumes. Damon Mound, which
compared to other salt domes in the U.S. Gulf Coast salt province is considered a small oil reservoir
(Sassen et al., 1994), yielded a cumulative oil production of 21.6*106 barrels (Halbouty, 1979),
demonstrating that enough hydrocarbons can by supplied to these environments.
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Arguably, from a biogeochemical perspective, ENSDs are the most intriguing native sulfur
deposits. Since the recognition that anaerobic bacteria may have generated the native sulfur
deposits in Sicily by Hunt (1915), a problem vexes scientists to this day: presumably, sulfide is the
only product of dissimilatory sulfate reduction and a subsequent oxidative step is required to
generate native sulfur (Figure 2.2). The seemingly easy way out of this problem, the circumstance
that sulfide is readily oxidized to zero-valent sulfur in the presence of molecular oxygen (O2),
comes with two caveats: 1. there is no geochemical proof for the involvement of O2 in the genesis
of the ENSDs; and 2. for some, if not most, ENSDs it is difficult to conceive how O2 could be
supplied in the required quantities without inhibiting dissimilatory sulfate reduction. For example,
to generate the largest native sulfur caprock deposit with 89 million tons of native sulfur (Boling
dome; Long, 1992a), approximately 44 million tons or 1.4 *1012 moles of O2 would be required,
not including O2 lost to hydrocarbon oxidation. If such a supply is provided by oxygenated water
to the subsurface and assuming a solubility of 250 µmol O2 per liter freshwater, this corresponds
to approximately 5100 km3 of oxygenated water, or for ease of comparison, to 9 months of draining
of the Amazon River. Despite these concerns (e.g., Lindgren, 1913; Feely and Kulp, 1957;
Parafiniuk, 1989; Kirkland, 2014), it has become widely accepted that oxidation of sulfide with
O2 is required for the formation of bioepigenetic native sulfur deposits (Ruckmick et al., 1979;
Kyle and Posey, 1991; Machel, 1992; Klimchouk, 1997). This notion has been eloquently
summarized by Machel (1992): “Economically viable deposits of native sulfur usually are formed
by only one process: inorganic oxidation of H2S by molecular oxygen.” The disparity between the
paradigm that O2 is required and the absence of direct evidence that O2 is available in the needed
quantities to drive the process resulted in a conundrum that has now persisted for over 100 years.
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2.2.2 A geological problem in search of a microbiological solution
In the last three decades, the fields of environmental microbiology and biogeochemistry have made
great progress. The new insights on microbial sulfur transformations and improved understanding
of light stable isotope systematics and fractionation prompt us to re-evaluate the paradigm that
presence of O2 is a prerequisite for the formation of ENSDs. In section 2, we first review the issues
that arise with O2 being a prerequisite for the formation of native sulfur deposits. In section 3, we
introduce potential microbiological solutions to this geological problem. These solutions include
metabolisms related to methylated compounds, ammonium transformations, and sulfur
comproportionation reactions, which may allow for native sulfur genesis and accumulation on a
geologic scale in the absence of oxygen or other oxidants, such as nitrate or metal oxides. We
demonstrate that (1) these processes are thermodynamically feasible, (2) response to sulfide stress
could be the trigger for organisms to shift from the most energy yielding process (sulfide
generation) to a less energy yielding catabolism (native sulfur formation) because it is more
sustainable, and (3) environmental and experimental data indicate that the hypothesized processes
indeed exist.

2.3 CHALLENGES WITH O2 AS THE ELECTRON ACCEPTOR FOR SULFIDE OXIDATION
Before we introduce the microbiological solutions to the O2 conundrum of ENSD genesis, we
critically evaluate six central concepts of the current models:
1. Are there examples of ENSDs where there is direct evidence for the presence or absence of
O2?
2. Why are ENSDs assumed to be sourced from sulfate rather than reduced sulfur species that
formed during the deposition and early diagenesis of the original evaporite deposits?
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3. Why is an oxidant for sulfide required if the ultimate sulfur source is sulfate, the most oxidized
form of sulfur?
4. Why is O2 considered the prime driver for sulfide oxidation in the canonical model?
5. How could O2 be problematic for the formation of native sulfur if it is considered a
prerequisite?
6. Is there geochemical evidence from the rock record that indicates a lack of O2 supply to sites
where epigenetic native sulfur formation took place?

2.3.1 Direct evidence for involvement or absence of O2 in the genesis of ENSDs – the
example of Challenger Knoll
The fact that ENSDs form in the subsurface in hydrocarbon-bearing systems presents a major
challenge to study the involved processes in situ. Epigenetic native sulfur deposits have been
accessed by drilling and mining, but even in cases where native sulfur and hydrocarbons were
present, such as at the Main Pass 299 dome offshore Louisiana (Kyle, 1999), it is not clear if the
formation process was still ongoing. Moreover, drilling and mining introduce O2 and potentially
cause contamination with extraneous microbial communities. For these reasons, interpretations of
the conditions under which ENSDs formed mainly rely on petrographic or geochemical studies of
geologic archives. Unfortunately, it is geochemically difficult to find evidence that O2 is involved
in sulfide oxidation because this process does not leave obvious geochemical fingerprints. For
example, during the oxidation of sulfide to native sulfur, oxygen from O2 reacts with hydrogen to
form water, which is added to the pool of ambient water. The distinct isotopic fingerprint of the
O2-derived water is diluted to such a degree that it is no longer distinguishable in the original
ambient water, nor is it preserved in carbonate minerals that precipitate from this water. Moreover,
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chemotrophic sulfide-oxidizing bacteria do not synthesize lipid biomarkers of sufficient specificity
(Arning et al., 2008). It is equally difficult to make a case, or find geochemical proof, that O2 was
absent during the formation of an ENSD. Thus, other, more indirect approaches are necessary. For
example, at Damon Mound it was shown that the hydrocarbon degradation products differ between
the sulfur-barren near surface caprock, which has likely experienced extensive penetration of O2rich meteoric water, and deeper caprock where native sulfur is present and supply with O2 must
have been limited (Sassen et al., 1988).
To the best of our knowledge, Challenger Knoll, located in the Central Gulf of Mexico, is
the only ENSD that has been accessed by scientific drilling and is a prime example of sulfur
formation where little argument for the presence of O2 can be made. Challenger Knoll (DSDP Leg
1, Site 2) is a salt diapir that was drilled in 1968, in a water depth of 3,600 m (Ewing et al., 1969).
Caprock was recovered from a depth of 133 m below sea floor (Burk et al., 1969). It was speculated
that the intrusion of oxygenated seawater could be responsible for the presence of native sulfur
(Davis and Bray, 1969). However, the pore water chloride profiles showed fluctuations that
indicated salt dissolution (increase in chloride) as well as addition of water from the dissolution of
gypsum and oxidation of hydrocarbons (decrease in chloride). No evidence for entrainment of
seawater or diffusion of O2 through more than 100 m of pelagic sediment to the top of the zone
with native sulfur was shown (Manheim and Sayles, 1970). From this, we conclude that the one
site accessed to date with potentially active epigenetic native sulfur genesis has no evidence for
presence of O2.
2.3.2 Epigenetic sulfur deposits are truly epigenetic
Evaporite-rich sedimentary rocks form in highly saline waters in arid continental settings or in
ocean margin basins with high evaporation rates and limited water exchange with the global ocean.
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Such water bodies tend to become stratified due to density contrasts of highly saline bottom waters
and fresher surface waters. Combined with the fact that O2 solubility decreases with increased
salinity, such depositional settings are prone to become anoxic, which in addition to the
precipitation of evaporite minerals, can lead to the deposition of organic carbon-rich sediments
and to the formation of syngenetic native sulfur deposits through the activity of sulfate reducing
organisms (e.g., Philip et al., 1994; Aref, 1998; Ziegenbalg et al., 2010; Lindtke et al., 2011).
Based on these observations, the question arises: could ENSDs be formed from sulfur
compounds with intermediate oxidation state and elemental sulfur that accumulated during the
deposition and early diagenesis of the evaporites? While a contribution of these sources cannot be
excluded, several lines of evidence indicate that they cannot replace reduction of sulfate from
gypsum and anhydrite as the primary sulfur source due to the following reasons. (1) Syngenetic
sulfur deposits are typically out-sized by bioepigenetic sulfur deposits, which accounted for more
than 98% of the world sulfur production with one third being from caprock and almost two thirds
from stratabound deposits (Ruckmick et al., 1979), indicating numerous syngenetic sulfur deposits
would have to be recycled to obtain ENSDs. (2) Diagenetically formed tourmaline minerals in salt
domes indicate that despite the fact that evaporite deposits can host organic-rich source rocks (e.g.,
the evaporitic Middle Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation in Utah and Colorado; Nuccio and
Condon, 1996), the salt bodies themselves are likely not reduced (Henry et al., 1999; Henry and
Dutrow, 2012). This confines potential accumulations of sulfur with intermediate oxidation states
to these isolated bodies. (3) The typical paragenesis of carbonate and native sulfur minerals in
epigenetic and syngenetic native sulfur deposits indicates that the two phases are precipitated in
temporal proximity to each other, likely due to the coupling of sulfur and carbon cycling. If ENSDs
were the result of a remobilization of sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation state, a
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simultaneous formation may no longer be required – however, it is typically observed. (4)
Carbonates in syngenetic native sulfur deposits tend to be
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O-enriched because the water from

which the carbonates precipitate is isotopically heavy due to evaporation. In contrast, carbonates
in ENSDs are typically
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O depleted because the associated brines are isotopically light. Thus,

considering that there would not be enough sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation state
and that it is difficult to explain the late-stage paragenesis of native sulfur and carbonates as a
result of remobilization, it follows that ENSDs are likely derived from sulfate minerals rather than
reduced sulfur species generated in an early depositional environment.
2.3.3 Canonically, sulfide is the only product of dissimilatory sulfate reduction
There is a plethora of biological sulfur transformations, which includes sulfur reduction, oxidation,
disproportionation and comproportionation reactions (e.g., Böttcher et al., 2005; Wasmund et al.,
2017). Many of these reactions may create zero-valent sulfur as an intermediate or final product
and it is likely that some of these processes have not been discovered yet, a fact that has been
referred to as ‘cryptic sulfur cycling’ (Canfield et al., 2010b; Holmkvist et al., 2011; Johnston et
al., 2014; Brunner et al., 2016). Microorganisms have been shown to use intermediate sulfur
species, such as thiosulfate, to produce native sulfur (Figure 2.3). Examples are thermophilic
mixolithoautotrophic bacteria growing on hydrogen and thiosulfate while producing native sulfur
(Beffa et al., 1993) and the thermophile Clostridium thermosulfurogenes, which produces native
sulfur from thiosulfate while fermenting carbohydrates to ethanol, molecular hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, acetate, lactate, methanol, and isopropanol (Schink and Zeikus, 1983).
However, the source of new zero-valent sulfur must ultimately be the only large available
sulfur pool in these deposits: sulfate from anhydrite or gypsum. Dissimilatory sulfate reduction is
currently the only known energy-yielding microbial pathway capable of converting the stable
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sulfate molecule into a compound that can be reduced, adenosine phosphosulfate (APS). Sulfur
compounds with intermediate oxidation state (e.g., sulfite, thiosulfate, trithionate, tetrathionate)
are produced and released during oxidative sulfur cycling, but this does not appear to be the case
for dissimilatory sulfate reduction which yields only one product: sulfide (for a review, see Barton
et al., 2014). Sulfate reduction is also known for many assimilatory pathways (Schiff and
Fankhauser, 1981), but this energetically costly sulfur transformation is not likely to be a good
candidate as a supplier for sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation state on a scale relevant
for the genesis of large native sulfur deposits. It follows that while there is a multitude of processes
that can yield native sulfur, canonically, dissimilatory sulfate reduction constitutes the only means
to supply the system in which the ENSD is formed with new native sulfur. Because, sulfide is
presumably the only product of dissimilatory sulfate reduction, its subsequent oxidation is
required. Theoretically, in a cryptic sulfur cycle such sulfur could be oxidized by a sulfur
compound with intermediate oxidation state, the latter thereby becoming more reduced. However,
unless there is an external oxidant such as O2 that re-constitutes sulfur compounds with
intermediate oxidation states, this cryptic cycle cannot be perpetuated because oxidation power is
progressively lost.
2.3.4 Molecular oxygen as an agent for the genesis of ENSDs
Evaporite deposits dominantly consist of carbonates, sulfates, and sodium chloride. Iron or
manganese are rare constituents, as are nitrate salts due to their high solubility. From this follows
that other than sulfate, evaporite rocks contain few compounds that could serve as oxidants for
hydrocarbons or sulfide. Until the late 1980s, little evidence was available that anaerobic
microorganisms degraded hydrocarbons. It was well established that aerobic degradation of
hydrocarbons by O2, acting as a strong oxidant, was directly involved in overcoming the chemical
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sluggishness of hydrocarbon oxidation (Widdel and Rabus, 2001). Combined with the knowledge
that sulfate-reducing bacteria mostly depend on products of hydrocarbon degradation (Jobson et
al., 1979), such as organic acids, this information led to the conclusion that “sulphate reducers are
anaerobes but typically depend on aerobic bacteria to create suitably biodegraded hydrocarbon
substrates” (Fig 3; Warren, 2006) and that meteoric water supplies the bulk of dissolved oxygen,
whereas formation fluids supply oil or methane for the genesis of calcitic caprocks on salt diapirs
(Kyle and Posey, 1991). Thus, since it was accepted that O2 needed to be available for the
degradation of oil, it was conceivable that O2 would also be available for the oxidation of sulfide
to native sulfur, while acknowledging that sulfate-reducing bacteria, which produce the sulfide,
are strict anaerobes (Machel, 1992).
Yet, since the late 1980s, the concept that only aerobic microorganisms can decompose
hydrocarbons has dramatically changed (Head et al. 2003; Aitken et al., 2004; Gray et al., 2010).
An increasing number of microorganisms were identified that have the ability to utilize saturated
and aromatic hydrocarbons as growth substrates under strictly anoxic conditions, and sulfatereducing bacteria were shown to use a much broader range of substrates from oil and gas reservoirs
than previously assumed (Aeckersberg et al., 1991; Fukui et al., 1999; Widdel and Rabus, 2001;
Rabus et al., 2006; Widdel et al., 2006, 2010; Kniemeyer et al., 2007). The recent finding that
butane-oxidizing archaea function in a consortium with sulfate-reducing bacteria further
underlines that anaerobic hydrocarbon oxidation coupled to sulfate reduction can take advantage
of a broad range of substrates (Laso-Pérez et al., 2016). These findings do not only apply to
incubation studies but are corroborated by biomarker studies. Biomarkers that are attributed to
anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) and associated sulfate-reducing bacteria, who carry
out sulfate-driven anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM), were found in carbonates associated
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with native sulfur deposits in Sicily (Ziegenbalg et al., 2012). Similarly, biomarker evidence for a
microbial community dominated by sulfate-reducing bacteria that is capable of using petroleum
hydrocarbons to reduce gypsum and produce carbonates was found in diagenetic carbonates
associated with native sulfur deposits from the Gulf of Suez (Aloisi et al., 2013). These findings
led to the conclusion that O2 is not needed for the coupling of oil and gas degradation to microbial
sulfate reduction, and by extension, imply that O2 may not be available for the oxidation of sulfide
to native sulfur.
2.3.5 Tolerance of sulfate-reducing microbes to O2, microniches to separate sulfur oxidation
from reduction and competition for O2 in hydrocarbon oxidation
Most sulfate-reducing bacteria function anaerobically but do have the ability to tolerate O2 as a
means for survival (Cypionka et al., 1985; Marschall et al., 1993; Fauque, 1995; Cypionka, 2000;
Rabus et al., 2006; Ramel et al., 2015). Molecular oxygen is not toxic to sulfate-reducing bacteria,
but the reaction of O2 with reduced sulfur compounds releases toxic products, such as thiols, which
may explain why O2 appears to be more toxic to metabolizing than resting cells (Cypionka, 2000).
The substrates for aerobic respiration by sulfate-reducing bacteria are the same as the substrates
used in sulfate reduction. It has been shown that when exposed to O2, the metabolically versatile
sulfate-reducing bacterium Desulfobulbus propionicus can generate native sulfur as an
intermediate (Fuseler and Cypionka, 1995). However, despite (1) their capacity to couple O2
reduction with energy conservation, (2) their chemotaxis toward micro-aerobic zones, and (3) their
detoxification mechanisms, proof has yet to be provided for aerobic growth of sulfate-reducing
bacteria, i.e. over an infinite number of generations in oxic media (Rabus et al., 2006). In
environmental samples, including a supralitoral marine microbial mat (Visscher et al., 1992),
hypersaline microbial mats (Canfield and Marais, 1991; Jørgensen, 1994), root zones (Blaabjerg
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and Finster, 1998; Isaksen and Finster, 1996), and biofilms from a sewage plant (Kühl and
Jørgensen, 1992), it has been shown that sulfate reduction can take place under oxic conditions.
So far, sulfide production in pure cultures of sulfate-reducing bacteria in the presence of O2 has
not been documented (Cypionka, 2000). Recent discoveries indicate that there is the possibility of
sulfate-reducing microorganisms growing under oxic conditions. The diversity of microbial
groups that may be involved in dissimilatory sulfur cycling is much larger than previously thought
(Rückert, 2016; Anantharaman et al., 2018). Among these microorganisms are peatland
Acidobacteria that possess the genomic toolset to convert sulfite into sulfide with a subgroup that
also possesses the toolset to convert sulfate into sulfite (Hausmann et al., 2018). This is of
particular interest because cultivated Acidobacteria related to the peatland Acidobacteria are
aerobes or facultative anaerobes (Hausmann et al., 2018 and references therein). However, since
O2 is energetically a much more attractive electron acceptor than sulfate, it remains uncertain why
dissimilatory sulfate reduction would be carried out if O2 is persistently available, and why such
organisms would not be outcompeted by aerobic competitors. Moreover, persistent presence of
oxygen would maintain the concentrations of sulfide at low levels. Sulfide inhibits native sulfur
disproportionation (Thamdrup, 1993; Finster et al., 1998). Removing this inhibitor would enable
a process that consumes native sulfur, and thus not allow for the formation of a native sulfur
deposit.
This gives rise to the question of how the supply with O2 can be regulated such that the
sulfate-reducing microbes are not negatively affected? In shallow water including reefal
environments, sulfate-reducing organisms can thrive within millimeters of an oxic-anoxic
interface (Visscher et al., 2000; Dupraz et al., 2004; Fike et al., 2008), and biomarker and isotopic
fingerprints of this process, occurring in presumably oxic environments with only anoxic micro-
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niches present, can be preserved in the geologic record (Heindel et al., 2012; Gischler et al., 2017a,
2017b). Likely, the steep chemical gradients are maintained by extracellular polymeric substances,
for example in biofilms, which limit the exchange of O2 between oxidizing and reducing
microenvironments. However, formation of biofilms may not be favored in epigenetic settings due
to lack of pore space and no fossilized biofilms are reported from these subsurface environments.
Lacking the protection of biofilms, sulfate-reducing bacteria can be exposed to oxygen more
easily.
Sulfide diffusing towards an oxidizing environment can be oxidized to native sulfur if
hydrogen sulfide has a long enough residence time before being oxidized by other processes
(Figure 2.3). In stratabound or salt diapir settings, such environments could potentially exist at
locations with crossflow of oxygenated water adjacent to a dissolving salt, gypsum, or anhydrite
(Figure 2.1; Warren, 2006). The locally increased salinity reduces the solubility of O2, facilitating
the establishment of anoxic microniches. For this model to function, the supply of hydrocarbons
or products of hydrocarbon degradation to the sulfate reducers must be maintained (Figure 2.3).
Anaerobic microorganisms utilizing hydrocarbons always exhibit much slower growth than their
aerobic counterparts (Widdel et al., 2010), and sulfate-reducing bacteria are outcompeted by
aerobes, as exemplified by the classical redox sequence in marine sediments (Canfield and
Thamdrup, 2009). This leads to a conundrum: hydrocarbons must be delivered to the sulfatereduction zone without exhausting the O2 in the oxygenated water since O2 is needed for the
subsequent oxidation of sulfide to native sulfur, or sulfide oxidation to native sulfur with O2 must
be kinetically faster than aerobic oxidation of hydrocarbons (Figure 2.3). The former option
appears to be unlikely because if excess O2 was present, sulfur oxidation would likely proceed all
the way to sulfate. The latter scenario might be possible, as sulfide is a highly effective antioxidant.
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However, to accumulate a large native sulfur deposit in situ, supply with oxygenated water needs
to be large enough to maintain sulfide oxidation, despite the competition for O2 by aerobic
hydrocarbon degradation. Due to the density stratification with gas and oil on top of water, such a
massive inflow of O2 must come from a lateral source (Figure 2.1).
An alternative to the above scenario is the spatial or temporal separation of microbial
sulfate reduction from sulfide oxidation. Sulfide is allowed to accumulate in situ during a period
where hydrocarbons are available for sulfate reduction with no O2 supply, followed by a phase
where O2 is present but no hydrocarbons are available, allowing sulfide to be oxidized to native
sulfur. Such a separation of sulfate reduction and sulfide oxidation can also be achieved by
migration of sulfide to a location where O2 is available. The latter scenario requires a stratified
water body, whereas the former relies on episodic changes in fluid supply (Jassim et al., 1999),
which may be tied to shifts in the groundwater table due to seasonal changes, or in coastal areas,
due to sea level fluctuations or changes in seepage of oil into the caprock system, triggering
changes in the location of the interface between groundwater and captured hydrocarbons
(Figure 2.1). One implication of these scenarios is that carbonate precipitation, which is tied to
hydrocarbon oxidation, and native sulfur accumulation, can be temporally or spatially separate.
The discussion of (1) the O2-tolerance of sulfate-reducing microbes, (2) microniches to
separate sulfur oxidation from reduction, and (3) competition for O2 in hydrocarbon oxidation
demonstrates that presence of O2 does not a priori exclude the formation of native sulfur and that
it is likely such systems do exist. However, it shows that if supply with O2 is critical for the genesis
of ENSDs, favorable circumstances need to coincide as both excess or dearth in O2 can be
problematic.
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2.3.6 Assessment of fluid flow: geologic evidence for native sulfur formation in absence of O2
Whereas overabundance of O2 could impede sulfide generation and lead to the oxidation of native
sulfur, insufficient supply with O2 may result in the escape of sulfide and absence of native sulfur.
Molecular oxygen in the subsurface can move by diffusion or advection, but because O2 diffusion
on a 100m to km scale is exceedingly slow (e.g., Roy et al. 2012), advective transport is essential.
Sustained fluid flow through the rocks adjacent to the native sulfur body can be driven by
topographic differences (Figure 2.1), dewatering of clay minerals or gypsum at depth, or density
gradients caused by differences in salinity and/or temperature resulting in the establishment of
convection cells (Hanor, 1994; Thornton and Wilson, 2007). The fluids can range from meteoric
to highly saline basinal brines (Hanor, 1994; Kharaka and Hanor, 2014). Systems in which ENSDs
form cannot be closed to fluid exchange since there must be a supply of hydrocarbons and, in the
case of salt diapirs, salt must be removed via dissolution. If O2 is supplied continuously or
episodically, these fluxes must contribute to the transport of other solutes as well. Therefore,
carbon, oxygen, and sulfur isotope mass balances have the potential to reveal if the flow of fluids
was ample or limited.
2.3.6.1 Carbon and oxygen isotope composition of carbonates, water, and carbon sources
The oxygen isotope composition (18O) of carbonates can provide information about the fluids
from which they precipitated, whereas their carbon isotope composition (13C) provides
information about the carbon source. For example, a 18O value of 0.05‰ and a 13C value of
−25.30‰ (vs. PDB-I; Davis and Bray, 1969) for calcite from the Challenger Knoll caprock
indicate precipitation from fluid with a near-seawater oxygen isotope composition (Davis and
Bray, 1969). The carbon isotope value indicates that oil was the dominant carbon source, as it is
very similar to oil found in Challenger Knoll (Davis and Kirkland, 1979). Carbon isotope values
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lower than −30‰ indicate contribution of carbon from thermogenic or biogenic methane (Schoell,
1980), and have been reported for native sulfur deposits in the south-eastern Mediterranean Coastal
Plain of Israel and Northern Sinai (Nissenbaum, 1984), the Hackberry salt dome, Louisiana, USA
(McManus and Hanor, 1988), the Carpathian Foredeep, Poland (Parafiniuk et al., 1994; Böttcher
and Parafiniuk, 1998), Sicily, Italy (Ziegenbalg et al., 2010), and within stratiform ENSDs in the
Castile anhydrite in the Delaware Basin, USA (Kirkland, 2014). The three-component system with
marine dissolved inorganic carbon (13C close to 0‰), oil (13C as low as −30‰), and methane
(13C as low as approximately −100‰), makes it difficult to establish a precise mass balance
between the different pools and to quantify the fluxes involved (Figure 2.4). Still, low 13C values
indicate limited supply of oxygenated water, as such waters would contribute isotopically heavy
carbon.
2.3.6.2 Sulfur isotopes in ENSDs
In contrast to the three carbon sources, there is typically only one major sulfur source in ENSDs –
sulfate from evaporite minerals. These sulfates tend to have a fairly uniform sulfur isotope
composition (34S) because they were formed from a large seawater sulfate pool and precipitation
of sulfate minerals is associated with a small isotope fractionation (Thode and Monster, 1965;
Holser and Kaplan, 1966; Lloyd, 1968; Pirlet et al., 2010; Pichat et al., 2017). The components of
the sulfur cycle fall into five basic categories: (1) original sulfate in gypsum or anhydrite, (2)
residual sulfate that has been exposed to microbial sulfate reduction, (3) sulfide minerals, (4)
sulfurized organic compounds, and (5) native sulfur. In the absence of suitable cations, such as
iron, no sulfide minerals (i.e. pyrite) are formed. If sulfurization of oil from its reaction with
hydrogen sulfide can be ignored, the system reduces to three main categories. Residual sulfate can
precipitate in secondary minerals: anhydrite or gypsum, celestine (SrSO4), barite (BaSO4) or as
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carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) in authigenic carbonates (Figure 2.2). The sulfur isotope
systematics of native sulfur deposits show elemental sulfur is isotopically lighter and the residual
sulfates isotopically heavier than the original evaporite minerals. Typically, the range in 34S of
the native sulfur is smaller than that of residual sulfates, and the difference in isotope composition
between native sulfur and the original sulfate is much smaller than that between original and
residual sulfate (Figure 2.5). Classically, such signatures have been interpreted as the result of
microbial sulfate reduction in a closed system. Sulfate-reducing bacteria preferentially produce
sulfide that is depleted in 34S relative to sulfate, thereby enriching the residual sulfate in 34S. With
continuing consumption of the remaining sulfate, the 34S value of residual sulfate becomes
exponentially heavier, whereas the accumulated sulfide approaches the 34S value of the original
sulfate, a process that can be modeled as closed system Rayleigh distillation (Faure, 1986; Hoefs,
2008). If small to moderate sulfur isotope fractionations in a range of 15‰ (Thode and Monster,
1965) to 27‰ (Feely and Kulp, 1957) are attributed to dissimilatory sulfate reduction, these trends
match the observations of the sulfur isotope patterns of ENSDs fairly well (Figure 2.5). This led
to the conclusion that the inhomogeneous, heavy isotope signatures of sulfate remaining in the
calcite cap rock represents residues from bacterial sulfate reduction (Feely and Kulp, 1957).
2.3.6.3 Closed vs. open system sulfur isotope fractionation
There are several reasons why a Rayleigh distillation model may not be appropriate to interpret
data from ENSDs. The first is that in proximity to massive gypsum or anhydrite deposits, there is
always ample supply of sulfate, thus the system is not closed with respect to sulfate input. Second,
if hydrocarbons, and potentially oxygenated water enter the system, the fluids they replace would
be expected to entrain produced sulfide and residual sulfate, once more making a closed system
argument difficult to uphold. Last, for a closed-system Rayleigh isotope fractionation, the
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maximum sulfur isotope offsets observed between original and residual sulfate as well as native
sulfur appears to be too small. Isotope fractionation between sulfate and sulfide during sulfate
reduction can be as large as 75‰, particularly if the overall energy yield for the sulfate-reducing
organisms is low, as it is likely for oil-derived compounds (Rudnicki et al., 2001; Wortmann et al.,
2001; Kleikemper et al., 2004; Brunner and Bernasconi, 2005; Canfield et al., 2010a; Sim et al.,
2011a, 2011b; Wing and Halevy, 2014). The same holds for sulfate reduction associated with
AOM, particularly if methane supply is low (Deusner et al., 2014). This begs the question, why,
at least for some ENSDs, is the sulfur isotope offset between native sulfur and the original sulfate
not much larger for an initial stage of Rayleigh distillation, and also much larger between original
and residual sulfate at a late stage? If one excludes thermochemical sulfate reduction at low
temperatures (70ºC) as a means to explain the minimal isotope offset between sulfide and original
sulfate, which was an option proposed for West Huckberry dome (McManus and Hanor, 1988), an
answer must be found that accommodates the observed moderate degree of sulfur isotope
fractionation, continuous supply of sulfate from gypsum or anhydrite dissolution, and some degree
of transport of solutes out of the system.
2.3.6.4 Implications from open system sulfur isotope fractionation
In treating the formation of ENSDs as an open or semi-open system, three fluxes are considered
to operate in a quasi-steady state: the input of sulfate from dissolution is matched by the
precipitation of native sulfur and the removal of residual sulfate by transport out of the system, by
precipitation as a sulfate mineral, or by capture as CAS. Similarly, there must be a match between
the isotope composition of sulfur that enters the system as sulfate and the sulfur that leaves the
system and precipitated native sulfur, whereby the latter two are offset by the sulfur isotope
fractionation (Figure 2.6). If most of the sulfate that enters the system also leaves, the 34S value
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of the residual sulfate matches the 34S value of original sulfate and the 34S value of native sulfur
is strongly offset to low values. If essentially all sulfate that enters the system is converted to native
sulfur, the 34S value of native sulfur matches the 34S value of original sulfate, and the 34S value
of the residual sulfate is strongly offset to isotopically heavy values. If half of the sulfate entering
the system is converted to native sulfur, native sulfur and residual sulfate will have the same
absolute isotopic offset from residual sulfate. It is important to note that in such an open system,
the isotopic offset between native sulfur and residual sulfur is approximately equal to the sulfur
isotope fractionation by sulfate-reducing organisms, which should have a maximum of
approximately 75‰ (e.g., Brunner and Bernasconi, 2005; Sim et al., 2011a). In the closed,
Rayleigh-type system the difference could be much larger because residual sulfate becomes
exponentially enriched in 34S, while accumulated sulfide and native sulfur approach the 34S value
of original sulfate. Remarkably, for the available data sets, the spread between residual sulfate and
native sulfur remains within the 75‰ range (Figure 2.5). In this view, it becomes evident that in
the majority of the studied native sulfur deposits, sulfate conversion to native sulfur exceeded the
loss of sulfate, which implies that fluid transport in and out of the system during sulfide generation
must have been restricted. In cases where the 34S value of native sulfur approaches the value of
original sulfate, external fluid input must have been almost cut off. Such a scenario is not
compatible with concomitant supply of oxygenated water.
It can be argued that celestine and barite only form during late stage sulfate reduction in an
essentially closed system when enough barium and strontium have built up but sulfate has not been
consumed to a degree where precipitation can no longer occur. Then their 34S values would only
record a specific segment of the isotope trends, which could be taken as an argument why the
difference between the residual sulfate and native sulfur remains limited to the 75‰ range. For
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this reason, analysis of the 34S values of CAS may be more appropriate, because authigenic
carbonates are expected to keep precipitating as long as carbonate production through hydrocarbon
oxidation proceeds. A compilation of values from ENSDs from the US Gulf coast, Poland, and
Sicily, Italy shows that the sulfur isotope offset between native sulfur and CAS, barite, and
celestine is well within the 75‰ range (Figure 2.5). For example, at Damon Mound, the highest
34S value of CAS is 55.8‰, and the lowest 34S of native sulfur is −1.5‰, which results in an
offset of 57.3‰ (Figure 2.5, Table 2.1). Using this offset as our sulfur isotope fractionation value,
applying it to the highest measured 34S value of native sulfur of 4.9‰, and assuming a value of
16‰ for gypsum from Louann Salt formation that is the likely sulfate source (Feely and Kulp,
1957; Claypool et al., 1980; Kyle and Agee, 1988; Prikryl et al., 1988), we find that more than
80% of the sulfate was converted to native sulfur and less than 20% of residual sulfate was
removed, either into a solid phase or as dissolved compound. Thus, at Damon Mound fluid flow
must, at least intermittently, have been sluggish. Accumulation of sulfide, due to the lack of O2
supply would have been a likely consequence.
In summary, the assessment of carbon, oxygen, and sulfur isotope mass balances for
ENSDs demonstrates that fluid flow must have been sluggish. This implies that supply with O2
must have been insufficient for the genesis of the native sulfur at these sites, and that conditions at
the time of the formation of native sulfur were probably hypersulfidic. In addition, the carbon
isotope signature of the carbonates shows that oil and methane have served as electron donors for
sulfate reduction, implying that there is diversity in the microbial communities that carry out the
overall process.
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2.4 ALTERNATIVES TO THE OXIDATION OF SULFIDE WITH O2 FOR THE GENESIS OF EPIGENETIC
NATIVE SULFUR DEPOSITS

The discussion above shows that if O2 were the oxidant in native sulfur deposits, several
biogeochemical coincidences are required. For example, well-timed alternating cycles of abundant
O2 with phases of low supply, where the sulfide can accumulate, have been postulated for the
Middle Miocene strata-bound sulfur deposits of northern Iraq (Jassim et al., 1999), or a ‘pipe-tochimney-like’ saline groundwater flow into the Castile evaporite in the Rustler Springs sulfur
district, Texas (Kirkland, 2014). Moreover, geochemical data imply that supply of O2 to the sites
where native sulfur deposits were formed was limited, and that for Challenger Mound – the rare
case where a site with potentially active sulfur generation was accessed – O2 was found to be
absent. While explanations that include O2 as critical agent in the formation of native sulfur
deposits may be plausible for some sites, following the law of parsimony (Occam’s razor) we pose
the question: are there not simpler – and less coincidental – alternatives for the genesis of native
sulfur deposits?
Under the presumption that the sulfur in ENSDs is ultimately derived from sulfate, a
microbiological answer to this geological conundrum could involve several concepts. One is an
alternative, or ‘leaky,’ dissimilatory sulfate reduction pathway that yields sulfur compounds with
intermediate oxidation states, which can subsequently be converted to native sulfur. Another could
utilize ‘non-classical’ oxidants and oxidation pathways for the oxidation of sulfide to native sulfur.
Any postulated scenario has to be energetically feasible. If the proposed process argues for a shift
from one metabolic pathway to another, there should be a reason for what could have triggered
such a shift. Ideally, there should also be evidence from experiments or the environment that point
to the possible existence of the hypothesized process.
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In the following, we will explore these points by addressing three questions:
1. Has native sulfur formation with sulfate as the ultimate sulfur source been observed in the
absence of classical oxidants?
2. What could cause a shift in sulfur metabolism, particularly for cases where this results in a
lower energy yield?
3. Are the hypothesized processes thermodynamically and kinetically feasible?
2.4.1 Evidence for native sulfur formation in the absence of a classical oxidant
Direct evidence for the formation of native sulfur in the absence of a classical oxidant or light is
scarce. The simplest explanation for this would be that such processes do not exist. Alternatively,
it is likely that native sulfur formation in the absence of a classical oxidant would not be detected,
as other sulfur cycling processes would obscure it. For example, neo-formed native sulfur could
be removed or obscured by the addition of native sulfur that is derived from sulfide oxidation by
a classical oxidant. The phenomenon that hidden processes in the sulfur cycle are difficult to detect
is not uncommon and has been referred to as cryptic sulfur cycling (Canfield et al., 2010b;
Holmkvist et al., 2011; Johnston et al., 2014; Brunner et al., 2016; Wasmund et al., 2017). Despite
these constraints, there are two instances in which there is indication that native sulfur formation
takes place in the absence of a classical oxidant, the anaerobic oxidation of methane coupled to
sulfate reduction (AOM), and sulfur cycling in the sulfidic, hypersaline Urania deep-sea basin.
2.4.1.1 Native sulfur observed in microbial cultures: the curious case of AOM
For AOM, zero-valent sulfur was detected within ANME cells, the methane-oxidizing archaeal
partners of sulfate-reducing bacteria (Milucka et al., 2012). The authors of the study hypothesized
that the studied ANME, which belong to the ANME-2 cluster, might reduce sulfate to zero-valent
sulfur, which is then disproportionated to sulfate and sulfide by bacterial partners, implying that
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ANME, who lack key enzymes of the classical dissimilatory sulfate reduction pathway (Timmers
et al., 2017) use a different sulfate activation mechanism (Milucka et al., 2012, 2013). It has been
shown that methane oxidation by ANME can be decoupled from sulfate reduction (Scheller et al.,
2016), indicating that ANME are not responsible for sulfate reduction. Nevertheless, the
observation that zero-valent sulfur was detected within ANME cells remains valid and is further
corroborated by the finding of zero-valent sulfur with AOM biomass in two stage high-pressure
continuous incubation experimental system (Deusner et al., 2014). Bacteria that disproportionate
native sulfur have been identified in sediment-free, long-term AOM enrichments of cultures that
were obtained from coastal hydrocarbon seeps from Elba Island, Italy, from hot vents of the
Guaymas Basin, Gulf of California, and methane seeps in the vicinity of the Gullfaks oil field in
the North Sea (Wegener et al., 2016). These sulfur-disproportionating bacteria likely persisted
because native sulfur was available, either due to oxidation of sulfide by O2 introduced during
cultivation, or from the ANME (Wegener et al., 2016). Sulfur-disproportionating bacteria also
appear to be present in oxygen-free environments, such as cold seeps, with active AOM (e.g.,
(Lloyd et al., 2006; Niemann et al., 2009; Orcutt et al., 2010; Ruff et al., 2015) with unknown
sources of native sulfur. These findings are intriguing since AOM most likely plays a role in the
formation of a suite of native sulfur deposits, evidenced by (1) the very light carbon isotope
signatures of authigenic carbonates (Figure 2.4) and (2) presence of archaeal lipids in native sulfur
containing limestones from Sicily that are similar – but not identical – to lipids of ANMEs from
marine methane seeps (Ziegenbalg et al., 2012).
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2.4.1.2 Apparent genesis of sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation state in the highly
sulfidic, hypersaline Urania deep-sea basin
Somewhat more circumstantial evidence comes from the Urania deep-sea basin. In the most saline
layers of the basin, methanogenesis greatly exceeds sulfate reduction, pointing to methylated
compounds, which cannot be utilized by sulfate-reducing bacteria as a substrate (Borin et al.,
2009). However, neither a change in the ratio of bacteria to archaea nor a decrease in the relative
abundance of Deltaproteobacteria, to which sulfate-reducing bacteria belong, was observed,
causing the authors to conclude that the Deltaproteobacteria “are mainly performing functions
other than sulfate reduction, possibly by using electron acceptors such as thiosulfate, sulfur, or
dimethyl sulfoxide” (Borin et al., 2009). Unless these compounds with intermediate oxidation state
are derived from oxidative sulfur cycling at the interface to oxic water, there would need to be a
process within the sulfidic water body that supplies them. The co-occurrence of methanogenesis
and native sulfur reduction – and simultaneous competition between these processes – in
methanogens implies that there are close evolutionary relationships between these pathways
(Stetter and Gaag, 1983), which could be exploited in the coupling of methanogenesis and native
sulfur production. Thus, the question becomes: what could trigger the formation of zero-valent
sulfur in hypersaline, sulfidic environments, and is there a link to carbon cycling via
methanogenesis?
2.4.2 Shifts in sulfur metabolism: native sulfur genesis as a stress response
There are several reasons why metabolic processes can yield a product that is commonly absent.
One cause is a change in the environmental conditions that results in an inactive process becoming
more energy yielding than the previously prevailing one. A second option is a response to
environmental stress, which may cause a metabolic process to no longer function optimally (but
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still energetically favorably), thereby releasing intermediates from its pathway. A third option
constitutes a trade-off situation: to cope with unfavorable environmental conditions, organisms
shift from a mechanism that overall provides the highest energy yield, but also leads to poor
environmental conditions to a process with lower energy yield that offers the advantage that the
reaction products do not exacerbate the unfavorable conditions.
Release of intermediates as a stress response has indeed been observed for dissimilatory
sulfate reduction. This process operates over several steps, including intermediates such as
adenosine phosphosulfate (APS), and sulfite (Akagi, 1995). Sulfite is reduced by the enzyme
DsrAB, with the sulfite-derived sulfur coupling to DsrC, forming a protein-based trisulfide, which
can then be reduced to reduced DsrC and sulfide (Santos et al., 2015). This last step is of particular
importance for dissimilatory sulfate reduction since it couples the four-electron reduction of DsrC
to energy conservation (Santos et al., 2015). In absence of functional DsrC but presence of DsrAB,
the products of sulfate reduction can be trithionate, thiosulfate, and sulfide, however DsrC turns
out to be essential for sulfate reduction (Santos et al., 2015). Probably, the energy gained from this
last step ties into the energetically costly activation of the sulfate molecule to APS, which could
explain why dissimilatory sulfate reduction usually does not release sulfur intermediates.
Nevertheless, it is known that under stressed conditions, such as maintenance metabolism in a
retenostat or sulfite reduction by washed cells, thiosulfate and tetrathionate can be released by
sulfate-reducing bacteria (Fitz and Cypionka, 1990; Davidson et al., 2009). Such a leakiness of
dissimilatory sulfate reduction as a stress response to sulfate-saturated pore fluids coupled with
low availability of an electron donor has been proposed to explain the formation of native sulfur
nodules in the Lisan Formation, Israel (Bishop et al., 2013).
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In the formation of ENSDs – particularly if they function as systems with rather sluggish
fluid exchange – there are two obvious stress factors. The first factor is build-up of high levels of
sulfide (sulfide stress). Following Le Chatelier’s principle this renders additional sulfide
production energetically less favorable, but more importantly, at high levels, sulfide becomes toxic
to organisms. Because ENSDs form in the vicinity of evaporite deposits, which offer vast
quantities of highly soluble salts, the second stress factor is high concentrations of ions (salt stress).
2.4.2.1 Sulfide stress
In aqueous solutions at circum-neutral pH, sulfide exists in approximately equal amounts as
dissolved hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and bisulfide ion (HS−). In natural environments, sulfide
concentrations can reach hypersulfidic levels, such as 10 mM in cool-water carbonate sediments,
(Wortmann et al., 2001) or 16 mM in hypersaline waters of the Urania Deep (van der Wielen et
al., 2005). Sulfide anions are as toxic as cyanide because they share the ability to coordinate and
precipitate metal cations that are crucial for metabolism (for a review, see Beauchamp et al., 1984).
A contributing factor to the toxicity of sulfide is the ability of the neutrally charged H2S to easily
diffuse through cell membranes without facilitation of membrane channels (Barton et al., 2014).
Sulfide is also toxic to the sulfate-reducing bacteria themselves. Most can tolerate sulfide
concentrations of 10 mM and higher. However, sulfide stress results in community shifts, and
lower growth and sulfate reduction rates (Widdel, 1988; Oleszkiewicz et al., 1989; Reis et al.,
1992; McCartney and Oleszkiewicz, 1991; Okabe et al., 1992, 1995; Maillacheruvu and Parkin,
1996; O’Flaherty et al., 1998; Icgen and Harrison, 2006; Caffrey and Voordouw, 2010; Eckert et
al., 2011). High sulfide concentrations are likely to increase the reversibility of the dissimilatory
sulfate reduction pathway, which is expressed as increase in the observed sulfur isotope
fractionation (Brunner and Bernasconi, 2005; Eckert et al., 2011). In sulfide-stress experiments
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with Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough, genes involved in energy production and conservation
were found to be mostly downregulated under high sulfide conditions, with dsrD being the most
affected gene of the entire genome (Caffrey and Voordouw, 2010). It has been proposed that the
DsrD protein plays a role in transcription or translation of genes for enzymes catalyzing
dissimilatory sulfite reduction (Mizuno et al., 2003), which resonates with the finding that in
absence of functional DsrC but presence of DsrAB, the products of sulfate reduction can be
trithionate, thiosulfate, and sulfide (Santos et al., 2015). Overall, these findings imply that sulfatereducing bacteria are affected by sulfide stress, which might result in a change in their energy
metabolism or induce ‘leakiness’ with regards to sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation
state. Sulfide toxicity also impacts organisms that can simultaneously perform methanogenesis
and native sulfur reduction to sulfide. When grown with methane and sulfur, methanogenesis by
Methanococcus thermolithotrophicus ended before hydrogen sulfide production, resulting in cells
lysis caused by sulfide toxicity (Stetter and Gaag, 1983).
Similar to sulfate-reducing bacteria, ANME that are involved in sulfate-driven AOM must
be tolerant to sulfide. In some incubation experiments, AOM activity stopped at sulfide
concentrations as low as 2.1 mM. Yet, this may have been caused by selection of weakly tolerant
AOM cultures by sulfide removal during the culture enrichment (Meulepas et al., 2009). Other in
vitro incubations operate at much higher sulfide concentrations, up to 14 mM (Nauhaus et al.,
2005) and 15 mM (Wegener et al., 2016). Sulfide inhibition of AOM was observed for low sulfate
concentrations (4 mM) and high sulfide concentrations (3 to 4 mM), but not with high sulfate (21
mM) and high sulfide (3 to 4 mM) concentrations, which implies that thermodynamics (energy
yield) impact the sulfide tolerance of AOM (Timmers et al., 2015). Due to advection in methane
seep environments, sulfate and methane availability is higher than in sulfate-methane transition
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zones in marine sediments that are governed by diffusion. Thus, AOM in seep environments is
expected to show a higher sulfide tolerance, an interpretation that is supported by the observation
of high sulfide concentrations of 10 to 15 mM in seep settings (Valentine, 2002; Joye et al., 2004)
with extreme values of up to 40 mM (Vigneron et al., 2013, 2014). Considering that zero-valent
sulfur has been observed in experiments with AOM (Milucka et al., 2012), the following questions
arise: could ANME oxidize the toxic sulfide to native sulfur as a coping strategy, or alternatively,
could this oxidation happen spontaneously once sulfide enters ANME cells, and what in either
case would the electron acceptor be for such a reaction? A possibility is that sulfate-reducing
bacteria, as in the case of methane oxidation by ANME (Scheller et al., 2016; Timmers et al.,
2017), receive electrons from the methanotrophic Archaea and sulfate acts as the electron acceptor.
As a net reaction, this process corresponds to the comproportionation of sulfide and sulfate to form
native sulfur, whereby the weakly exergonic AOM reaction may have to offset a slight potential
energy loss by the comproportionation reaction under environmental conditions.
2.4.2.2 Salt stress
In hypersaline solutions, cells must maintain the water activity of their cytoplasm higher than that
of the surrounding brine to avoid loss of water (Csonka, 1989; Brown, 1990). Moreover, in order
to generate cell turgor pressure, which is considered to be the driving force for cell extension,
growth, and division, the cells need to maintain an intracellular osmotic pressure that is somewhat
greater than that of the growth medium (Csonka, 1989; Brown, 1990; Oren, 1999; Welsh, 2000).
Microbial strategies to cope with osmotic stress include maintenance of high intracellular salt
concentrations and/or a range of low-molecular-weight organic solutes, including trehalose,
glycine betaine, or glutamate, that are compatible with biological function of the cells (Brown,
1976; Oren, 1999; Welsh, 2000). Such organic compounds can either be taken up from the
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environment or synthesized by the organisms. Halophilic sulfate-reducing bacteria appear to have
the ability to synthesize trehalose and to uptake glycine betaine, with the ability to accumulate
glycine betaine from the environment being energetically more favorable than the synthesis of
trehalose, which requires a significant investment of both energy and fixed carbon (Welsh et al.,
1996). Bacterial sulfate reduction, including sulfate reduction coupled to AOM, is sustained at
high salinities such as deep hypersaline basins from the Mediterranean Sea (van der Wielen et al.,
2005; van der Wielen and Heijs, 2007; Borin et al., 2009), Gulf of Mexico (Lloyd et al., 2006;
Zhuang et al., 2016), Gulf of Cadiz (Maignien et al., 2013), in a hypersaline Dead Sea aquifer
(Avrahamov et al., 2014), and the Great Salt Lake in Utah (Kjeldsen et al., 2007). A consequence
of the energetically costly adaptation to osmotic stress is that with increasing salinity, metabolic
reactions that yield little energy, such as the oxidation of acetate coupled to sulfate reduction, are
no longer carried out (Oren, 1999). It can be speculated that in such cases, other organisms may
use acetate. Candidates could be so far uncultivated bacterial phyla that have been widely detected
in anaerobic environments (BD1-5, OP11, and OD1), who are likely to play important yet
unrecognized roles in hydrogen production, sulfur cycling, and fermentation of refractory
sedimentary carbon (Wrighton et al., 2012; Kantor et al., 2013). There is evidence that these
organisms are present at hydrocarbon seeps and in deep-sea anoxic brine lakes (Pachiadaki et al.,
2010; Antunes et al., 2011; Aoki et al., 2014). Acetoclastic methanogenesis is negatively impacted
by high salinity (Waldron et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2017). However, due to high salinity, glycine
betaine and dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) and their degradation products trimethylamine
and dimethyl sulfide (DMS) become available to microbes inhabiting hypersaline environments
(King, 1984; Oren, 1990, 1999, 2008; Lai and Gunsalus, 1992; Welsh et al., 1996; Lai et al., 1999;
Zhuang et al., 2011, 2016). Such methylated compounds serve as substrate for methanogenesis in
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hypersaline environments (Zhuang et al., 2016), which highlights the possibility that there is a link
between the formation of zero-valent sulfur and carbon cycling via methanogenesis in hypersaline,
sulfidic environments such as the Urania deep-sea basin.
2.4.3 Feasibility of native sulfur genesis in absence of classical oxidants: kinetic and
thermodynamic considerations
It is critical to assess whether the proposed mechanisms for the genesis of native sulfur deposits
from hydrocarbons and gypsum or anhydrite in the absence of classical oxidants is
thermodynamically favorable. If this prerequisite is not a given for a considered mechanism, one
has to invoke a coupling to another thermodynamically favorable process that would make the
overall process feasible. Once native sulfur is formed and precipitated as a solid, the slow kinetics
of sulfur dissolution may become a critical factor in its preservation. This could also be important
when native sulfur is formed as an intermediate of a process as long as this intermediate is allowed
to accumulate to a degree where it precipitates while the overall process remains
thermodynamically feasible. The latter could be the case for organisms’ stress response, where
survival becomes more important than energy gain maximization. Below, we show that there are
numerous reactions that could yield native sulfur as a product. The proposed mechanisms do not
represent individual pathways but overall net reactions, which may be carried out by individual or
consortia of organisms. As such, the presented equations and thermodynamics only demonstrate
the potential for the existence of a process, but do not give any indication about its actual presence.
2.4.3.1 Oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction to native sulfur
Sulfate reduction to native sulfur and concomitant conversion of gypsum into calcite as a bulk
process is energetically favorable (Table 2.2). Examples calculated with glucose, acetate, and
methane as organic substrates for environmental conditions demonstrate that genesis of native
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sulfur is (1) thermodynamically feasible, (2) with regards to energetic yield close, and in some
cases superior to the genesis of sulfide, and (3) strongly pH-dependent, with low pH making native
sulfur formation more attractive than sulfide generation (Table 2.2).
2.4.3.2 Sulfur comproportionation
Two reactions with inorganic compounds have been invoked for the genesis of native sulfur in
epigenetic deposits. The first concept proposes a redox reaction that essentially does the opposite
of a sulfur disproportionation reaction (Feely and Kulp, 1957) by combining a sulfur compound
with a positive and a sulfur compound with a negative oxidation state to form zero-valent sulfur.
This mechanism is referred to as synproportionation or comproportionation and can be described
as the reaction between hydrogen sulfide and sulfuric acid:
3H2S + H2SO4 → 4S0 + 4H2O.

Eq. 1

G0’ = −12.8 kJ/mol sulfur, −8.5 kJ/mol e−
More relevant for an ENSD might be a formulation that uses gypsum rather than sulfuric acid:
3H2S + CaSO4·2H2O + CO2 → 4S0 + CaCO3 + 5H2O.

Eq. 2

G0’ = −9.3 kJ/mol sulfur, −6.2 kJ/mol e−
This reaction is close to thermodynamic equilibrium and thus could proceed in either
direction. So far, comproportionation has not been observed to be important at temperatures below
100°C but it may occur in association with thermochemical sulfate reduction (TSR) (Goldstein
and Aizenshtat, 1994; Machel, 2001). Sulfide production by TSR is greatly accelerated in presence
of native sulfur and sulfide (Goldstein and Aizenshtat, 1994; Machel, 2001), indicating that sulfur
species with intermediate oxidation states play a critical role (Figure 2.3). Most large ENSDs
display sulfur isotope signatures that indicate involvement of microbial sulfate reduction in the
formation of sulfide or S0, which excludes comproportionation reactions coupled with TSR.
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2.4.3.3 Coupling of sulfide oxidation to CO2 reduction
A second proposed reaction is the oxidation of sulfide coupled to CO2 reduction by
microorganisms, according to Parafiniuk et al. (1994):
12H2S + 6CO2 → 12S0 + C6H12O6 + 6H2O

Eq. 3

G0’ = +360.6 kJ/mol C6H12O6, +30.1 kJ/mol sulfur, +15.1 kJ/mol e−
This reaction is strongly endergonic, i.e. it requires energy, and is carried out by
anoxygenic phototrophs that oxidize sulfide to native sulfur as a means to fix carbon (Brune, 1989;
Friedrich et al., 2005). It is a process that could contribute to the genesis of syngenetic native sulfur
deposits (for a review, see Ehrlich and Newman, 2009) if a yet unknown other energy source could
substitute for light. It is important to notice that another reaction following the same pattern of
coupling carbon dioxide reduction to sulfide oxidation is energetically more feasible in the absence
of light; the conversion to methane:
4H2S + HCO3− + H+ → CH4 + 4S0 + 3H2O,

Eq. 4

G0’ = −24.1 kJ/mol methane, −6.0 kJ/mol sulfur, −3.0 kJ/mol e−
This reaction is strongly pH dependent, as well as dependent on the activities of the
substrates and products of the reaction. To our knowledge, little research has been carried out in
regard to the feasibility of this reaction. A coupling to the precipitation of carbonate minerals,
which is promoted by the availability of calcium ions from the dissolution of calcium sulfate
minerals, could provide a driving force for this process because the removal of carbonate ions is
compensated by the genesis of CO2/carbonic acid:
Ca2+ + 2HCO3− → CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O,

Eq. 5

G0’ = −33.4 kJ/mol calcite.
This results in the overall reaction
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Ca2+ + 4H2S + 2HCO3− → CaCO3 + CH4 + 4S0 + 3H2O,

Eq. 6

G0’ = −52.6 kJ/mol calcite, −13.1 kJ/mol sulfur, −6.6 kJ/mol e−.
This reaction could work in concert with sulfide production by methanotrophic sulfate
reduction (AOM) coupled to the transformation of gypsum into carbonates (Eq. T2.5, Table 2.2).
If the two reactions are coupled (yielding Eq. T2.6, Table 2.2), build-up of methane would not be
observed because methane consumption coupled to sulfate reduction could out-pace methane
production coupled to sulfide oxidation (Eq. 6), establishing a cryptic carbon cycle via
methanogenesis.
2.4.3.4 Coupling of sulfide oxidation to acetate reduction
Acetate is a common product of incomplete sulfate reduction (Rabus et al., 2006) and
methanogenic degradation of crude oil alkanes (Gray et al., 2010, 2011). It is also released during
burial and moderate heating of sediments (up to 60 ºC; Wellsbury et al., 1997) and thermogenic
cracking of kerogens (Lewan et al., 1979; Borgund and Barth, 1994). Indeed, ample presence of
organic acids and their conjugated bases (i.e. anions) has been detected in deep basinal brines
(Carothers and Kharaka, 1978; Surdam et al., 1984; Means and Hubbard, 1987; Giordano and
Kharaka, 1994; Kharaka and Hanor, 2014). In oil field waters from Texas and California, organic
acid anions contribute most of the total alkalinity at temperatures of 80–140 ºC; with acetate
contributing more than 90% of the anions and reaching concentrations as high as 10 g/l (~169 mM;
Carothers and Kharaka, 1978; Surdam et al., 1984).
Acetate can be oxidized by dissimilatory sulfate reduction (e.g., Eq. 2.3, 2.4, Table 2.2) or
converted to methane by acetoclastic methanogenesis,
CH3COOH− + H2O → CH4 + HCO3−,

Eq. 7

G0’ = −31.0 kJ/mol acetate, methane, −15.5 kJ/mol e−,
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or syntrophic methanogenesis, which couples syntrophic acetate oxidation
CH3COOH− + H+ + 2H2O → 4H2 + 2CO2,

Eq. 8

to hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis:
4H2 + CO2 → CH4 + 2H2O,

Eq. 9

which yields the same net reaction as acetoclastic methanogenesis (Eq. 7). At high carbon dioxide
concentrations in oil reservoirs, acetoclastic methanogenesis appears to dominate over syntrophic
methanogenesis (Mayumi et al., 2013). Syntrophic methanogenesis appears to be the dominant
acetate degradation pathway once sulfate is depleted beneath the seabed (Beulig et al., 2018a),
whereas it has also been shown that acetoclastic methanogenesis can take place in the presence of
sulfate (Ozuolmez et al., 2015; Lv et al., 2015, 2016). The low energy yields for acetate oxidation
by dissimilatory sulfate reduction (Eq. 2.3, 2.4, Table 2.2) and methanogenesis (Eq. 7) are likely
the reasons why these reactions become inhibited under salt stress (Oren, 1999; Waldron et al.,
2007; Zhang et al., 2017). Interestingly, the reaction for methanogenesis (Eq. 7) can be combined
with carbon dioxide reduction to methane coupled to the oxidation of sulfide to native sulfur (Eq.
4), yielding exergonic reactions for native sulfur generation combined with methanogenesis with
acetate as reactant:
CH3COOH− + H+ + 4H2S → 2CH4 + 4S0 + 2H2O,

Eq. 10

G0’ = −55.1 kJ/mol acetate, −27.6 kJ/mol methane, −13.8 kJ/mol sulfur, −6.9 kJ/mol e−
This process is energetically attractive, which could render it more feasible under saline conditions.
Also, it effectively copes with sulfide stress because it removes four moles of sulfide per mole
acetate and simultaneously drives the pH to more basic conditions, shifting sulfide speciation from
H2S to the bisulfide ion, which does not diffuse through cell membranes.
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2.4.3.5 Coupling of sulfide oxidation to native sulfur to methanogenesis
Based on the observation that hypersaline, sulfidic environments such as the Urania deep-sea basin
may be a location where sulfur with intermediate oxidation state is produced, it is interesting to
explore the thermodynamics of such coupled sulfur-carbon cycling. Methylated substrates such as
methanol, which is derived from lignin and pectin degradation (Donnelly and Dagley, 1980;
Schink and Zeikus, 1980), trimethylamine, and DMS serve as substrate for methanogenesis in
hypersaline environments (Zhuang et al., 2016):
Methanol-based methanogenesis:
4CH3OH → 3CH4 + HCO3− + H+ + H2O,

Eq. 11

G0’ = −78.6 kJ/mol methanol, −104.8 kJ/mol methane, −52.4 kJ/mol e−.
Dimethyl sulfide-based methanogenesis:
2(CH3)2S + 3H2O → 3CH4 + HCO3− + 2H2S + H+,

Eq. 12

G0’ = +3.9 kJ/mol DMS, +2.6 kJ/mol methane, +1.3 kJ/mol e−.
Trimethylamine-based methanogenesis
4(CH3)3NH+ + 9H2O → 9CH4 + 3HCO3− + 4NH4+ + 3H+,

Eq. 13

G0’ = −105.9 kJ/mol (CH3)3NH+, −47.1 kJ/mol methane, −23.5 kJ/mol e−.
These reactions can be combined with the process of carbon dioxide reduction to methane
coupled to the oxidation of sulfide to native sulfur (Eq. 4), yielding exergonic reactions for native
sulfur generation combined with methanogenesis.
Methanol-based methanogenesis:
H2S + CH3OH → CH4 + S0 + H2O,

Eq. 14

G0’ = −84.7 kJ/mol methanol, methane, sulfur, −42.3 kJ/mol e−.
Dimethyl sulfide-based methanogenesis:
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2H2S + 2(CH3)2S → 4CH4 + 4S0,

Eq. 15

G0’ = −139.1 kJ/mol DMS,−69.6 kJ/mol methane, sulfur, −34.8 kJ/mol e−.
Trimethylamine-based methanogenesis
3H2S + (CH3)3NH+ → 3CH4 + 4S0 + NH4+,

Eq. 16

G0’ = −124.0 kJ/mol (CH3)3NH+, −41.3 kJ/mol methane, −31.0 kJ/mol sulfur, −20.7 kJ/mol e−.
This demonstrates that under sulfidic conditions in a hypersaline environment, such
reactions would be favorable, which would be compatible with the observations from the Urania
deep basin, where methanogenesis greatly exceeds sulfate reduction, and sulfur cycling appears to
utilize sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation states (Borin et al., 2009).
2.4.3.6 Coupling of sulfate reduction with ammonium oxidation and sulfide oxidation with N2
reduction
Another possibility of native sulfur generation has been proposed based on observations
from wastewater treatment. Sulfur and nitrogen mass balance considerations indicate that during
the removal of total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) sulfate reduction to native sulfur via coupling to
anaerobic ammonium oxidation yields dinitrogen gas (N2), a reaction that is exergonic at standard
conditions (Fdz-Polanco et al., 2001).
2NH4+ + SO42- → N2 + S0 + 4H2O,

Eq. 17

G0’ = −22.7 kJ/mol ammonium, −45.5 kJ/mol sulfur, −7.6 kJ/mol e−
At standard conditions at pH 7, the reaction to native sulfur is energetically equivalent to the
production of sulfide and N2 from sulfate and ammonium, which becomes favorable at high pH
(Schrum et al., 2009).
8NH4+ + 3SO42- → 4N2 + 3H2S + 12H2O + 5H+,
G0’ = −17.6 kJ/mol ammonium, −46.9 kJ/mol sulfur, −5.9 kJ/mol e−
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Eq. 18

To further explore coupled nitrogen-sulfur cycling, and in analogy to the coupling of
sulfide oxidation with reduction of carbon dioxide to produce native sulfur and methane (Eq. 4),
one can consider a coupling of sulfide oxidation to native sulfur with the reduction of dinitrogen
gas (N2) to ammonium.
3H2S + N2 + 2H2O → 2NH4+ + 3S0 + 2OH−,

Eq. 19

G0’ = +4.7 kJ/mol ammonium, +2.3 kJ/mol sulfur, +1.6 kJ/mol e−.
The conversion of sulfide and N2 into ammonium and native sulfur is endergonic at
standard conditions at neutral pH. For the genesis of native sulfur via N2 reduction to ammonium,
a low pH is favorable. Addition of the two equations (Eq. 18 and 19) yields the equation for the
genesis of native sulfur from ammonium and sulfate (Eq. 17). Crude oil contains nitrogen as a
component of organic molecules (e.g., Qian et al., 2001; Shi et al., 2010; Prado et al., 2017), and
ammonia is present in fluids in sedimentary basins (Kharaka and Hanor, 2014). There are
processes that release and sequester nitrogenous compounds from and into organic compounds as
well as minerals (Lindgreen, 1994; Schimmelmann and Lis, 2010). Thus, from a quantitative
perspective, it is not certain if coupled nitrogen-sulfur cycling could be responsible for the
formation of ENSDs. Aside from this caveat, it is noteworthy that the reactions involving the
genesis or consumption of ammonium (a weak acid) can strongly impact the pH (Eq. 17-19). This
characteristic could serve as a means to maintain the pH of the environment in a favorable range.
In a sulfide-stressed setting, where the sulfide speciation is critical because neutrally charged H2S
easily diffuses through cell membranes (Barton et al., 2014), genesis of native sulfur and shifting
the pH to higher values (Eq. 19, and to a lesser degree Eq. 17) could be an effective strategy to
cope with sulfide stress.
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2.4.3.7 Thermodynamic feasibility – a summary
Genesis of native sulfur is thermodynamically feasible when linked to hydrocarbon (including
methane) oxidation, sulfur comproportionation, methanogenesis, and coupling to nitrogen cycling.
Considering the generally low energy yields, it is evident that in situ conditions, particularly the
actual activities and fugacities of the compounds involved in the reactions are decisive if individual
reactions are favorable. Nevertheless, from the wide variety of potential processes, it follows that
there is no thermodynamic argument that would exclude genesis of native sulfur in an anoxic
setting as a viable option.

2.5 HYPOTHESIS
We put forward the concept that the genesis of ENSDs takes place in saline to hypersaline, highly
sulfidic environments that are devoid of external oxidants such as O2, nitrate, metal oxides or light.
Salinity and sulfide stress result in a setting in which genesis of native sulfur is caused by one or
more of the four processes:
(1) Bacterial sulfate reducers release sulfur compounds with intermediate oxidation state, which
are then further metabolized to zero-valent sulfur,
(2) Bacterial sulfate reduction ceases to metabolize acetate, which enables yet uncultivated
microorganisms to establish sulfur cycle that produces zero-valent sulfur,
(3) Methanogens – potentially in syntrophic partnership with other organisms – couple
methylotrophic methane production or carbon dioxide and acetate reduction to the oxidation of
sulfide to zero-valent sulfur,
(4) ANME engage in the oxidation of sulfide to zero-valent sulfur, potentially by transferring
electrons (Scheller et al., 2016; Skennerton et al., 2017) to their sulfate-reducing partners.
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In these scenarios, native sulfur is preserved because the high levels of sulfide inhibit
further disproportionation of zero-valent sulfur, leading to the accumulation of dissolved zerovalent sulfur and polysulfides and the subsequent precipitation of native sulfur (Figure 2.3).
Formation of native sulfur could be further modulated by coupling of sulfur transformations to
nitrogen cycling as a means to cope with sulfide stress.
There are two major reasons why such processes may have eluded detection so far:
(1) Their detection in the environment is hampered by poor accessibility of sites where they may
occur, and due to the challenge that any in situ analysis is invasive and may introduce O2, thereby
creating potential artifacts.
(2) Their detection in the laboratory is hampered by experimental challenges, including O2contamination at all times, working with high pressures (e.g., methane, CO2) and high
concentrations of sulfide and/or salt over long durations. The latter may further slow down a
process with a notoriously low energy yield due to salt and sulfide stress.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Several lines of evidence indicate that the genesis of native sulfur in ENSDs has occurred in
absence of O2. This does not preclude the genesis of native sulfur by oxidation with O2, as there
are examples where that option appears realistic, such as in intermittent oxidation of sulfide
(Jassim et al., 1999) or the oxidation of sulfide in a soil-influenced environment (Peckmann et al.,
1999). In analogy to the genesis of caves (Kirkland, 2014), large cavities in carbonate caprocks
from the US Gulf Coast (Fenneman, 1906; Barton and Paxson, 1925; Taylor, 1938), could be due
to leaching by sulfuric acid formed by the oxidation of native sulfur with O2. Acid generation could
even cause spontaneous and rapid native sulfur precipitation from polysulfides. While
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acknowledging that such scenarios exist, our hypothesis removes the dogma that O2 must be
available for the genesis of large amounts of native sulfur. We show that formation of native sulfur
in strictly anoxic environments is not only thermodynamically feasible, but also that highly saline
and sulfidic conditions are conducive for a suite of microbial processes to occur that could yield
zero-valent sulfur as product (Figure 2.3). The hypothesized microbial pathways are compatible
with so far puzzling observations, like the persistent presence of sulfur disproportionating
organisms in AOM cultures and in the environment (Wegener et al., 2016), the ubiquity of the
Deltaproteobacteria despite low sulfate reduction rates in hypersaline waters (Borin et al., 2009),
and the apparent presence of oxidative (cryptic) sulfur cycling near sulfate-methane transition
zones (Holmkvist et al., 2011; Brunner et al., 2016). Moreover, they could serve as a model for
the genesis of (1) native sulfur nodules that are infrequently found in drill cores in sediments with
little iron content, which allows for high sulfide concentrations, such as sediments from the
Bahamas (Bahamas Transect ODP Leg 166, Site 1005, Hole C, Core 033; Eberli et al., 1997) and
the Great Australian Bight (Leg 182, Site 1129C, Core 20H, Section 4; Feary et al., 2000), which
is a carbonate sequence in which sulfide and methane are co-generated (Mitterer et al., 2001), or
Lake Petén Itzá (Core 6A-4H-2; Hodell et al., 2006); and (2) native sulfur associated with
hydrocarbon seep environments (Lin et al., 2018).
Examples for which there are indications for the genesis of native sulfur in the absence of
a classical oxidant include sulfur transformations by AOM and sulfur-carbon cycling in the highly
sulfidic, hypersaline Urania deep-sea basin. Moreover, our thermodynamic calculations imply that
genesis of native sulfur may be coupled to methanogenic pathways that couple oxidation of sulfide
to the reduction of carbon dioxide or acetate (Eq. 4, 10). From this follows that cryptic carbon
cycling may play a critical role in the genesis of ENSDs. However, this does not imply that the
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here proposed mechanisms are only applicable to systems that are fueled by methane (natural gas),
but not to native sulfur deposits that are fueled by crude oil. Methanogenesis is a key process in
the formation of heavy oil and can take place in the presence of sulfate (for a review, see Gray et
al., 2010). However, in a sulfate-rich environment, it is likely that the produced methane is
immediately consumed by AOM coupled to sulfate reduction. Thus, genesis of ENSDs in an oildominated system can take place, even if the process is tied to methane transformations that remain
hidden. Such cryptic carbon cycling via methane has been identified at the sulfate-methane
transition in marine sediments (Beulig et al., 2018b), notably the very same environment for which
cryptic sulfur cycling has been inferred (Holmkvist et al., 2011; Brunner et al., 2016). If the genesis
of native sulfur and methane is coupled (Eq. 4, 10), the coincidence of cryptic carbon and sulfur
cycles at the sulfate-methane transition would be a logical consequence: disproportionation of
native sulfur to sulfide and sulfate provides the oxidant for subsequent methane oxidation by
AOM. In ENSDs, sulfur disproportionation would not take place because the reaction is
unfavorable at high sulfide concentrations, allowing for the accumulation of native sulfur.
Multiple avenues of research can be taken to test our hypothesis. Long-term anaerobic
incubations of mixed cultures obtained from sediments from seeps and hypersaline lakes may yield
native sulfur – or should accumulate sulfide to a level where metabolic activity ceases.
Amendments of such incubations with methylated substrates or acetate could be used to test if
formation of native sulfur can be accelerated, a step that might be critical because metabolic rates
are expected to be slow due to low energy yields of the involved reactions. The recent findings
that dissimilatory sulfur cycling can be carried out by a much larger diversity of microbial groups
than previously thought (Rückert, 2016; Anantharaman et al., 2018), including rice paddy
Nitrospirae (Zecchin et al., 2018), also enhance the potential to find a dissimilatory sulfate
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reduction pathway that may yield a sulfur compound with intermediate oxidation state instead of
sulfide. The fact that the group of peatland Acidobacteria, which only possess the genomic toolset
to convert sulfite into sulfide and encodes enzymes that liberate sulfite from organosulfonates
(Hausmann et al., 2018), also points to the possibility that alternative sulfate reduction pathways
may exist. Such pathways could resemble assimilatory sulfate reduction, which is employed by a
much wider group of microorganisms than dissimilatory sulfate reduction (Peck, 1961).
Acidobacteria that have the ability to perform oxidative and reductive sulfur cycling (Hausmann
et al., 2018) might be a particularly interesting target in sulfur cycling in ENSDs. They are adapted
to acidic conditions, which can exist in fluids in sedimentary basins (Kharaka and Hanor, 2014)
and have been found in soils and aquifers contaminated with hydrocarbons (Coates et al., 1999;
Salam et al., 2017), which indicates that they can tolerate exposure to oil. Their versatility, and
particularly ability to thrive at low abundance of nutrients while showing high tolerance to toxic
compounds, may give Acidobacteria competitive advantages (Kielak et al., 2016) in settings that
are nutrient-poor (evaporite rocks), rich in hydrocarbons, and have elevated concentrations of toxic
compounds. For two reasons, Acidobacteria may represent ideal candidates to challenge our
hypothesis that native sulfur genesis takes place in the absence of an external oxidant. (1) Many
Acidobacteria are aerobes or facultative anaerobes (Kielak et al., 2016; Hausmann et al., 2018),
which might enable genesis of native sulfur in presence of O2. (2) Their adaptation to acidic
conditions could be advantageous in native sulfur formation that is driven by dynamic changes in
hydrocarbon and O2 supply, where the pH might fluctuate between acidic conditions due supply
with acidic deep fluids, which can exist in sedimentary basins (Kharaka and Hanor, 2014), and
neutral to basic conditions during which carbonates precipitate.
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A suite of geological and geochemical analyses could be employed to explore our
hypothesis that native sulfur genesis takes place in the absence of an external oxidant. Although
morphological evidence for their presence is difficult to find in rocks, biofilms have been involved
in seep carbonate formation (Hagemann et al., 2013; Zwicker et al., 2018), implying that they
might have been overlooked in authigenic carbonates associated with ENSDs. Searching for
fabrics that may represent former biofilms and analyzing them for trace metals and biomarkers
could reveal if there were steep biogeochemical gradients during carbonate formation, which may
be indicative for the presence of electron acceptors and sulfide in close spatial or temporal
proximity. Biomarkers of sulfate-reducing bacteria and methanotrophic archaea involved in
anaerobic oxidation of methane (Peckmann and Thiel, 2004) could provide insight if cryptic
carbon cycling includes not only methane consumption but also methanogenesis with both
processes being potentially involved in the formation of ENSDs fueled by crude oil. To test if
native sulfur was formed by comproportionation under high temperatures, carbonates from native
sulfur deposits can be analyzed for their clumped carbon-oxygen isotope composition to pin down
the temperature of carbonate formation or diagenesis (e.g., Ghosh et al., 2006; Kele et al., 2015;
Millán et al., 2016), a measurement that can be combined with the extraction of tourmaline formed
in the early diagenesis of evaporites, which is a recorder of their thermal history (Henry et al.,
1999; Henry and Dutrow, 2012). Finally, high-resolution sulfur isotope analysis with
multicollector-ICPMS (e.g., Craddock et al., 2008; Paris et al., 2013; Present et al., 2015) or SIMS
(e.g., Richardson et al., 2016; Gomes et al., 2018) techniques of CAS and other sulfur phases will
reveal if the sulfur isotope systematics follow steady-state or Rayleigh fractionation patterns. With
these approaches, we now have the tools to solve a conundrum that has puzzled scientists for over
100 years.
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2.8 TABLES
Table 2.1 Data from Damon Mound
Sample Label

Sample Description

Phase

13C
(‰)

DMCCR-001a

light gray

CAS

-22.2

-5.7

22.1

DMCCR-001c

darker gray

CAS

-22.6

-5.6

23.5

DMCCR-013a

white crystallized calcite vein

CAS

-23.6

-6.2

55.8

DMCCR-013b

regular light gray matrix

CAS

-32.3

-5.4

41.0

DMCCR-013c

darker gray laminated 'blob'

CAS

-31.8

-5.9

53.5

DMCCR-015a

gray matrix

CAS

-15.3

-6.9

43.0

DMCCR-018a

light gray section

CAS

-29.7

-5.0

35.4

DMCCR-018b

light/dark mixed zone

CAS

-27.2

-5.0

31.8

DMCCR_1a_S0

Native sulfur

S0

-

-

-17.5

DMCCR_1b_S0

Native sulfur

S0

-

-

-16.6

DMCCR_2a_S0

Native sulfur

S0

-

-

-16.0

DMCCR_2b_S0

Native sulfur

S0

-

-

-11.1
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18O
(‰)

34S
(‰)

Table 2.2 Gibbs free energy yield for oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction
Eq. #

Substrate

Product

Reaction
consuming gypsum, yielding calcite

Eq. T2.1

sulfide

native
sulfur

Eq. T2.2

Eq. T2.3

sulfide
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native
sulfur

Eq. T2.5

+

-457.7

-152.6

-19.1

---

C6H12O6 + 4CaSO4·2H2O
→
4S0 + 2HCO3 + 4CaCO3 + 2H+ +12H2O

-499.8

-125.0

-20.8

--

Na+ + CH3COO- + CaSO4·2H2O
→
+

-

-49.1

-49.1

-6.1

-

-61.5

-46.1

-7.7

-/+

-18.0

-18.0

-2.3

-

-30.5

-22.8

-2.9

+

Na + CaCO3 + HCO3 + H2S + 2H2O

Acetate
Eq. T2.4

-

3H2S + 3HCO3 + 3CaCO3 + 3H + 6H2O

Glucose

sulfide

3Na+ + 3CH3COO- + 4CaSO4·2H2O + CO2
→
+

-

0

3Na + 4CaCO3 + 3HCO3 + 4S + 11H2O
CH4 + CaSO4·2H2O
→
H2S + CaCO3 + 3H2O

Methane
Eq. T2.6

C6H12O6 + 3CaSO4·2H2O
→

ΔG0'
ΔG0'
ΔG0'
kJ/mol kJ/mol
kJ/mol esubstrate sulfur

Effect on
pH
- low /
+ high

native
sulfur

3CH4 + 4CaSO4·2H2O + CO2
→
0

4S + 4CaCO3 + 14H2O

2.9 FIGURES

Figure 2.1 Sketches of classical epigenetic salt diapir caprock and stratabound sulfur deposit
types
Fig. 1A: Oxygen is delivered to the site where native sulfur is formed by infiltration of meteoric
water. On its journey to the location where native sulfur is formed, O2 has to pass hydrocarbon
bearing strata. Solubility of O2 may decrease with depth due to increased salinity. To maintain
inflow of meteoric waters, the brine must be removed (modified from Ruckmick et al., 1979).
Fig. 1B: Oxygen is delivered to the site where native sulfur is formed by infiltration of meteoric
water. On its journey to the location where native sulfur is formed, O2 takes the same route as the
hydrocarbons. Solubility of O2 may decrease with depth due to increased salinity. To maintain
inflow of meteoric waters, the brine must be removed (modified from Ruckmick et al., 1979).
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of genesis of sulfide, native sulfur and carbonate minerals from
hydrocarbons and calcium sulfate minerals
The red arrows with question marks indicate that native sulfur is either formed by an unknown
microbial pathway or that an unknown oxidant is needed for the conversion of sulfide into native
(zero-valent) sulfur. In cases where dolomite is formed, there must be a (unknown) source of
magnesium. Dissolved sulfate in system (gray box) can become trapped in newly formed carbonate
minerals as carbonate associated sulfate (CAS).
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Figure 2.3: Genesis of native sulfur in presence (left) and absence (right) of molecular oxygen
Left: In a system where native sulfur genesis is driven by supply with O2, there is a competion
between oxygen-consuming aerobic hydrocarbon oxidation and oxidation of sulfide to native
sulfur. Replacement of gypsum with carbonate is confined to the interface between solid gypsum
and hydrocarbons in order to maintain low-oxygen conditions required for sulfate-reducing
bacteria using extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Sulfur oxidizing bacteria (SOB) could
help produce native sulfur in close association with sulfate-reducing bacteria. Right: In an
oxygen-free environment, sulfate reduction can take place detached from gypsum surfaces at the
hydrocarbon-brine interface because gypsum dissolution provides sulfate to the brine. Sulfur
cycling may include simultaneous genesis and consumption of methane and sulfate, constituting
complete cryptic carbon and sulfur cycles. Sulfide oxidating microbes (SOM) produce methane
and native sulfur. Sulfur disproportionating bacteria (SDB) convert sulfur compounds with
intermediate oxidation state or native sulfur into sulfate and sulfide. Finally, anaerobic oxidation
of methane (AOM) consumes sulfate and methane. Sulfide can react with native sulfur to form
polysulfides, a reaction that is reverted during carbonate precipitation, due to local increase in
acidity.
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Figure 2.4: Carbon isotopes systematics in epigenetic sulfur deposits
Compilation of carbon isotope data from carbonates from epigenetic native sulfur deposits.
Thermogenic or biogenic methane is isotopically very light and may have contributed to the
formation of carbonates at various sites, such as the south-eastern Mediterranean Coastal Plain of
Israel and Northern Sinai (Nissenbaum, 1984), the Hackberry salt dome, Louisiana, USA
(McManus and Hanor, 1993); the Carpathian Foredeep, Poland (Parafiniuk et al., 1994; Böttcher
and Parafiniuk, 1998), Sicily, Italy (Ziegenbalg et al., 2012), and within stratiform native sulfur
deposits in the Castile anhydrite in the northwestern and west-central Delaware Basin, USA
(Kirkland, 2014). The carbon isotope composition of carbonates from Damon Mound (this study)
fall almost entirely into the range between oil-derived carbon and carbonate from seawater, but a
contribution from methane cannot be excluded.
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Figure 2.5 Sulfur isotopes systematics in epigenetic sulfur deposits
Compilation of data from US Gulf Coast, Polish, and Sicilian native sulfur deposits, data
normalized to presumed sulfur isotope composition of sulfate source (set to zero, data presented
as an offset between isotope compositions; 34S). The sulfur isotope compositon of native sulfur
is lighter and the residual sulfates isotopically heavier than the original sulfate mineral. The isotope
offset between native sulfur and original sulfate is much smaller than the offset between original
sulfate and residual sulfate. However, the enrichment in 34S does not exceed the theoretical
maximum isotope fractionation for microbial sulfate reduction. Data sources: Huckley, Boling,
Moss Bluff, and Spindletop domes (Feely and Kulp, 1957; Kyle and E. Price, 1986); Damon
Mound (new data); Poland (Parafiniuk et al., 2013); Sicily (Ziegenbalg et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.6 Systems with ample and restricted fluid flow (i.e. removal of sulfate)
Examples for sulfur isotope patterns in a system with ample, semi-restricted and restricted fluid
flow. The input of sulfate from dissolution of gypsum/anhydrite (chosen 34S of +14‰), the sulfur
isotope fractionation by sulfate reduction is assumed to be 75‰. Top: If most of the sulfate that
enters the system also leaves the system (ample fluid flow), the 34S of the residual sulfate (CAS)
matches the 34S of original sulfate and the 34S of native sulfur is strongly offset to low values.
Middle: If half of the sulfate entering the system is converted to native sulfur, native sulfur and
residual sulfate will have the same absolute isotopic offset from residual sulfate. Bottom: If
essentially all sulfate that enters the system is converted to native sulfur, the 34S of native sulfur
matches the 34S of original sulfate, and the 34S of the residual sulfate is strongly offset to
isotopically heavier values.
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3.1 ABSTRACT
Carbonate caprock and associated native sulfur form by replacement of anhydrite and gypsum at
the top of salt diapirs. The replacement process is driven by oxidation of oil or methane coupled
to sulfate reduction, which may occur thermochemically at temperatures above 120 ºC or be
catalyzed by sulfate-reducing microorganisms at lower temperatures. The process by which native
sulfur is produced remains uncertain. Thermochemical sulfate reduction may yield native sulfur

directly while microbial sulfate reduction is presumed to produce sulfide, requiring an oxidant to
form native sulfur. The apparent lack of an oxidant, such as molecular oxygen, in this reducing
environment makes how the oxidation may occur controversial.
At Damon Mound, TX, replacement of anhydrite with carbonate occurred below 80 ºC in
a temperature range conducive for microbial activity. The initial carbonate and native sulfur
formation took place in the presence of basinal fluids with little or no supply of meteoric water,
implying supply with molecular oxygen was not a driver for the genesis of the main native sulfur
body. Changes in the composition of the carbonates formed in the initial stage and the appearance
of hauerite, which requires hypersulfidic conditions and availability of zero-valent sulfur to form,
indicate a switch from a sulfide to native sulfur producing caprock system caused by the
emplacement of highly sulfidic conditions. The switch from sulfide accumulation to native sulfur
production must have been catalyzed by microbes that operate in a highly sulfidic, and potentially
hypersaline, setting. At Damon Mound, this switch coincides with an increased contribution of
anaerobic oxidation of methane coupled to sulfate reduction, indicating a critical portion of these
sulfur transformations are tied to metabolic capabilities of methanotrophic or methanogenic
archaea.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
Carbon and sulfur cycling play an eminent role for life on Earth and understanding how the two
cycles are linked may provide insight to global climate changes, carbon sequestration, and the
limits of life. Here on Earth, sulfur cycling operates in a curious fashion: while sulfur oxidation
operates over multiple intermediates that are released to the environment, sulfate reduction has
only one product: sulfide. This leads to the conundrum that to produce native sulfur from sulfate,
sulfate must be first reduced to sulfide and then oxidized to elemental sulfur. It is presumed that
this oxidation requires an external oxidant, namely atmospheric oxygen, which is problematic
since atmospheric oxygen is an agent that inhibits sulfate reduction and would inactivate the
process that would generate sulfide. In the subsurface, native sulfur genesis is commonly
associated with carbonate caprock (CCR) formation (Posey and Kyle 1988). This process is
believed to be driven by microbial activity, but how the microorganisms couple carbon and sulfur
transformations is unclear. Thus, CCR systems provide a natural laboratory to study these elusive
processes in further detail.
3.2.1 Carbonate caprock formation at salt diapirs – a two-phase process
Carbonate caprock is found at the top of or in lateral position to salt diapirs. Diapir
formation starts from halite-dominated portions of a depositional layered evaporite sequences
(LES) that was buried becomes mobile and form salt diapirs. The term ‘salt diapir’ refers to a
mixture of dominantly halite with other subordinate, non-halite lithologies derived from the LES
that become part of the moving rock body. In a first phase of caprock formation, the salt diapir
rises relative to the adjacent strata and meets fluids that are undersaturated with respect to halite.
As the fluids preferentially dissolve halite, less soluble components, such as anhydrite (CaSO4)
and gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O), are accreted as an insoluble residue at the crest of the diapir, forming
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a calcium-sulfate dominated caprock (Kyle and Posey 1991; Posey and Kyle 1988; Ruckmick et
al.,1979; Taylor 1938). During further diapiric rise, new layers of these less soluble components
are underplated, causing the anhydrite and gypsum caprock layers to thicken. The second phase of
caprock formation begins with hydrocarbons entering the system, bringing compounds containing
reduced carbon in contact with anhydrite or gypsum, which, in the form of sulfate, contains
oxidized sulfur (S+VI). Sulfate reduction coupled to carbon oxidation results in the replacement of
calcium sulfate minerals with calcium carbonate minerals and the production of sulfide or native
sulfur (Figure 3.1). Both thermochemical sulfate reduction (at temperatures above 120 ºC) and
microbial sulfate reduction (at temperatures below 110 ºC) can drive this process (Sassen, 1980;
Kyle and Posey, 1991; Labrado et al., 2019).
Predominantly, CCR consists of limestone associated with elemental sulfur and, much
more rarely, limestone and dolostone (Brunner et al., 2019). The limestone-elemental sulfur
dominated type of CCR has been abundantly observed at salt domes from the U.S. and Mexico
Gulf Coast, with the Boling salt dome recognized as the largest salt diapir-associated native sulfur
deposit (Halbouty, 1979; Long, 1992). Native sulfur associated with limestone has also been
observed for the Weenzen salt dome, Germany (Schneider and Nielsen, 1965; Peters, 2006) and a
diapir at Fedj el Adoum, Tunisia (Bouhlel, 1993; Sheppard et al., 1996). Genetically, the
limestone-elemental sulfur CCR appears to be closely related to Mississippi-Valley-Type metalsulfide ore deposits in the Gulf Coast salt dome province (e.g., Saunders et al. (1988)) and Northern
Spain and Tunisia (Rouvier et al., 1985; Charef and Sheppard, 1987; Bouhlel, 1993; Sheppard et
al., 1996; Bouhlel et al., 2007). Limestone-elemental sulfur CCR also shows strong similarities to
stratiform native sulfur deposits found in Poland (Tarkowski and Czapowski, 2018), Sicily (Hunt,
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1915; Ziegenbalg et al., 2010, 2012), Permian Basin, TX, (Ruckmick et al., 1979; Long, 1992),
and Iraq (Jassim et al., 1999).
Dolostone-limestone CCR has been reported for the Hormuz and Pohl salt diapirs of
southern Iran (Ghazban and Al‐Aasm, 2010), in the Paradox Basin in the Four Corners region at
Gypsum Valley, CO (Heness, 2016; McFarland, 2016; Lerer, 2017; Poe, 2018; Brunner et al.,
2019; Deatrick), in Castle Valley UT (Lawton and Buck, 2006; Shock, 2012; Brunner et al., 2019),
and for the Patawarta diapir in Southern Australia (Giles and Rowan, 2012; Brunner et al., 2019;
Kernen et al., 2019; Gannaway Dalton et al., 2020). The occurrence of both abundant native sulfur
and dolostone found together in CCR has not been reported with the exception of the Spindletop
salt dome, Beaumont, TX (Fenneman, 1906). However, the description of abundant dolomite at
Spindletop is questionable since the lithologies described as dolomite were likely limestone
(Barton and Paxson, 1925). Individual dolomite grains, as accessory minerals, are also found in
limestone-native sulfur CCR (Smith, 1970; Prikryl et al., 1988). The aim of this contribution is to
elucidate the formation of the more commonly reported limestone-native sulfur CCR, where the
mechanism of authigenesis of native sulfur remains unresolved.

3.2.2 Open questions and the formation of limestone-native sulfur CCR assemblages
Apart from native sulfur deposits formed from magmatic sulfur exhalations, such as sulfide
(S2–, HS–, and H2S) and sulfur dioxide (SO2), there are two ways to form large native sulfur
deposits: thermochemical or microbial sulfate reduction. Sulfate, a sulfur oxyanion that contains
the most oxidized form of sulfur (+VI), is the ultimate native sulfur source because it is the most
abundant sulfur compound found on the Earth’s surface since the late Proterozoic (Lambert and
Donnelly, 1992).
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Thermochemical sulfate reduction (TSR), occurs spontaneously, i.e., abiotically, and can
be coupled to oxidation of hydrocarbons (Goldstein and Aizenshtat, 1994; Machel et al., 1995;
Ghazban and Al‐Aasm, 2010). Thermochemical sulfate reduction can operate at temperatures
above 100°C, but typically, geologically significant rates are only reached above 120°C (Goldstein
and Aizenshtat, 1994; Machel, 2001). Based on isotopic and fluid inclusion data, the CCR at the
Hormuz and Pohl salt diapirs have been formed through TSR at high temperatures, some as high
as 215 ºC. Occurrence of native sulfur at these sites is briefly mentioned but not described in detail
(Ghazban and Al‐Aasm, 2010; Hassanlouei and Rajabzadeh, 2019). Hence it remains unknown
if there is substantially enough native sulfur present at the Iranian diapirs to represent a third class
of CCR assemblages or if the reference to the presence of native sulfur at those sites could be
attributed to non-caprock related processes, such as sulfur exhalation (Bosák et al., 1998).
Microbial sulfate reduction (MSR) can take place at temperatures up to 100°C, and even
up to slightly above 110 °C (Jørgensen et al., 1992). Most limestone-native sulfur CCR in the Gulf
Coast, as well as stratiform native sulfur deposits in Poland, Italy and Iraq, have sulfur isotope
signatures indicative of microbial sulfate reduction (Feely and Kulp, 1957; Jensen, 1968; Davis
and Kirkland, 1979; Parafiniuk et al., 1994; Ziegenbalg et al., 2010; Kirkland, 2014; Labrado et
al., 2019). Microbial sulfate reduction is classically presumed to yield only one product, sulfide,
but this may not always be the case. ‘Leaky’ or alternative, dissimilatory sulfate reduction
pathways could yield intermediate sulfur compounds that can further be converted to native sulfur,
but it remains unknown how relevant such processes are in natural environments (Feng et al., 2016;
Labrado et al., 2019).
With sulfide presumed as the sole product of MSR, the generally accepted concept for the
formation of large native sulfur deposits requires oxidation of sulfide with an external oxidant,
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usually thought to be molecular oxygen (O2) supplied by oxygenated water (Machel, 1989). Such
a process can be observed in aqueous environments at the sediment-water interface, where steep
redox gradients between an oxygenated water column and reducing sediments can persist. There,
aerobic microbes create intra- and extracellular native sulfur as energy storage byproducts by
oxidation of sulfide that is produced within the underlying anaerobic sediment (Davis and
Kirkland, 1979; Wirsen et al., 2002; Schulz and Schulz, 2005; Sievert et al., 2007; Jørgensen et
al., 2010; Hamilton et al., 2015). However, at salt diapirs, such steep redox gradients may not exist,
and thus to produce a large native sulfur deposit, enormous amounts of fresh, oxygenated water
would be required. This is problematic with respect to the required high fluid flow associated with
microbial sulfate reduction, which is slowed down or inhibited by O2 exposure (Labrado et al.,
2019). Indeed, based on sulfur isotope mass balances (Labrado et al., 2019) and a set of clumped
isotope signatures for Gulf Coast salt domes (Caesar et al., 2019), limestone-native sulfur CCR
appears to be restricted regarding fluid supply. This raises the question if under sulfide stress and
absence of O2, microbes, either as networks or single sulfate-reducing organisms, could operate to
produce non-toxic native sulfur instead of sulfide (Labrado et al., 2019). With these considerations
in mind, our study addresses three outstanding questions:
1. Are thermochemical processes, which may not require an external oxidant, major players
in the formation of CCR and associated native sulfur, or is MSR the major driver?
2. Does limestone-native sulfur CCR generation take place in a system where meteoric water
supply is restricted, thereby removing sulfide oxidation by O2 as a potential driver for
authigenesis of native sulfur?
3. Are there yet undiscovered microbial pathways driving the formation of CCR and
associated native sulfur, and what is their mode of function?
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To answer these questions, we formulated the following hypotheses. If thermochemical processes
were major drivers, we expect a considerable portion of the CCR formed during periods of time
when temperatures exceeded 110 ºC. If availability of O2 is important for the formation of CCR
with abundant native sulfur, we expect a considerable portion of the CCR formed in presence of
meteoric water. If yet undiscovered microbial pathways are responsible for native sulfur genesis,
we expect the temperatures of CCR formation to be compatible with microbial life and to observe

carbon and sulfur isotope systematics that provide a better insight into how sulfur turnover in such
a system operates.
We tested these hypotheses at Damon Mound, a salt diapir in the Houston diapir province,
where limestone caprock is associated with native sulfur. We performed petrological analyses to
establish a paragenetic sequence for CCR formation; clumped isotope analyses of carbonates to
determine formation temperatures of the CCR and the oxygen isotope composition of the fluids in
which they were formed/overprinted in; and detailed sulfur isotope analyses of carbonate
associated sulfate (CAS) to determine if previously observed variations in sulfur isotope
composition of bulk CAS material (Labrado et al., 2019) can be attributed to different modes of
sulfur cycling.

3.3 THE DAMON MOUND STUDY SITE
The Damon Mound salt diapir presents an ideal study site to investigate the genesis of limestonenative sulfur CCR assemblages (Bevier, 1925; Baker, 1978; Schafersman, 1978; Sassen, 1980;
Seni et al., 1985; Collins, 1988; Prikryl et al., 1988; Sassen et al., 1988, 1994; Kyle, 1999). The
diapir is in western Brazoria County, approximately 112 kilometers southwest of Houston, TX.
The geology of the salt diapir has been well studied, with publications ranging from 1903 (Hayes
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and Kennedy, 1903) to 2019 (Brunner et al., 2019; Caesar et al., 2019; Labrado et al., 2019). The
focuses of past studies have two themes: the formation of native sulfur bearing CCR (Sassen, 1980;
Prikryl et al., 1988) and the ecology of a reef that formed above the salt dome during the OligoMiocene (Ballard, 1961; Baker, 1978; Frost and Schafersman, 1978; Collins, 1988).
Economic development of Damon Mound began as a limestone quarry in 1831 and the area
was recognized as a salt dome in 1901 (Halbouty, 1979), the same year the Lucas Gusher at

Spindletop salt dome in Beaumont, TX was discovered and triggered the Texas oil boom
(Schafersman, 1978; Land et al., 1988). No oil was found by drilling the top of the Damon Mound
dome, but oil production from the flank began soon after around 1915. During oil exploration,
native sulfur was discovered, and sulfur mining began in the 1920’s and ended in the 1950’s. Sulfur
mining made use of the Frasch process, where hot water is pumped into the caprock through a
pipe-in-pipe system, native sulfur is mobilized at depth, and collected at the surface upon cooling
of the retrieved water. During later operation as a limestone quarry, water was pumped out of the
depression, which today is filled as a pond (Figure 3.2). The water level of the pond currently
prevents access to the base of the CCR, layered carbonate caprock can be found (Figure 3.3), but
exposures of the upper, variegated portion of carbonate caprock and reef limestones remain
accessible.
3.3.1 Damon Mound geology
The Jurassic Louann salt LES is the mother salt for the salt diapirs in the Gulf Coast Salt province
(Andrews, 1960; Posey et al., 1987; Land et al., 1988; Hudec et al., 2013; Peel, 2019; Pulham et
al., 2019). Deposited during the early Jurassic above Triassic rift fill and Paleozoic basement steps,
the Louann salt LES original thickness is estimated from the original basin depths, which range
between 1.2 to 1.8 kilometers prior to diapirisms (Halbouty and Hardin, 1956; Halbouty, 1979;
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Seni and Jackson, 1983). The salt became mobile in the Jurassic to Early Cretaceous, with
diapirism following the typical Zechstein three-stage model (Trusheim, 1960; Collins, 1988). In
the Late Pleistocene, Damon Mound experienced another surge of diapiric rise as evidenced by
the deformation of the overlying Plio-Pleistocene Beaumont Formation (~ 34 kyr) (Collins, 1988).
The Beaumont Formation directly overlies the CCR at Damon Mound, where it is approximately
20 to 70 meters thick with the uppermost unit, the Upper Alluvial, composed of alluvial plain

sediments deposited by the ancient Brazos River (Schafersman, 1978). The most common faulting
observed at Damon Mound are radial faults trending away from the dome (Ballard, 1961) created
during the approximately 2000 meters of relative uplift due to diapirism at Damon Mound. During
the Oligocene, the mound was likely a topographic high relative to the surrounding seafloor, which
allowed a carbonate reef to form, the Anahuac Reef Formation (Figure 3.4)(Baker, 1978; Frost
and Schafersman, 1978). This formation has very few exposures along the Texas-Louisiana coast,
and Damon Mound’s Heterostegina texana zone, commonly and hereafter referred to as the
“Het Lime,” is the only surface exposure of its kind (Zachos and Molineux, 2007). The
Heterostegina zone has two facies on the Gulf Coast: a widespread fossiliferous, calcareous marine
shale and a locally developed coralline limestone found only on topographic highs such as at
Damon Mound and faulted shelf margins (Schafersman, 1978). The 27-meter thick section of the
Het Lime at Damon Mound was preserved in an isolated fault-bounded block, which was downdropped to the topographic level of the adjacent CCR and thus protected from erosional stripping,
which removed the rest of the Het Lime from the Damon Mound area (Frost and Schafersman,
1978). The timing of faulting is not precisely known since this major fault could have occurred
during uplift at the end of the Het Lime deposition or later (Ballard, 1961). Notably, a mineralrich
hot spring found at the Damon Mound quarry is located at the base of the reef sequence and was
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observed to give off the faint odor of hydrogen sulfide (Frost and Schafersman, 1978;
Schafersman, 1978). Based on measurements taken from the spring, the water was found to be
approximately 34 ºC and slightly acidic with a pH of 6.7 (Overton, 1978). It is not clear if the
fluids from this spring migrate along the fault that offset the Het Lime.
As is common with all salt diapirs, the dome stratigraphy at Damon Mound can vary
considerably depending on location within the mound. However, a general stratigraphy based on

drill core and logs can be resolved (Figure 3.4).

The caprock stratigraphy at Damon Mound can

be divided into three units the upper – limestone unit (i.e., the CCR), the middle transitional unit
of mixed anhydrite and gypsum with abundant native sulfur, and the lower unit dominated by
gypsum, with native sulfur still present, but concentrated primarily in the upper part of the lower
unit (Bevier, 1925; Seni et al., 1985). In addition to limestone, the CCR contains some native
sulfur, and as common accessories, quartz, and pyrite, and more rarely, tourmaline, zircon, and
rutile (Figure 3.1) (Schafersman, 1978).
The CCR at Damon Mound contains zones of two distinct fabric types: 1.) the banded –
also referred to as laminated (Prikryl et al., 1988) – zone, which is composed of white and dark
gray calcite, and 2.) the variegated zone, which is brecciated limestone blocks with medium to fine
crystalline, dark gray colored angular fragments cemented by coarse crystalline, white or light
brown calcite (Baker, 1978). The banded zone has white, yellow, or tan coarsely crystalline, sparry
calcite, which is found as a pervasive cement, interlaminated with dark gray calcite in a more
massive form (Schafersman, 1978). The variegated zone, which comprises the exposed portion of
upper CCR, is characterized by brecciated limestone, the clasts show layers or laminations as well
as brecciated fragments of layers (Figure 3.4). While most carbonate caprock observed in the Gulf
Coast Salt dome province is banded, consisting of limestone composed of an early generation of
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fine-crystalline dark gray, often pyritiferous, calcite and later generations of white or amber, more
coarsely crystalline calcite replacing earlier calcite and filling open voids, most of the CCR found
at Damon Mound is variegated, which consists of dark gray breccia fragments cemented by several
generations of coarse-crystalline white or amber calcite (Prikryl et al., 1988). Calcite dissolution
probably occurred as well as multiple episodes of brecciation and cementation as evidenced by
calcite veins crosscutting both dark gray fragments and associated coarse-crystalline calcite

cements (Prikryl et al., 1988). Secondary calcite, pyrite, and some elemental sulfur was also found
associated with biodegraded oil in fracture porosity (Sassen et al., 1994).
Based on fabric relationships in the variegated CCR, different episodes of carbonate
formation, brecciation, and cementation can be distinguished. Prikryl et al. (1988) identified three
distinct stages (Stage I, II, and III) of CCR formation at Damon Mound with the earliest and latest
substages (A and B) differentiated based on petrography and cathodoluminescence as well as
elemental data for manganese, strontium, magnesium, and iron. The first stage formed calcitic
groundmass while stage II and III are vein stages. The first substage, Stage IA, is characterized by
equigranular, very fine to medium crystalline black/gray calcite with peloidal microtexture and
high concentrations of accessory minerals such as euhedral/rosette quartz, dolomite, pyrite, and
organic matter (Prikryl et al., 1988). This stage also contains coarse crystalline, anhedral calcite c
with internal rhomb-shaped ghosts after dolomite defined by inclusions of pyrite and organic
material, and the fine crystalline granular peloidal textures suggest calcite either formed by rapid
precipitation or by precipitation around nucleation sites provided by abundant organic material
(Prikryl et al., 1988). Irregular crystal boundaries and zonation from yellow/bright orange (grains)
to dull orange/very dull brown luminescence (intergranular pore space) have been interpreted as
evidence of changes in solution chemistry during precipitation of stage-IA calcite (Prikryl et al.,
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1988). Stage IB consist of equigranular medium-crystalline gray calcite with interspersed,
equigranular, fine crystalline, Stage IA calcite, documenting the evolution of crystal growth.
Compared to Stage IA, Stage IB has a low abundance of accessory minerals but local zones
containing abundant quartz crystals are often observed, and under cathodoluminescence, the
medium-crystalline calcite consists of very dull, dark brown to nonluminescent zoned,
rhombohedral crystals (Prikryl et al., 1988). Stage IA calcite found in the Stage IB consist of

bright-yellow luminescent calcite crystals overgrown by fully to nonluminescent zoned Stage IB
calcite, indicating the bright luminescent fine crystalline calcite was partly dissolved and replaced,
as do the replacement textures of gray IB calcite, which formed by dissolution of anhydrite or IA
calcite with concomitant calcite precipitation (Prikryl et al., 1988). The vein stages (Stages II and
III) are generally composed of pale, white calcite characterized by either blocky or bladed coarseto extremely coarse-crystalline calcite partially or fully filling open voids or fractures. Features
like coarser crystal size, open space filling textures, and precipitation of sulfate minerals suggest
slow crystal growth from cooler, more dilute fluids than earlier stages fluids. Stage II is the earliest
generation with pale calcite and consists of dull orange to very dull brown zoned, blocky, or bladed
calcite growing into open voids from dark calcite substrates with an overall trend of brighter
luminescence at the outer crystal margins. Stage III crosscuts all previous stages and typically
filled in late fractures as well as open spaces left behind from incomplete filling from Stage II.
Stage IIIA corresponds to coarse to extremely coarse crystalline, pale white, fracture-filling calcite
composed predominately of blocky crystal and occurs as veins that crosscut stages IA, IB, and II.
Stage IIIB corresponds to coarse to extremely course crystalline pale fracture filling calcite
composed predominately of bladed crystals and occur as optically continuous overgrowths above
stage IIIA (Prikryl et al., 1988). The detailed description by Prikryl et al. (1988), which links
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evolving chemical systems, and possibly formation fluids, based on elemental, petrographic, and
cathodoluminescence data, to CCR formation stages represents a sound foundation to be used as a
model for us to categorize our samples for this study.
3.3.2 Challenges in understanding limestone-CCR and native sulfur genesis at Damon
Mound
Previous studies of fluid inclusions in samples from Damon Mound indicate formation

temperatures of the CCR to be below 70 ºC for late-generation calcite (Prikryl et al., 1988). More
recent clumped isotopic data indicated a potential range of 40 to 75 ºC but did not specify which
CCR mineral stage had been analyzed (Caesar et al., 2019). Relation to faults, thermal conductivity
of salt, and location relative to both the surface and salt stock during formation could have
impacted the temperature during or after CCR formation. The lack of CCR stage-specific
temperature data leaves the possibility that the reported temperatures may not be representative
for the entire temperature range of conditions that lead to CCR formation. Due to the abundant
fracturing of variegated CCR, it is possible that clumped isotope data represent a mixed isotope
signature. Initial CCR formation could have taken place at higher temperatures, and then been
overprinted by later-stage carbonates. Thus, even the possibility that TSR was responsible for
sulfate reduction and not MSR yet exists.
The formation fluids involved in carbonate precipitation could be a mix of meteoric and
seawater, or possibly meteoric, sea, and basinal waters based on previously measured oxygen,
carbon and strontium isotope ratios (Prikryl et al., 1988). Waters with lower than marine salinity
occur in deep, over-pressured sections of marine sediments in the US Gulf Coast, potentially
indicating a contribution from meteoric water (Hanor, 1994; Kharaka and Hanor, 2014). These
observations indicate that oxygenated waters could be involved in CCR formation, which is critical
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for the discussion of the potential formation of large native sulfur deposits in the absence of
molecular oxygen (Labrado et al., 2019). Since the CCR at Damon Mound is currently exposed,
overprinting of carbonates with geochemical signatures typical for meteoric water is expected.
Therefore, a stage-specific analysis of CCR generations is required to assess the influence of
meteoric water on the formation of the limestone-native sulfur CCR.
Sulfur isotopic data from carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) from Damon Mound CCR is

isotopically much heavier than the sulfate from the Louann salt whereas the native sulfur is
isotopically similar (Caesar et al., 2019; Labrado et al., 2019). Yet, intermediate sulfur isotopic
signatures found for the CAS samples (Labrado et al., 2019) lead to the question of whether they
are reflective of fluctuating environmental conditions or a sampling artifact. Answering this
question is important because it would give insight into changes in fluid flow and/or sulfur
metabolism in caprock environments. Based on carbon isotope data, the carbon source for caprock
carbonates was previously interpreted to be hydrocarbons that were inferred to be oxidized by
sulfate-reducing microbes (Feely and Kulp, 1957; Prikryl et al., 1988; Caesar et al., 2019).
However, studies suggest it is also possible there are contributions from biogenic methane (Jensen,
1968; Caesar et al., 2019). Resolving the uncertainty regarding the contribution of methane to CCR
formation is important for two reasons: First, methane cycling could be a critical component in the
formation of native sulfur in absence of molecular oxygen (Labrado et al., 2019). Second, a
contribution of biogenic methane – which is typically strongly depleted in 13C – would heavily
impact carbon isotope mass balances that have been used for a better assessment of the conversion
of oil to CCR (e.g., Sassen et al. (1994).
To answer these questions, this study presents clumped isotope data from both the CCR
from Damon Mound and the Het Lime and bulk and mineral-stage specific sulfur isotopic analyses
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of CAS. These data aid in pinning down the conditions of authigenic CCR and native sulfur
formation at Damon Mound in unprecedented detail.

3.4 METHODOLOGY
A total of 22 hand samples were selected for carbon and oxygen isotope composition,
including 5 Het Lime samples. Twelve of these (10 CCR and 2 Het Lime samples) were selected
for clumped isotope and stage-specific sulfur isotope analyses based on color and fabric
(Figure 3.5).
3.4.1 Petrography
Samples were described and categorized at both hand-sample and thin section scale. To maintain
integrity of the sample, thin section billets were cut avoiding large fractures or voids. Thin sections
were prepared by Spectrum Petrographics, Inc. where they were embedded in clear resin, mounted
with acrylic to standard petrographic glass, and covered. The final thickness of each thin section
is 30 µm. All thin sections were stained for better identification of calcite and dolomite and
presence of ferrous iron using alizarin red S and potassium ferricyanide, respectively. Thin sections
were analyzed, categorized, and photographed based on composition, crystal size and type, color,
and percentage of sample stained.
The mineralogy observed in thin section was classified with respect to the stages previously
established at Damon Mound by Prikryl et al. (1988), as well as additional observations, i.e.,
presence of an oil film after carbonate dissolution with hydrochloric acid during CAS extraction
(Table 3.1). The four CCR categories correspond to: sample prefix DO, dark gray oily carbonates
that produced oil films during CAS extraction; sample prefix MX, homogenous gray and
alternating dark gray and white carbonates referred to as mixed carbonate, which showed the
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highest diversity; sample prefix CV, distinct, yellow-white coarse-crystalline veins; sample prefix
NS, carbonates associated with native sulfur; and sample prefix HR, samples of reef forming Het
Lime, that formed around the top of Damon Mound in the Oligocene/Miocene. Some CCR samples
showed internally distinct phases, which allowed for clumped isotope analysis of subsamples,
designated with letters where applicable (i.e., A, B, or C). Thin sections were not prepared for the
carbonate with native sulfur samples to avoid the loss of native sulfur crystals during cutting based

on the crystals’ locations in cavities.
3.4.2 Isotope analyses of Damon Mound CCR
For CAS sulfur isotope analysis, 50 grams of ground bulk sample was washed with sodium
chloride solution and continuously rotated for approximately 48 hours to remove any easily soluble
sulfate (ESS). Once the supernatant containing the ESS was removed, the remaining solids were
acidified. After the dissolution of carbonate, the CAS was precipitated from the supernatant by
addition of barium chloride, following our in-house CAS protocol (Gischler et al., 2020). Acid
insoluble residues from the bulk carbonate samples remained after the CAS procedure. Because
the sulfate was extracted at this point, only sulfides, native sulfur, organic-bound sulfur, or barite
would have been left as sulfur compounds in the residue. We used an Elemental Analyzer (Pyro
Cube) coupled to an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Elementar GeoVisION) to measure the sulfur
isotope signatures and sulfur content of the CAS and the carbon and sulfur content and isotope
composition of the CAS residue. The sulfur and carbon isotope values are reported in the standard
delta notation relative to VCDT and VPDB, respectively. Based on repeated analyses of in-house
and international standards, the precision and accuracy of the analyses were better than 0.3‰ for
34S and 0.2‰ for 13C.
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For stage-specific sulfur isotope analysis, we drilled approximately 5 milligrams of
samples from freshly cut surfaces of hand specimens. The samples for this stage specific isotope
analysis of CAS were subsamples from the same drill locations as those used for the carbon,
oxygen, and clumped isotope analysis. We washed the samples with sodium chloride solution,
continuously rotating them for approximately 24 hours to remove any easily soluble sulfate (ESS).
The residue was acidified to extract CAS. The filtered supernatant was sent for analysis to

California Institute of Technology. Sulfate was purified using an anion exchange column
containing 1 mL of Bio-Rad AG1-X8 resin for 5-6 mg of carbonate (Paris et al., 2013). The resin
was preconditioned with 2x10 mL of 10% reagent grade HNO3, 2x10 mL of 33% reagent grade
HCl, and 2x10 mL of 0.5% Seastar HCl. After sample loading, the column was rinsed with 3x10
mL 18.2 MΩ water and retained sulfate was eluted with 3x2 mL of 0.45 N Seastar HNO3. Samples
were then dried down on a hot plate in a PicoTrace hood. Quality control was maintained by
running two seawater samples and three blanks. After column purification, an aliquot was used for
measuring sulfate concentrations on a Dionex ICS-3000 ion chromatography system equipped
with a 2 mm AS4A-SC column. Accuracy and precision based on analysis of in-house standards
were better than 0.45% (1 n=13). Procedural blanks contained 0.45 ±0.23 nmol (1, n=3)
whereas samples contained from 17 to 164 nmol of sulfate. Samples were re-dissolved in 5%
Seastar HNO3 to reach sulfate concentration of 20 μM matching the concentration of an in-house
Na2SO4 bracketing standard. Sulfur isotope ratios were measured on a Neptune Plus multicollector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS) equipped with a CETAC
Aridus II desolvating nebulizer system using the method of Paris et al. (2013). Average accuracy
for the two seawater consistency standards of this Neptune run was 21.07 ±0.18‰ (1 n=2)
Reported precisions of isotopic measurements combine instrument stability, reproducibility within
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the analytical session, and propagated uncertainty from subtracting the procedural blank isotopic
composition and amount.
For carbon and oxygen isotopes analyses of carbonates, approximately 5 grams of
individual subsamples were drilled out of hand specimens from freshly cut surfaces using a Dremel
hand tool and locations were selected based on color and specific fabrics that had corresponding
areas in thin section billets. To determine the formation temperature of the carbonates, we used

clumped isotope analysis of carbon dioxide derived from carbonate samples drilled out for
previous carbon and oxygen analysis. Approximately 1 gram of sample was used for the clumped
isotope analysis from previously drilled out samples. This measurement is based on the fact that,
at chemical equilibrium, heavy isotopologues of carbon and oxygen (i.e.

13

C-18O-16O bonds,

corresponding to mass 47) are more predominant at lower temperatures than at higher
temperatures. The difference (47CO2) between the measured abundance of mass 47 of a sample
relative to its stochastic abundance in a sample can be used to determine formation temperatures.
Once the temperature has been determined, the oxygen isotope composition of the water in which
the carbonate was formed can be determined based on published equilibrium isotope fractionations
between carbonates and water.
The clumped isotope compositions for the CCR calcite veins were determined at ETH
Zurich using a Thermo Fisher Scientific 253Plus mass spectrometer, which is coupled to a Kiel IV
carbonate preparation device, following the method described in Schmid and Bernasconi (2010),
Meckler et al. (2014), and Müller et al. (2017). The Kiel IV device includes a custom built
PoraPakQ trap held a –40 °C to eliminate potential organic contaminants. Prior to each sample
run, the pressure-dependent backgrounds are determined on all beams to correct for non-linearity
effects in the mass spectrometer. During each run, 18 replicates of 90-110 µg of different samples
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and 5 replicates of each carbonate standards, ETH-1, ETH-2, and 8 replicates of ETH-3
(Bernasconi et al., 2018), are analyzed for data normalization. One replicate of the international
standard, IAEA C2, is analyzed to monitor the long-term reproducibility of the method. All
instrumental and data corrections are carried out with the software Easotope (John and Bowen,
2016) using the revised IUPAC parameters for

17

O correction (Bernasconi et al., 2018).

Temperatures are calculated using the Kele et al. (2015) calibration and recalculated with the

revised IUPAC parameters and the new accepted values for the ETH standards as reported in
Bernasconi et al. (2018).

5. RESULTS
3.5.1 Petrography
All carbonate caprock samples were composed of 70-100% calcite in the thin sections depending
on which subsample and representative formation stage was being analyzed. The Het Lime
samples contained 70-90% calcite. The following is a detailed description of the thin sections from
the various stages identified.
3.5.1.1 Oily CCR samples
During CAS extraction, oil was released from samples DO_001 and D_009, which is why
we refer to them as ‘oily samples’. Samples DO_001 and DO_009 differed from in each other in
hand sample based on color and porosity. Sample DO_001 is homogeneously dark gray to black
(Figure 3.6A) while DO_009B alternates between light gray to dark gray and is more weathered
and porous (Figure 3.6B). Due to the complex fabric of sample DO_009B, it was not possible to
obtain a thin section representative of the dark, oily portion of sample DO_009B. Therefore, we
present only the results from the thin section analysis of DO_001. In thin sections DO_001A and
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DO_001C, dead oil can be observed at crystal boundaries as well as small splotches. Both samples
were dominated by microcrystalline calcite (60 to 125 µm), contain doubly terminated quartz
crystals (Figure 3.6C), pyrite (Figure 3.6D), quartz rosettes (Figure 3.6E), and a greenish mineral
in plane polarized light that becomes opaque in crossed polarized light, which may be what Prikryl
et al. (1988) referred to as clay minerals (Figure 3.6F). Some rhombs of pyrite and doubly
terminated quartz crystals had centers containing calcite (Figure 3.6D). These samples have the

highest abundance of accessory minerals and dead oil from all samples and show early on that
there was a progression of geochemical evolution (Table 3.1), making it the best candidate for
stage IA formation as described by Prikryl et al. (1988).
3.5.1.2 Mixed CCR samples
In the hand samples, the mixed carbonates display a high variety of phases and fabrics,
encompassing most stages of carbonate caprock formation at Damon Mound (Figure 3.7A-D). The
thin sections reflect this variety, allowing us to differentiate stages within one sample. Like the
oily samples, sample MX_013C and MX_018C are dark gray dominated by microcrystalline (60
to 125 µm) calcite with dead oil at the crystal boundaries and in some small splotches. They
contained bladed radial quartz (Figure 3.8A), doubly terminated quartz and pyrite (Figure 3.8B),
and green accessory minerals (Figure 3.8C). Thus, samples MX_013C and MX_018C are
categorized as formation stage IA CCR. Samples MX_013B, MX_018B, and MX_18D are
predominantly microcrystalline (100 to 250 µm), light gray calcite and contained subangular
quartz that in crossed polarized light displays a ‘healed’ radial pattern, splotches of dead oil
crossing crystals or in between crystal boundaries, and some pyrite. Sample_018D displayed
various stages of authigenic mineral growth in a pyrite and dead oil-rimmed dolomite ghost rhomb,
which is overgrown by quartz and in turn displays corroded crystal boundaries where it is replaced
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by calcite (Figure 3.8D). In a portion of sample MX_13B, we also discovered 5 to 10 µm, opaque,
hexagonal to slightly rounded crystals in another dark gray section (Figure 3.8E). In reflected light,
the crystals are light gray with brownish tints in the middle, while pyrite is bright white. The
properties of the hexagonal crystals correspond to those of hauerite (MnS2) crystals. Sample
MX_015A and B are subsamples of gray matrix taken from different parts of a freshly cut surface
of sample MX_15, which is porous, has a yellowish tint throughout the entire rock (Figure 3.7C),

and is highly corroded. While the different parts of the rock face displayed different tinting,
microscopically, the samples MX_015A and B are identical. They are composed of
microcrystalline calcite (100 to 250 µm) with very few accessory minerals and dead oil at crystal
boundaries or in splotches. Based on observed crosscutting relationships in hand specimens and
fabrics and mineral inventor in thin section, samples MX_013B, MX_018B, MX_18D, MX_015A
and B were categorized as stage IB CCR. Samples MX_011C (Figure 3.8F), MX_013A, and
MX_018A are white-yellow, 1 to 5 mm long, calcite blades with zones of growth, indicating
multiple growth stages, and representative of formation stage II (Table 3.1).
3.5.1.3 Native sulfur and vein samples
No thin sections were made for samples NS_01, NS_02, but macroscopically, the two hand
samples exhibit distinct differences. Sample NS_01 has the native sulfur embedded in the
carbonate and very little veins crosscutting the original carbonate (Figure 3.9). Sample NS_02 has
the native sulfur protruding from a vug and contains many veins crosscutting the original calcite.
Except for the macroscopically visible native sulfur crystals, the native sulfur CCR samples are
most like the mixed CCR samples. For the yellow-white coarse-crystalline veins, samples CV_004
and CV_016 are made of large, (0.5-5 mm) blades of calcite crystals and representative of stage
III formation.
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3.5.1.4 Het Lime samples
For samples HR_007B and HR_014B, the skeletal packstones from the Het Lime differed from
one another. Sample HR_007B contains less micrite (Figure 3.10A) than sample HR_014B, which
has microbioerosion (Figure 3.10B) and contains a thin, healed crack filled with calcite (Figure
3.10C). Both samples contain crinoid stems, foraminifera, possibly pieces of the Heterostegina
texana, sponges, echinoderms, gastropods, and bivalves (Figure 3.10A-C).
3.5.2 Isotope data
The δ13C and δ18OVPDB of carbonates ranged from 0.5‰ to –33‰ and from –1‰ to –8‰,
respectively. The carbon signatures of the CCR ranged from –13‰ to –33‰ while the carbon
isotope signatures from the residues ranged from –30.9‰ to –18.2‰. The lightest isotope
signature came from MX_CAS_013A and the heaviest from MX_CAS_015A. The carbon values
for the carbonates followed a similar trend, with MX_015A being the heaviest and MX_013B
being the lightest. The CAS residue carbon content was highest in samples with large crosscutting
veins. Most of the values fall in a narrow range roughly matching Damon Mound crude oil values
(δ13C −27.1 to –28.8‰; Sassen et al., 1994). The organic residues of the oily carbonates appear
slightly heavier than our mixed samples, potentially due to additional refractory material in oily
samples indicating a higher contribution of organic carbon from Louann Salt.
Based on the δ47CO2, the formation temperatures of all the carbonates range from 7 °C to
83 °C (Figure 3.11, Table 3.2). The mixed carbonates range from 53 °C to 62 °C, the recrystallized
white calcite, vein-filling samples have formation temperatures of approximately 7 °C, and the
oily carbonates have the highest formation temperatures at 72 °C and 83 °C. For the carbonates
that contain large native sulfur crystals, sample NS_02 has a temperature of 37 °C and sample
NS_01 has a temperature of 50 °C (Figure 3.11, Table 3.2).
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The δ18Ovsmow values of the formation fluids were calculated from the oxygen isotope
composition of the carbonate and the Δ47 values using the equation of Kim and O’Neil (1997)
ranged from –7.3‰ to 5.3‰, spanning a range from isotopically light meteoric,

18

O-enriched

compositions typical of evaporated or connate waters (Clayton et al., 1966; Gat, 1996). The white
calcite, recrystallized vein-fill samples have the lightest oxygen isotopic compositions with –7.3‰
and –7.2‰. The mixed carbonates have δ18O ranging from 0.4‰ to 3.4‰ while the oily samples
range from 4.3‰ to 4.9‰ and the carbonates associated with native sulfur range from –0.9‰ to
2‰.
The δ34S values for the carbonate associated sulfate from the CCR samples ranged from
22.1‰ to 55.8‰. The sample with the lightest sulfur isotope signatures were stage IA samples,
DO_CAS_001A and DO_CAS_001C, with values of 22.1‰ and 23.5‰, respectively. The
heaviest signature was from the MX_CAS_013A, which was sampled from a white, coarsecrystalline calcite vein fill (Table 3.3). The stage specific sulfur isotopic signatures were similar
to initial sulfur isotope signatures measured from bulk sampling rather than stage specific sampling
with δ34S values ranging from 4.9‰ to 52.6‰ (Figure 3.12). The samples with the lightest sulfur
isotope signature are MX_015A, which was a porous mixed carbonate sample, with δ34S of 4.9‰.
The second lightest sulfur values came from sample DO_001C, which was a very dark gray
subsample and measured at 15.2‰. The other samples were all varied carbonate samples and
ranged from 18.7‰ to 52.6‰, with the isotopically heaviest being from sample MX_013B. The
insoluble residue from CAS sample had δ34S values ranging from –2.9‰ to 7.6‰ (Table 3.3). The
lightest signature was from MX_CAS_015A and the heaviest from MX_CAS_018D. The δ34S
values of the native sulfur from samples NS_001 and NS_009 were –1.1‰ and 2.4‰, respectively.
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The Het Lime samples had the isotopically heaviest carbon signatures ranging from 0.5‰
to –8‰ with formation temperatures between 30 °C to 49 °C (Figure 3.11). The oxygen isotope
values for the Het Lime range from 0.8‰ to 5.3‰ with the latter being the heaviest oxygen isotope
value for fluids found in this study. The isotope signatures of the Het Lime samples provide a
means to assess overprinting of Damon Mound carbonates by different fluids. Such overprinting
is expected to take place for the highly fractured and recrystallized CCR, and to some degree, the

Het Lime as well. Because it was offset by a major fault, it may have supplied fluid to a warm
spring at the surface that was active until approximately 1978 or 1990, based on reported sampling
of fluids (Overton, 1978) and gases (Grayson, 1990; Sassen et al., 1991). The distinctly negative
carbon isotope composition of one sample (HR_014, –2.9‰) and the enrichment in
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O and

elevated temperatures for the fluid of sample HR_007B (5.3‰, 49 ºC) document such
overprinting. Cements from the Het Lime have been reported to have similar carbon isotope
signatures as the carbonate caprock (Sassen et al., 1994) and overprinting at temperatures of up to
41 ºC has been suggested (De Freest, 1993). There is evidence that during the Oligo-Miocene,
Damon Mound and similar salt dome reef buildups in the northwestern Gulf of Mexico may have
been havens for tropical species that could not have otherwise survived at that temperate latitude
(Zachos and Molineux, 2007). Temperatures in the midlatitude of the North Atlantic from 24 ºC
to over 30 ºC persisted from the Late Oligocene to the Early Miocene (Guitián et al., 2019). Thus,
the temperature for sample HR_014B, which has a lower formation temperature of 30 °C and an
oxygen isotopic signature for the formation fluid of 0.8‰, indicate overprinting was not pervasive,
as one would expect for a burial of the Het Lime to depths of ~ 900 to 1200m (De Freest, 1993).
Reasons for the different isotope signatures between samples HR_014B and HR_007B could be
proximity to a fluid-carrying fault, or alternatively, different lithologies. Sample HR_014B
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contained more micrite and displayed several stages of micritization, compared to sample HR_07B
that showed only one generation of micrite (Figure 3.10). This could indicate that porosity of
sample HR_07B was not occluded during overprinting, whereas the micrite in HR_014B limited
fluid exchange.

3.6 DISCUSSION
Deciphering the history of CCR and native sulfur formation and alteration at Damon Mound
critically depends on the ability to establish a chronological order of the processes that shape the
petrographic and geochemical signatures of the these highly complex CCR assemblages. Prikryl
et al. (1988) distinguished three different stages for Damon Mound (IA, IB, II, III). Stage I
corresponds to the formation of CCR groundmass and will be the focus of this discussion. Stages
II and III represent processes associated with later fracturing and vein formation. In the following
we first introduce the basic geochemical features of stages IA and IB, and then present arguments
supporting our idea that the main body of native sulfur had been formed, at the latest, by the end
of stage IB. We first introduce the basic geochemical features of stages IA and IB, and then present
arguments supporting our idea that the main body of native sulfur had been formed, at the latest,
by the end of stage IB.
3.6.1 Stage IA carbonate caprock formation
Prikryl et al. (1988) identified stage IA – which consists of black and gray calcite – by the high
abundance of accessory minerals, such as euhedral quartz, dolomite, organic matter, and especially
pyrite, and intense cathode luminescence of calcite attributed to the presence of manganese. They
proposed that solution chemistry changed during stage IA because the calcite showed evidence of
dissolution and subsequent precipitation of dull, zoned luminescent calcite in the created pore
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space. Based on crosscutting relationships in our hand samples, and the presence of ample
accessory minerals, the oily samples and darkest gray portions of the mixed carbonate samples
(MX_013C and MX_018C) match the description of Stage IA. The dark gray, oily samples display
the highest CCR formation temperatures (72 ºC and 83 ºC ±19ºC), which is not suitable for TSR,
but tolerable for thermophilic MSR. These samples have the isotopically heaviest 18Ofluid values
(4.3‰ and 4.9‰), indicating basinal formation fluids, whereas the 13Ccalcite signature ranges from

–22.2‰ to –22.4‰, which is typical for oil-derived carbon, are isotopically slightly heavier than
the insoluble organic residue (–25.1‰ to –27.0‰) (Table 3.3). The sulfur isotope composition of
CAS for the oily samples DO_001A and DO_001C are 22.1 and 23.5‰, respectively, and the
residue of the CAS extraction, which corresponds to pyrite and sulfur associated with organic
matter, ranges between –2.1‰ to –2.9‰. The difference in 34S between the CAS and residue of
~25‰ indicates a fairly small apparent sulfur isotope fractionation for MSR. The small enrichment

of CAS in 34S relative to this sulfate source, the Louann-anhydrite (34S ~ 16‰; Feely and Kulp,
1957; Claypool et al., 1980; Kyle and Agee, 1988) reveals sulfate enriched in 34S may have escaped
either out of the system or into a solid phase (e.g., as secondary calcite, barite or celestine; Chapter
2). In summary, stage IA CCR formation was driven by oil degradation at high temperatures in a
system that provided reactive iron for sulfide sequestration into pyrite and allowed for fluid
exchange.
3.6.2 Stage IB carbonate caprock formation
Prikryl et al. (1988) stage IB groundmass is characterized by a relatively low content of impurities
(euhedral quartz, dolomite, organic matter, and pyrite) and dull luminosity attributed to the scarcity
of manganese in calcite. Based on the observation that our stage IB samples contain partly
dissolved stage-IA calcite, it was concluded stage IB calcite formed by dissolution of anhydrite or
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stage-IA calcite with concomitant calcite precipitation. Based on crosscutting relationships and the
reduced diversity of accessory minerals (mainly quartz and some pyrite), we conclude our mixed
samples (MX_013B, MX_018B & D, and MX_015A & B), which contain clasts with lighter gray
matrix, correspond to Stage IB. An important finding is the occurrence of hauerite in our Stage 1B
samples, which had not been documented previously at Damon Mound. Hauerite has been found
to be exclusively associated with CCR and stratiform deposits that contain native sulfur deposits

(Thomsen, 1992). Our Stage IB samples fall in a lower temperature and 18Ofluid range (52 ºC to
62 ºC and 0.4‰ to 3.5‰), and the groundmass of the mixed carbonates – except for the heavily
corroded samples MX_015A & B – has a distinctly lighter 13Ccalcite signature (–32.3‰ to –
27.2‰). This implies that the lighter gray calcite CCR groundmass formed later at cooler
temperatures with isotopically lighter carbon and oxygen in the formation fluids than the earliest
stage. The CAS sulfur isotope signatures of our Stage IB MX samples are heavy (31.8‰ to 55.7‰)

whereas the sulfur isotope composition of the CAS residue falls in a range of –2.6 to 7.6‰.
Considering a sulfur isotope composition of 16‰ for sulfate from the Louann-anhydrite, the large
enrichment of CAS in 34S relative to this sulfate source indicates that sulfate in this system became
restricted during Stage IB (Labrado et al., 2019). Compared to Stage IA, Stage IB CCR formation
took place at cooler temperatures and was driven by a combination of oil biodegradation, methane
oxidation, and sulfate reduction in a system that provided less reactive iron for sulfide
sequestration into pyrite and experienced increased restriction in fluid exchange.
3.6.3 Timing of main native sulfur formation relative to CCR formation stages IA and IB
Pinpointing the relative timing of native sulfur generation relative to CCR formation stages is
challenging because native sulfur, when found in the CCR, appears to have mainly accumulated
in vugs but not in microscopically identifiable crystals in the groundmass. The majority of the
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sulfur is found in the zone of mixed gypsum and anhydrite below the CCR and separated from the
contact to the halite by a wide zone with little to no native sulfur content (Bevier, 1925; Seni et al.,
1985). The observation from caprock cores that brecciation decreases with increasing depth, with
primarily black calcite caprock in the deeper part of the cores containing increasingly more native
sulfur along fractures (Baker, 1978) points to an early generation preceding vein stage II or at the
onset of the fracturing that resulted in the Stage II veins. The description of Sassen et al. (1988) of

native sulfur, pyrrhotite, pyrite, sphalerite, and aragonite as late-forming, potentially recent (i.e.,
Stage IIIB) minerals in calcite-lined cavities of deeper CCR under anaerobic conditions may not
be representative for the main phase of native sulfur formation. For the Tatum dome caprock
mineralization, Saunders et al. (1988) proposed a paragenetic sequence in which quartz, sulfide
minerals, and dark gray calcite band formation preceded the formation of light gray calcite bands,
celestine (SrSO4) and strontianite (SrCO3), followed by native sulfur precipitation. Our proposed
paragenetic sequence for Damon Mound caprock agrees with the general pattern proposed for
Tatum dome, with dark gray calcite (Stage IA) corresponding to a sequence of carbonate formation
steps during which the geochemistry of the fluid changed (Prikryl et al., 1988), followed by
precipitation of non-luminescent lighter gray calcite (Stage IB) that involved some dissolution of
Stage IA calcite and the formation of native sulfur. Later stages (II and III) represent fracturing,
vein formation and recycling of CCR formed during earlier stages under changing geochemical
conditions. These processes continue today and include native sulfur generation in the presence of
meteoric water, which at shallower depths is oxygenated (Sassen et al., 1988).
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3.6.4 Addressing the open questions about native sulfur and CCR formation at Damon
Mound
Our clumped isotope data provide clear evidence that thermochemical processes are unlikely to
have played a role in the formation of CCR and associated native sulfur at Damon Mound.
Additionally, we document that four critical changes characterize the evolution of the
geochemistry from Stage IA to IB. These are: 1) a change in sulfur isotope chemistry with
dramatically isotopically heavier CAS and slightly heavier CAS residue, 2) a change in carbon
isotope chemistry, evidenced by a shift to isotopically lighter carbonate, 3) a decrease in the
oxygen isotope composition of the fluid, and 4) the appearance of hauerite.
The changes observed in the sulfur and carbon isotope geochemistry cannot have been
caused by the influence of lower temperatures on sulfur and carbon isotope fractionation. The
change in the equilibrium sulfur isotope fractionation between sulfate and sulfide, which can be
considered the maximum potential sulfur isotope fractionation during microbial sulfate reduction,
(e.g., Brunner and Bernasconi (2005) is ~ 8‰ (difference between 47.8‰ for 80 ºC and 55.6‰
for 50 ºC, values based on Eldridge et al. (2016), which is too small to account for the observed
offset between Stage IA and IB. The carbon isotope fractionation between dissolved inorganic
carbon and calcite is ~ 2‰ larger for 50 ºC as compared to 80 ºC (calculation from values based
on Golyshev (1981), which cannot explain the ~ 8‰ shift in the isotope composition of the
carbonates from ~ –22‰ from the oily (stage IA) to ~ –30‰ from the mixed (stage IB) samples.
Considering the 13C of the carbonates is lower than that of the organic carbon in the system
(~ –25‰ and ~ –27‰), an additional lighter carbon isotope source, with the prime candidate being
thermogenic or biogenic methane, is necessary. Methane emissions from Damon Mound have an
isotope composition of –34.9‰ (Sassen et al., 1988, 1994; Grayson, 1990), which points to
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thermogenic methane. Moreover, it is known that anaerobic biodegradation of oil can generate
methane, a process that has been demonstrated for the Wilcox oils (Crabaugh and Elsik, 2000;
Shelton et al., 2014, 2016). In that case, the carbon isotope signature of the secondary
methanogenesis would be expected to be isotopically much lighter. However, as the production of
light methane also generates isotopically heavy inorganic carbon, subsequent oxidation of the
methane would result in a mixture with a moderately 13C-depleted signature. Thus, while oxidation
of hydrocarbons from oil coupled to sulfate reduction dominated Stage IA, an increase in the
contribution of carbonate from methane oxidation resulted in the change in carbon isotope
signatures during the shift to lower temperatures. The likely reason for this shift is that at cooler
temperatures, sulfate reduction coupled to the oxidation of methane becomes energetically more
favorable with maximal activity near 50 ºC for some clades of ANME (Holler et al., 2011; Biddle
et al., 2012; Houghton et al., 2019).
As with the carbon, the sulfur isotope values show a remarkable transition from Stage IA
to IB, with data ranging from 22.1‰ (at ~ 80 ºC) to 55.8‰ (at ~ 50 ºC). Acid-insoluble sulfur
comprises a relatively narrow range between –2.6‰ to +2.7‰ for 34S with one outlier at +7.6‰.
Native sulfur values fall in range of –1.1‰ to +2.4‰. The sulfur isotope systematics in a caprock
system depend on several parameters, particularly the sulfur isotope fractionation between sulfate
and reduced sulfur as well as the sulfur fluxes in and out of the system.
The isotope fractionation between sulfate and reduced sulfur, which can be approximated
by the offset between the isotope composition of CAS and CAS residue, is ultimately controlled
by microbial metabolism, type of organic substrate, energetics, and temperature (Rudnicki et al.,
2001; Wortmann et al., 2001; Kleikemper et al., 2004; Brunner and Bernasconi, 2005; Canfield et
al., 2010; Sim et al., 2011; Wing and Halevy, 2014). In Stage IA, the isotope offset between the
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CAS and the residue of ~ 25‰ indicates a fairly small sulfur isotope fractionation for MSR,
whereas for the Stage IB sample MX_013A, the sulfur isotope offset between CAS and acid
insoluble sulfur is ~53‰, which is only slightly below the theoretical maximum sulfur isotope
fractionation for microbial sulfate reduction at that temperature (~ 55.6‰ for 50 ºC, Eldridge et
al. (2016)). Such large fractionations are expected for reactions that yield low energy, as is in the
case of sulfate driven anaerobic oxidation of methane (Deusner et al., 2014; Caesar et al., 2019).

This implies that during Stage IA, microbes had access to substrates that yield higher energies,
such as oil, while substrates with lower energy yield, such as methane, became important during
Stage IB.
The sulfur fluxes in and out of the system can be assessed by isotope mass balance and the
relative isotope offset of CAS and CAS residue from the isotope composition of sulfate that enters
the CCR system (i.e., Louann anhydrite). If a system only receives a supply with sulfate once,
which is then consecutively consumed, the sulfate will continuously become enriched in

34

S

because isotopically light sulfur is removed to the reduced sulfur pool. Such a scenario can be
modeled with a Rayleigh distillation model, which is often invoked to explain a trend to heavier
isotope compositions in residual sulfate. However, at Damon Mound, where anhydrite caprock
persists today, such a single supply of sulfate is unrealistic. Rather, it must be assumed that sulfate
supply was continuously maintained by anhydrite-aqueous sulfate equilibration, controlling
anhydrite dissolution. In such a scenario, the critical point becomes the amount of sulfate that
enters the system via anhydrite dissolution, is removed as sulfate (i.e., carried away by transport
processes or sequestered into minerals such as barite, celestine, secondary anhydrite/gypsum)
relative to the sulfur that is reduced and precipitated as sulfide or native sulfur. If sulfate removal
is fast compared to sequestration to reduced sulfur, the isotope composition of the sulfate will be
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nearly identical to the anhydrite source, while the reduced sulfur pool will be depleted in

34

S

(Labrado et al., 2019). Correspondingly, sulfate captured as CAS will only be slightly enriched in
34S relative to anhydrite. Conversely, if almost all the sulfur from sulfate is reduced, the sulfide
pool becomes nearly identical isotopically to the anhydrite source, whereas the 34S of the sulfate
pool will be enriched in 34S (Labrado et al., 2019).
The Louann anhydrite (34S ~ 16‰) is presumably the main sulfate source. During Stage
IA, CAS residue falls in a range of –2.1‰ to –2.9‰, whereas CAS shows an enrichment in 34S to
values in between 22.1 and 23.5‰, meaning that the isotope offset between sulfate source and
reduced sulfur is ~ 18‰, but only ~ 6‰ between sulfate source and sulfate in the system. This
balance shows that during Stage IA, the system allowed sulfate enriched in 34S to escape either out
of the system or into a solid phase (e.g., as secondary calcite, barite or celestine). During stage IB,
the sulfur isotope composition of residue from the CAS extraction falls in a range of –2.6 to 7.6‰,

whereas the CAS of Stage IB MX samples reach values of up to 55.7‰. Thus, the isotope offset
between sulfate source and reduced sulfur is ~ 8‰ to 18‰, but up to ~ 40‰ between sulfate source
and sulfate in the system. This balance is indicative of conditions in which sulfate loss became
limited. Thus, carbon and sulfur isotope systematics are consistent with a change of substrate use
from oil to methane and increasing restrictedness of the CCR system with regards to fluid exchange
from Stages IA to IB.
In a system where fluid exchange is restricted and availability of water is limited, the trend
to lighter 18Ofluid can be caused by the addition of isotopically light oxygen from oil and the
precipitation of carbonate that, due to the oxygen isotope equilibrium fractionation between
carbonate (enriched in 18O) and water, drives the oxygen isotope composition of water to lighter
isotopic values. Such a scenario has previously been described for the oxygen isotope composition
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of diagenetic calcite in organic-rich rocks (Sass et al., 1991). Moreover, formation of new, saltfree water by the oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction has been invoked to
explain fresher-than seawater salinity values for Challenger Knoll in the Gulf of Mexico, a deepwater analogue to the Gulf Coast salt diapir CCR systems (Manheim and Sayles, 1970). However,
there is a crux with the above scenario: oxygen in sulfate is typically isotopically heavier than
ocean water (Claypool et al., 1980), and the same can be the case for oxygen isotope of organic

matter from hydrocarbons (Sass et al., 1991; Ward et al., 2019). This means that the newly made
water is isotopically heavier than seawater. To obtain a trend to lighter fluid isotope compositions,
this shift to more positive values needs to be compensated by the temperature-dependent oxygen
isotope fractionation between carbonate and water. As recorded temperatures decrease from over
80 ºC to 30 ºC in the case of Damon Mound, this fractionation changes considerably (Kim and
O’Neil, 1997; Chacko and Deines, 2008). Using a set of reactions that serve as proxies for
hydrocarbon and methane oxidation, we explored possible scenarios and found that in all cases,
the 18Ofluid can be driven isotopically lighter, but only if the amount of water available within the
system is limited. The large negative isotope shifts of the 18Ofluid can be more easily obtained by
oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction to sulfide, whereas in the case of methane
oxidation coupled to reduction of sulfate to native sulfur such shifts can only be achieved at low
temperatures. Thus, in a system with limited fluid exchange and a combination of oxidation of
hydrocarbons and methane, shifts to lighter 18Ofluid are expected (Figure 3.13; Appendix).
Lastly, manganese and iron are both redox-sensitive metals that form solid oxides under
oxygen replete conditions. Under reducing, sulfide-free conditions or where iron availability
exceeds sulfide supply, iron and manganese are mobile and can be incorporated into carbonates.
Iron reacts with free sulfide and is quantitatively scavenged to form iron sulfides, such as pyrite.
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Unlike pyrite and other iron sulfide minerals, manganese sulfides, like authigenic -MnS or
hauerite (MnS2), are relatively soluble under reducing conditions. So, manganese behavior at low
eH is typically controlled by the availability of carbonate, which controls the precipitation of
rhodochrosite, MnCO3 (Maynard, 2003). Manganese sulfide formation is only observed at very
high sulfide concentrations and alkaline conditions (Böttcher and Huckriede, 1997). Hauerite,
found in a mixed carbonate sample (MX_013) that represents various stages of carbonate

formation, including Stage IA and IB, has also been observed at other CCR assemblages in the
Gulf Coast province, including Boling, Clemens, Hoskins Mound, Moss Bluff, Big Hill (Wolf,
1926; Hanna, 1929; Taylor, 1938; Smith, 1970). Due to the coincidence of native sulfur and
hauerite at both salt diapir and stratiform native sulfur deposits, hauerite has been proposed to be
an indicator mineral for native sulfur deposits (Smith, 1970). The more reduced manganese sulfide
mineral, alabandite (MnS), has only been reported from Gulf dome, Matagorda County, Texas
(Hanna and Wolf, 1934). Prikryl et al. (1988) observed nearly no iron and very low manganese
concentrations for Stage IB CCR (Table 3.4, Figure 3.14), suggesting that either all of it had been
consumed during Stage IA carbonate precipitation, or, more likely, was sequestered into pyrite
and manganese sulfide minerals. Such high sulfide concentrations can be expected for a system
that is restricted with respect to fluid exchange. As sulfide levels increase, authigenic iron and
manganese sulfides (FeS, FeS2, and -MnS) would form. When zero-valent sulfur formation is
initiated, -MnS can be converted to the more oxidized manganese sulfide, hauerite (MnS2).
Summarizing, we propose that the initial stages of the geochemical evolution of the Damon
Mound CCR were characterized by a system with increasingly restricted fluid flow and low
availability of water that experienced a strong accumulation of sulfide. This culminated in the
extensive formation of native sulfur at the end of Stage IB without an influx of meteoric water,
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which could have supplied O2. There is no doubt meteoric water played an important role in the
formation of Stage III veins as documented by low formation temperatures and light oxygen
isotope signatures of these carbonates. Yet, to address if meteoric water was also a player in earlier
stages, we must assess if it is needed to explain existing datasets. In this respect, strontium data
are critical to assess if meteoric waters may have contributed to early stage CCR formation, and in
the case of Damon mound, we identify a minimum of four contributing sources that would have

impacted both strontium and/or oxygen isotope signatures.
First, we consider anhydrite caprock. The dissolution of anhydrite contributes calcium,
sulfate, and strontium. Strontium supply affects both the strontium availability and isotope
composition of the fluid. Moreover, accessory minerals such as dolomite, quartz, and organic
matter associated with anhydrite caprock can be incorporated into newly formed CCR, influencing
the bulk magnesium content of the rock, silica availability, and contributing to the total amount
and carbon isotope composition of the organic matter in CCR. Next, we consider hydrocarbons
and associated fluids. The hydrocarbons contribute organic matter, impacting the total amount and
carbon isotope composition of the organic matter in CCR. Hydrocarbons are often associated with
fluids, which will contribute their element inventory (e.g., Mg, Mn, Fe, Sr, total inorganic carbon)
to the mixture. The oxygen isotope composition of water in these fluids is the main controlling
factor of the 18Ofluid. Thirdly, during the formation of the Het Lime in the Chattian, Damon Mound
was a topographic high on the seafloor, which allowed the growth of the Het reef. Due to the
exposure of the flanks of Damon Mound to seawater, it is likely at least the shallower portions
(closer to seafloor) of CCR were exposed to Chattian seawater, which would have contributed
magnesium, strontium, sulfate, inorganic carbon, as well as water (impact on 18Ofluid). Finally, we
consider the potential impact of meteoric water. Since the Oligocene, terrestrial sediments have
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been deposited on the top of Damon Mound (Baker, 1978), thus at least the upper portions of the
CCR may have been in contact with meteoric water and contributed magnesium, strontium, sulfate,
inorganic carbon, oxidative power in the form of dissolved oxygen (O2), and water (impact on
18Ofluid). Of particular importance is the strontium isotope signature of meteoric water, which
should be distinctly different from other sources. Potentially, a fifth source needs to be considered,
which may correspond to the hydrothermal fluid that fed the warm spring observed at Damon

Mound and may be associated with a major normal fault offsetting the CCR from the reef that was
active until approximately 1978 or 1990 based on reported sampling of fluids (Overton, 1978) and
gases (Grayson, 1990; Sassen et al., 1991). Overprinting of Het Lime has been observed regarding
carbon isotope composition of late cements (Baker, 1978; Roberts and Aharon, 1994; Sassen et
al., 1994), oxygen isotope composition of fluids, and temperature (this publication).
The range for 87Sr/86Sr (Prikryl et al., 1988) and the corresponding 13Ccarbonate signatures

of CCR is encompassed by the endmembers of the anhydrite caprock, hydrocarbons and associated
Eocene fluids, and seawater during the deposition of the Het Lime (Figure 3.15, Table 3.5). Lower
Sr/86Sr and 13Ccarbonate that is isotopically heavier than the signature of Damon Mound oil
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(–27.1‰ to –28.8‰) indicate the addition of strontium and inorganic carbon from the replacement
of anhydrite caprock with Stage IA CCR. We also note the 13Corg of the oily samples is
isotopically slightly heavier than the 13C of Damon Mound oil (–25.2‰ to –27‰), which could
be attributed to as small addition of refractory (i.e. terrestrial) organic matter from the Louann Salt.
Trends to lower 13Ccarbonate values and higher 87Sr/86Sr indicate an increase in carbon contribution
from methane associated with Eocene fluids and a diminished impact from anhydrite dissolution,
as would be expected for later phases in the formation of Stage IA and Stage IB CCR. Considering
the lighter-colored CCR contains less oil-residue, this scenario is appealing. Finally, trends to
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heavier 13Ccarbonate values and higher 87Sr/86Sr indicate the overprinting of samples by mixing with
seawater during the deposition of the Het Lime (Figure 3.15). Thus, except for stage III carbonates,
strontium data show no evidence that meteoric water played a role in CCR formation.
While the changes in element contents and isotope signatures of CCR groundmass from
Stage IA and IB are compatible with the concept of CCR groundmass formation in a system with
restricted fluid exchange, other scenarios could be envisioned. For example, it could be postulated

the sulfide was oxidized to native sulfur in an oxidation event beginning with the fracturing of
caprock at the end of Stage IB and native sulfur generation is tied to Stage II. It must be noted such
fracturing would need to be triggered by an external driver, such as movement of caprock relative
to adjacent strata. Due to the relatively low gas pressure of CO2(g) and H2S(g), build-up of these
gases would be insufficient to fracture rocks. Along those fractures, or via lateral fluid flow
through, aquifers connected to oxygenated surface waters would need to deeply penetrate the
caprock all the way to the anhydrite interface. Under such conditions, sulfide oxidation could
maintain anoxic conditions that allowed the trapping of iron and manganese in Stage II carbonate.
Such a system would need to be supplied with the oxygenated water at its base (where sulfide is
oxidized), with the now anoxic water subsequently flowing upward through the carbonate caprock
and generating vein Stages II and IIIA. Meteoric water (lower salt content, higher solubility of O2)
would be needed to transport large amounts of oxygenated water. The oxidation of sulfide to native
sulfur leads to an increase in pH, which should induce carbonate precipitation, thus should have
oxygen isotope signatures typical for meteoric water:
H2S + HS– + O2 → 2S0 + H2O + OH–.

Eq. 1

However, the only carbonates with a meteoric water signature are the late Stage IIIB veins.
Attributing the genesis of the main body of native sulfur to this stage appears unrealistic, as sulfide
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produced during the genesis of the CCR groundmass in stages IA and IB would have escaped
through fractures during the vein stages II and IIIA and thus would no longer be available for
oxidation. In consequence, alternative scenarios would require intermittent changes in fluid
chemistry, such as pulses of oxygenated water, thereby invoking many fluids/endmembers and
geological events, making them less likely. Absence of O2 as a driver for native sulfur generation
requires that yet undiscovered microbial pathways are likely to have facilitated native sulfur

formation at Damon Mound. While the mode of function of such a process remains elusive, our
findings imply that it takes place under highly sulfidic conditions and in the presence of
thermophilic sulfate-reducing and methanotrophic microorganisms.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS: CCR AND NATIVE SULFUR FORMATION AT DAMON MOUND
We propose the following scenario for CCR and native sulfur formation at Damon Mound. Stage
IA CCR formation was initiated by oil oxidation tied to microbial sulfate reduction at temperatures
of approximately 80 ºC. This temperature coincides at the upper limit of microbial petroleum
degradation (Head et al., 2003), which indicates temperature may have been the controlling factor
for the timing of CCR formation at Damon Mound rather than inflow of hydrocarbons or a drop
in salinity, i.e., hydrocarbons could have come in contact with anhydrite caprock during an earlier
stage. Initially, produced hydrogen sulfide reacted with iron and was sequestered into pyrite
(Figure 3.14). Once the iron supply became exhausted, microbially-produced hydrogen sulfide
started to accumulate, leading to hypersulfidic conditions. Sustained sulfate reduction caused
anhydrite dissolution, which increased the calcium concentration and drove CCR formation.
Increased acidity due to carbonate precipitation and oil oxidation led to the conversion of silicic
acid species (HnSiO44-n) to silica (SiO2) and resulted in the formation of accessory quartz minerals
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as rosettes and doubly terminated quartz. The low dissolved carbonate concentrations in
conjunction with ever increasing sulfide concentrations led to the formation of manganese sulfide
minerals (e.g., -MnS, alabandite), resulting in near-zero manganese concentration in the CCR.
During Stage IA, continued oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction,
combined with cooling toward 50 ºC, resulted in changes in microbial metabolism as well as
oscillations in carbonate precipitation and dissolution. Sulfate reduction coupled to the oxidation

of methane became energetically more favorable at lower temperatures near 50 ºC resulting in
enhanced oxidation of methane at Damon Mound. At higher temperatures, a larger portion of
sulfide and carbon dioxide from sulfate reduction-coupled oil and methane oxidation existed in
gaseous form, which upon cooling dissolve into the water. The increased acidity and induced
episodic CCR dissolution during cooling was followed by stages of CCR precipitation due to
continued production of inorganic carbon and release of calcium.
At a temperature of ~ 50 ºC corresponding to CCR Stage IB, a fundamental change in redox
chemistry took place. At this point, the end-product of sulfate reduction was no longer sulfide, but
zero-valent (native) sulfur. This change was triggered by a combination of two factors: 1) sulfide
is a toxic compound and microorganisms may invest energy to maintain viable conditions and 2)
if sulfide and carbon dioxide concentrations are very high, sulfur comproportionation, i.e., the
reaction of sulfate and sulfide to form native sulfur, becomes energetically favorable. The
metabolic pathways involved in this change have not been elucidated. It has been proposed that
methanotrophic or methanogenic archaea may catalyze the formation of zero-valent sulfur
(Labrado et al. 2019), which would be compatible with the increased activity of methanotrophic
organisms at lower temperatures. With the production of zero-valent sulfur, manganese sulfide
minerals such as -MnS or alabandite became unstable, and hauerite (MnS2) formed. Indeed, it has
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been proposed that hauerite is a pathfinder mineral for native sulfur bearing salt domes (Thomsen,
1992). Stage IB ended with intense fracturing of CCR, that subsequently lead to the vein dominated
CCR stages II and III. The fracturing allowed sulfide to escape, terminating native sulfur
production that requires high sulfide concentrations. Subsequent native sulfur formation was
caused by sulfide oxidation with molecular oxygen (O2). It is noteworthy that the involvement of
meteoric water, which would be a carrier for O2, is only established for Stage IIIB.

Considering the constructed hypersulfidic conditions at Damon Mound were such that
comproportionation/synproportionation of native sulfur from sulfide and sulfate would yield
energy, and the fact that major portions of native sulfur deposits in caprocks are often found in the
anhydrite/gypsum beneath the CCR, it is appealing to assess how such a process could be
microbially catalyzed in a caprock system. We envision a two-tiered system, with an upper part
being where microbial oxidation of oil and sulfate driven anaerobic oxidation of methane occurs,
and a lower part where, native sulfur is produced, possibly by microbial comproportionation,
whereby sulfide and carbon dioxide supply from the upper part of the system act as drivers.
Overall, our findings imply CCR groundmass and associated native sulfur are formed by microbes
in an O2-deprived, hypersulfidic environment, giving way to the search for yet undiscovered,
microbially-assisted sulfur transformations that operate in a highly sulfidic, and potentially
hypersaline, setting.
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3.8 TABLES
Table 3.1. Sample description and petrography
Specific thin subsection
observations

Overall carbonate hand sample
Content
Type of
Porosity of cross
sample
(overall) cutting
taken
veins

Doubly
Radial
Dead
terminated Pyrite
quartz
oil
quartz

Formation
Stage

Sample ID

Color

DO_001A

Light gray

Matrix

Low

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IA

DO_001C

Dark gray

Band

Low

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IA

DO_009B

Dark gray

Gray
band

Low

Low

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

IA

MX_011C

White

Vein

High

Medium

No

No

No

No

II

MX_013A

White

Vein

Medium

High

No

No

No

No

II

MX_013B Light gray

Matrix

Medium

High

Healed

No

No

Yes

IB

MX_013C

Dark gray

Zebra

Medium

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IA

MX_015A

Gray

Matrix

High

Low

No

No

No

Yes

IB

MX_015B

Gray

Matrix

High

Low

No

No

No

Yes

IB

MX_018A

White

Vein

Low

High

No

No

No

No

II

Matrix

Low

High

Healed

No

Yes

Yes

IB

MX_018B Light gray
MX_018C

Dark gray

Clast

Low

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IA

MX_018D

Light/dark
gray mix

Banded

Low

High

Healed

Yes

No

No

IB

CV_004

White

Vein

High

High

No

No

No

No

III

CV_016

White

Vein

Low

High

No

No

No

No

III

HR_007A Yellow/Tan

Skeletal
grain

Low

None

No

No

No

Yes

Het Lime

HR_007B Yellow/Tan

Matrix

Low

None

No

No

No

Yes

Het Lime

Matrix

Low

None

No

No

No

Yes

Het Lime

HR_014

Yellow/Tan
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Table 3.2 Samples with corresponding data from carbon, oxygen, clumped, and stage specific
sulfur isotope analyses
Sample ID
δ13Ccarb
δ18Ocarb
Temp
δ18Ofluid
δ34SCAS_stage_sp Formation
stage

DO_001A

‰,
VPDB
–22.2

‰,
VPDB
–5.7

DO_001C

–22.4

DO_009B

°C
n/a

‰,
VSMOW
n/a

‰,
VCDT
19.5

IA

–5.7

72

4.9

15.2

IA

–22.3

–7.9

83

4.3

n/a

IA

MX_011C

–20.7

–7.0

62

2.0

n/a

II

MX_013A

–23.6

–6.2

n/a

n/a

47.0

II

MX_013B

–32.6

–5.4

n/a

n/a

50.3

IB

MX_013C

–31.4

–5.8

53

1.8

39.4

IA

MX_015A

–15.3

–6.9

52

0.4

4.9

IB

MX_015B

–14.0

–6.8

61

2.1

33.7

IB

MX_018A

–23.5

–5.1

60

3.5

39.2

II

MX_018B

–29.3

–5.0

56

3.0

38.1

IB

MX_018C

–29.0

–5.1

59

3.4

33.0

IA

MX_018D

–27.2

–5.1

55

2.8

18.7

IB

CV_004

–26.0

–5.8

7

–7.2

n/a

III

CV_016

–26.2

–5.9

7

–7.3

n/a

III

NS_01

–27.7

–5.2

50

2.0

n/a

IB

NS_02

–32.6

–5.6

37

–0.9

n/a

IB

HR_007A

0.3

–1.7

48

5.1

n/a

Het Lime

HR_007B

0.4

–1.6

49

5.3

n/a

Het Lime

HR_014

–2.9

–2.6

30

0.8

n/a

Het Lime
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Table 3.3 Sulfur isotope signatures of carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) and acid insoluble
residue samples
CAS sulfate ESS sulfate
CAS/ δ13CCAS δ34SCAS Formation
Sample ID
δ34SCAS content in content in
ESS
stage
Residue
Residue
carbonate
carbonate
‰,
‰,
‰,
ppm
ppm
VCDT
VPDB VCDT
DO_CAS_001A

22.1

842

1179

0.7

–27.0

–2.9

IA

DO_CAS_001C

23.5

830

1577

0.5

–25.1

–2.1

IA

MX_CAS_013A

55.8

1135

354

1135

–30.9

2.7

II

MX_CAS_013B

41.0

1285

1875

1285

–28.3

–2.6

IB

MX_CAS_013C

53.5

1230

183

1230

–29.6

2.0

IA

MX_CAS_015A

43.0

1446

488

3

–18.2

0.5

IB

MX_CAS_018B

35.4

388

63

6

–29.8

–2.0

IB

MX_CAS_018D

31.8

614

50

12.2

–26.0

7.6

IB
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Table 3.4 Element endmember content
Source

Sr (ppm)

Mg (ppm)

Mn (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

Meteoric
water

45 to 2,195
mean 216

458 to 8,709
mean 4,808

50 to 16,415
mean 2,896

10 to 45,600
mean 6,390

Seawater

462

11,460

10

20

Formation
water

388 to 9,071
mean 2,289

275 to 8,480
mean 2,475

164 to 7,9559
mean 3,190

40 to 20,000
mean 2,799

–

–

Louann
1,500 to 2,500
Salt
> 200
mean 2,000
anhydrite
Data from Prikryl et al. (1988) and references therein
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Table 3.5 Estimates for endmember isotope compositions
13C
Fluids originating
from Chattian
(Late Oligocene)
seawater
Fluids derived
from Eocene
source rocks

Anhydrite
caprock,
derived from
Louann Salt,
Early Bajocian to
Early Callovian

–1.7‰ to 1.7‰
0‰*
–28.8 to –27.1‰†
–34.8*¶
–1% to 2‰
–28.6 to –32.3‰
–30.0‰*
–24‰ to –25‰
–24.5‰*

Proxy
Carbonate from
Heterostegina
coral limestone at
Damon Mound (1)
Oil from Damon
Mound (4)
Damon Mound
methane (7)
Marine inorganic
carbon Early
Bajocian to Early
Callovian (9)

18O

Proxy

87Sr/86Sr

–1.0‰ to
+1.9‰

Oligocene ocean
surface waters (2)

0.70828*

–0.7‰
0‰ and 30‰§

Deep Water
Horizon oil,
organic matter (5)

0.70777 to
0.70815

5.31‰§

Basinal fluid (8)

0.70791*

–3‰ to 0.5‰

Marine inorganic
carbon Early
Bajocian to Early
Callovian (9)

Marine organic
carbon (11)
13.4‰§
Terrestrial organic
carbon (13)

*

Marine sulfate
(12)

0.70714 to
0.70716

Proxy
OligoceneMiocene Sr
isotopes of
seawater (3)
Paleocene to
Eocene
seawater and
Wilcox group
brines (6)

Louann Salt
analyses (10)

0.70715*

†
Endmember values used in Figure 3.15
Values displayed as bar in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.15
¶
Values used in calculations for Figure 3.13
Indicated as dashed line in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.15
1) Sassen et al. (1994)
2) Range from Clementz et al. (2014); 0.8‰ based on sample HR_014B
3) Based on De Paolo and Ingram (1985) and Oslick et al. (1994)
4) Sassen et al. (1994) state that oil from Damon Mound are appear distinctive within Gulf of Mexico oil families and
consistent with other Gulf of Mexico oil attributed to Eocene source rocks in shallow salt-related traps from Texas,
Louisiana, and the Gulf shelf offshore Louisiana (Chinn et al., 1990; Cole et al., 1990; Hanor and Sassen, 1990;
Sassen, 1990; Wenger et al., 1990; Kennicutt et al., 1992). This description points to the Wilcox group as source rock.
5) Ward et al. (2019) report a value of –0.7‰ for the d18O of oil from Deep Water Horizon oil spill. Range based on
Sass et al. (1991) with values for organic matter up to 35‰.
6) Hodell et al. (2007) report a 87Sr/86Sr range of 0.70771 to 0.70783 for Paleocene ot Eocene seawater. Huff and
Hanor (1997) estimate the 87Sr/86Sr range of fluids from the Wilcox group at depths greater than 1800 m below sea
level as 0.70795 to 0.70815. The endmember value used in Figure 3.15 is the average of the averages from the the
two data ranges.
7) The carbonate caprock contains occluded thermogenic C1-C4 hydrocarbon gases (Sassen et al., 1988; 1989; Sassen,
Cole et al., 1994). Methane from a seep in caprock has a d 13C of –34.8‰ (Grayson, 1990).
8) Het lime sample HR_007B
9) Jenkyns et al. (2002). These values were not considered in the figures and calculations, but are reported here because
carbonate (in the form of accessory dolomite crystals in the gypsum caprock) could impact the observed carbon and
oxygen isotope composition of CCR.
10) Snedden and Galloway (2019), endmember is average of range.
11) Generalized global marine organic matter (Hayes et al., 1999). The d 13C of –28.6‰ corresponds to an age of 165
Ma and the d13C of –32.3‰ corresponds to an age of 175 Ma. Because the age of the Louann Salt has been estimated
as 168 to 169.5 Ma (Snedded and Galloway, 2019), a value of –30.0‰ was chosen as endmember for marine organic
matter in Figure 3.15.
12) Claypool et al. (1998)
13) Values from Dean et al. (1985) and considering the finding of Popp et al. (1989) that the carbon isotope
composition of refractory organic matter remained approximately constant over the Paleozoic and Mesozoic.
§
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3.9 FIGURES

Figure 3.1 Processes and constituents of carbonate caprock formation at Damon Mound, Texas
Carbonate caprock is formed by microbes using the sulfate from anhydrite and the carbon from
hydrocarbons and replacing them with carbonate rocks. Sulfide minerals, such as pyrite, will form
from the sulfide produced by the sulfate reducers if iron is available. The mystery is how native
sulfur is formed by sulfate reducing microbes.
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Figure 3.2 Damon Mound quarry with pond
At Damon Mound, Texas, much of the exposed lithology is variegated carbonate caprock. Today,
the banded portion of the carbonate caprock and also major portions of the variegated carbonate
caprock is below the water level, which has risen since the 1980s. Samples that represent early
stages of carbonate caprock formation can be found in talus piles from the quarry operation, and
only the samples from the Het Lime and a single sample from the carbonate caprock were obtained
from outcrop (stars). The depicted fault (red), the water edge (blue) and the approximate location
of carbonate caprock and Het Lime outcrops are based on a map sketch (Baker, 1987). The photo
inset in the lower middle shows gypsum crystals embedded in a muddy matrix, representing the
only gypsum found in outcrop today. Photo credit: B. Brunner
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Figure 3.3 Outcrop photo of Damon Mound carbonate caprock from Machel (2001)
Photograph of exposed outcrop of banded to variegated carbonate caprock. People are used for
scale.
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Figure 3.4 Idealized composite stratigraphy
Based on section 1 from Seni et al. (1985) and Bevier (1925). CCR = carbonate caprock
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Figure 3.5 Examples of hand samples of carbonate caprock with drill locations for isotopic
measurements
A) MX_018, several generations of CCR can be identified in the hand sample; B) DO_001, more
homogeneous than the MX samples, yielded an oil film after CAS extraction; C) MX_015, a highly
corroded and porous sample, note yellow tint in lower right corner of image; D) MX_013 contains
the largest variety of different fabrics.
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Figure 3.6 Thin sections micrographs and hand sample photos of oily carbonate samples
A) Hand sample of DO_001 with thin section billet; B) hand sample of DO_009 with thin section
billet. The following sample images are from DO_001: C) pyrite crystal with calcite in the center;
D) doubly terminated quartz crystals in calcite matrix; E) radial quartz; and F) light green mineral,
potentially clay. Images D and E are in cross polarized light. Images C and F are in plane polarized
light. Images D, E, and F: thin section stained for calcite (red).
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Figure 3.7 Hand samples and thin section billets from the mixed carbonate samples
A) Sample MX_011: veins transition into matrix; B) sample MX_013: veins display large blades;
billet displays that mixed samples contain Stage IA CCR; C) sample MX_015: corrosion is
pervasive; and D) sample MX_018 shows vugs next to veins.
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Figure 3.8 Thin section micrographs from mixed carbonate samples
A) MX_013C with bladed, radial quartz; B) sample MX_013C with doubly terminated quartz
crystal; C) MX_018C green mineral; D) sample MX_018B with quartz grown over dolomite
rhomb that replaced pyrite; E) slightly rounded octagonal shaped dark minerals identified as
hauerite from MX_013; and F) bladed calcite from MX_011 with growth zonation. Images A, B,
D, and F are in cross polarized light. Images C and E are in plane polarized light. Images A and C:
thin section is stained for calcite (red).
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Figure 3.9 Native sulfur hand sample
Sample NS_001 with native sulfur located within a vug in the carbonate caprock.
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Figure 3.10 Thin section micrographs of Het lime samples
A) Skeletal grains seen in HR_007B; B) HR_014B displays two stages of micritization; C)
HR_014B contains a calcite filled crack indicating alteration. All images taken in plane polarized
light.
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Figure 3.11 Carbon isotope signature of carbonate vs. oxygen isotope composition of fluids with
formation temperature
Blue bar denotes range of carbon isotope signature of crude oil (–27.1‰ to –28.8‰; Sassen et al
1994) and the light green dashed line denotes the carbon isotope signature of methane (–34.8‰;
Sassen et al 1988, 1989) at Damon Mound.
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Figure 3.12 Carbon isotope signature of carbonate vs. bulk and stage specific sulfur isotope
composition of carbonate associated sulfate (CAS)
Blue bar denotes range of carbon isotope signature of crude oil (–27.1‰ to –28.8‰; Sassen et al
1994) and the light green dashed line denotes the carbon isotope signature of methane (–34.8‰;
Sassen et al 1988, 1989) at Damon Mound. Vertical pink line denotes the sulfur isotope
composition for Louann salt sulfate of 16‰ (Kyle and Agee, 1988).
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Figure 3.13 Oxygen from original water relative to total oxygen (water, carbonate, oxygen from
sulfate and organic matter)
A) Example for acetate oxidation with native sulfur and sulfide as products. The magnitude of
change in the 18O of water to lighter values during organic matter oxidation coupled to the
conversion of organic matter to sulfide or native sulfur depends on the amount of water in the
system (y-axis), the temperature (x-axis) that controls the oxygen isotope fractionation between
carbonate and water, and the oxygen isotope composition of the organic matter. For the conditions
found for Damon Mound, to achieve a –5‰ isotope shift, the amount of water must be very low
unless the 18O of the organic matter is light. Generation of native sulfur instead of sulfide requires
relatively more sulfate, and thus increases the contribution of heavy O from that source.
B) Methane oxidation with native sulfur as product, i.e., no contribution of O from hydrocarbons.
The magnitude of change in the 18O of water to lighter values during methane oxidation coupled
to the conversion of sulfate to native sulfur depends on the amount of water in the system (y-axis)
and the temperature (x-axis). For Damon Mound conditions, to achieve a change of –3‰, the
temperature must be lower than 80 ºC and the amount of water must be very low (e.g., less than
5% at 70 ºC and 40% at 50 ºC). For details, see Appendix.
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Figure 3.14 Elemental composition of calcite during stages of carbonate caprock formation at
Damon Mound, Texas based on data from Prikryl et al. (1988)
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of 13C and strontium data from Prikryl et al. (1988) to endmember
constituents involved in carbonate caprock formation
Blue bar denotes range of carbon isotope signature of crude oil (–27.1‰ to –28.8‰; Sassen et al
1994) and the light green dashed line denotes the carbon isotope signature of methane (–34.8‰;
Sassen et al 1988, 1989) at Damon Mound.
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3.11 CHAPTER 3 APPENDIX I – WATER CONTENT CALCULATIONS
Shift to lighter 18O of fluid during oxidation of hydrocarbons coupled to sulfate reduction
In systems with water in excess, chemical reactions that consume or produce water-oxygen barely
impact the oxygen isotope composition of water. However, in water-restricted systems, these
reactions may change the oxygen isotope composition of water, which is recorded in the isotope
composition of calcite (which in this case serves both as an archive as well as an agent for changes
in the 18O of water).
Derivation of equation to determine relative amount of oxygen from initial water
This system is characterized by three equations, the oxygen mass balance:
#Ototal =
#H2O_original + #H2O_new + #CO3_new =
#H2O_original + #CO3_original + #HC + #SO4,

Eq. A1

and the oxygen isotope mass balance:
#Ototal · 18OO_total =
(#H2O_original + #H2O_new) · 18OH2O_new
+ #CO3_new · (18OH2O_new + 18OH2O–Cc[T]) =
#H2O_original · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · (18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T])
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4,

Eq. A2

and the given (chosen) isotope offset between the original and new water value
18OH2O_new–original = 18OH2O_new – 18OH2O_original.

Eq. A3

With (unknown terms in red, chosen offset in purple):
total amount of oxygen from water and constituents involved
#Ototal
amount of oxygen from water at reaction start (initial fluid/brine)
#H2O_original
amount of oxygen from water that is added during the reaction
#H2O_new
amount of oxygen from new carbonate (solid or dissolved) formed at end of reaction
#CO3_new
amount of oxygen from inorganic carbon (dissolved) at beginning of reaction
#CO3_original
amount of oxygen from organic matter contributing to reaction
#HC
amount of oxygen from sulfate contributing to reaction
#SO4
18
oxygen isotope composition of total oxygen in system (#Ototal)
 OO_total
18
oxygen isotope composition water at end of reaction
 OH2O_new
18
temperature-dependent oxygen isotope offset of new carbonate from water
 OH2O–Cc[T]
18
 OH2O_original oxygen isotope composition water at start of reaction
18OHC
18OSO4
18OH2O_new–original

oxygen isotope of organic matter contributing to reaction
oxygen isotope of sulfate contributing to reaction
oxygen isotope offset between original brine/fluid and altered fluid at end of reaction
(chosen value depending on observed change in 18OH2O)
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We note that any original carbonate would be isotopically offset from the original water pool by
18OH2O–Cc[T], which requires that 18OH2O_original would need to be adjusted for any temperature
considered. However, as long as the pools are combined, their total isotope composition still equals
the isotope composition of original water, i.e.,
(#H2O_original + #CO3_original) · 18OH2O_original, as expressed in Eq. A.2.

These equations allow to substitute unknown parameters (red) with other expressions (underlined):
#H2O_original =
#Ototal – #H2O_new – #CO3_new =
#Ototal – #CO3_original – #HC + #SO4
Eq. A4
18OH2O_new =
18OH2O_new–original + 18OH2O_original

Eq. A5

#Ototal · 18OO_total =
(#H2O_original + #H2O_new) · 18OH2O_new
+ #CO3_new · (18OH2O_new + 18OH2O–Cc[T]) =
#H2O_original · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · (18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T])
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4

Eq. A6

Substitution, and dropping the first unknown part of the equation:
#Ototal · 18OO_total =
(#Ototal – #H2O_new – #CO3_new + #H2O_new) · (18OH2O_new–original + 18OH2O_original)
+ #CO3_new · (18OH2O_new–original + 18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T]) =
(#Ototal – #H2O_new – #CO3_new) · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · (18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T])
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4
Eq. A7
Rearranging and removing terms that cancel each other (in italics in previous equation):
(#Ototal – #CO3_new) · (18OH2O_new–original + 18OH2O_original)
+ #CO3_new · (18OH2O_new–original + 18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T]) =
(#Ototal – #H2O_new – #CO3_new) · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · (18OH2O_original + 18OH2O–Cc[T])
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4
Eq. A8
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Factoring out (identical colors in italics means identical terms):
#Ototal · 18OH2O_new–original
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O_new–original
+ #Ototal · 18OH2O_original
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_new · 18OH2O_new–original
+ #CO3_new · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_new · 18OH2O–Cc[T] =
#Ototal · 18OH2O_original
– #H2O_new · 18OH2O_original
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4

Eq. A9

Rearranging and removing terms that cancel each other (in colored italics in previous equation):
#Ototal · 18OH2O_new–original
+ #Ototal · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_new · 18OH2O–Cc[T] =
#Ototal · 18OH2O_original
– #H2O_new · 18OH2O_original
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4
Eq. A10
Bringing all terms with #Ototal to left side of equation:
#Ototal · 18OH2O_new–original + #Ototal · 18OH2O_original – #Ototal · 18OH2O_original =
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
– #H2O_new · 18OH2O_original
– #CO3_new · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O_original
+ #CO3_original · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4

Eq. A11

Rearranging and removing terms that cancel each other (in italics in previous equation):
#Ototal · 18OH2O_new–original =
(#CO3_original – #CO3_new) · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
+ (#CO3_original – #CO3_new – #H2O_new) · 18OH2O_original
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4
Eq. A12
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Isolating the unknown term by dividing with 18OH2O_new–original:
#Ototal =
((#CO3_original – #CO3_new) · 18OH2O–Cc[T]
+ (#CO3_original – #CO3_new – #H2O_new) · 18OH2O_original
+ #HC · 18OHC
+ #SO4 · 18OSO4) / 18OH2O_new–original

Eq. A13

The result of Eq. A.13 can be used to assess the relative contribution of each oxygen pool. In
particular, it can be used to calculated, how much original brine/fluid can be present in a restricted
system that undergoes a predicted oxygen isotope shift (i.e., 18OH2O_new–original):
Rearranging Eq A.1 yields:
#H2O_original = #Ototal – (#H2O_new + #CO3_new) = #Ototal – (#CO3_original + #HC + #SO4)
Eq. A14
This equation reveals an important caveat with this type of assessment. If there is a large pool of
original inorganic carbon, this pool will be an oxygen isotope pool in addition to water that will
suppress large oxygen isotope shifts. Here, it is assumed that the size of this inorganic carbon pool
is small, which modifies the calculation of #H2O_original:
#H2O_original = #Ototal – (#HC + #SO4)
Eq. A15
Thus, actual relative water contents will be smaller than the calculated amount.
Parameters chosen to assess negative  18O shift of fluid the Damon Mound caprock system
Oxygen isotope composition of crude oil (18OHC)
Organic matter is enriched in 18O relative to the co-existing water body. Typical values range from
4‰ to 35‰ (Sass et al., 1991; Ward et al., 2019), and references therein). However, for oil from
the Deep Water Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, the isotope composition is as low as –0.6‰
(Ward et al., 2019). The spread in values is important because it determines if oxygen derived from
organic matter is enriched or depleted in 18O relative to calcite that is formed in equilibrium with
water. For our calculations, we tested 18O endmember values for hydrocarbon-derived oxygen of
0‰ and 30‰.
Oxygen isotope composition of sulfate associated with Louann salt (18OSO4)
We estimated this value to be close to 13.4‰, which corresponds to the average value of sulfate
from Jurassic evaporites, however, the value could be as low as 12‰ (Claypool et al., 1980).
Oxygen isotope composition of brine (18OH2O_original)
Since we do not have a direct estimate for the oxygen isotope composition of the brine, we used
the heaviest value available, which corresponds to 5.31‰ (sample HR_007B).
Temperature-dependent oxygen isotope fractionation between carbonate and water (18OH2O–
Cc[T])
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The temperature-dependent isotope offset between fluid and formed calcite is a critical component.
This offset can be calculated based on predicted relationships between temperature and isotope
fractionation, which are based on a combination of theoretical calculations and calibrations to
existing temperature data sets. The general formula for such calculations is
18OH2O–Cc[T] = 1000‰ · ln () = D·10^6/T^2 + E·10^3/T + F,
with D, E, and F being parameters that describe the observed relationship. For our estimates, we
took the average from output of two different, but similar models (D = 0, E = 18.03, F = –32.42;
((Kim and O’Neil, 1997); D = 1.692, E = 7.649, F = –16.925; (Chacko and Deines, 2008)). For a
temperature of 90 ºC, 18Ocalcite↔︎water = 17.1‰ and for a temperature of 50 ºC, 18Ocalcite↔︎water =
23.2‰.
Reaction stoichiometry
The final critical component in the choice of hydrocarbons to estimate the relative contribution
and sinks of oxygen (organic matter, sulfate, water, dissolved inorganic carbon, carbonate) in the
investigated reaction. In place of oil, which consists of a wide variety of organic compounds, we
considered two organic compounds (glucose and acetate) and methane. These compounds differ
in oxygen content and oxidation state, and in that regard encompass the range for crude oil.
Besides the choice of hydrocarbon source, the oxygen budget of reactions also depends on the final
product of sulfate reduction. Per mole of oxidized carbon, more sulfate is consumed if the end
product is native sulfur (the sulfur moiety of the sulfate molecule accepted 6 electrons) then if the
end product is sulfide (the sulfur moiety of the sulfate molecule accepted 8 electrons). Thus, native
sulfur as end product will lead to enhanced release of oxygen from sulfate, which is isotopically
heavier than seawater sulfate. The energetics and stoichiometry of these reactions have previously
been determined (Labrado et al., 2019), for the considerations in the model presented here, the
additional step required is to determine the impact on the oxygen balance of the total system.

Glucose

Sulfide

Acetate

Native
sulfur
Sulfide

C6H12O6 + 3CaSO4 →
3H2S + 3H2CO3 + 3CaCO3
C6H12O6 + 4CaSO4 →
4S0 + 2H2CO3 + 4CaCO3 + 4H2O
+
Na + CH3COO– + CaSO4 →
Na+ + CaCO3 + HCO3- + H2S
3Na+ + 3CH3COO– + 4CaSO4 + H2CO3
→
3Na+ + 4CaCO3 + 3HCO3- + 4S0 + 4H2O
CH4 + CaSO4 →
H2S + CaCO3 + H2O
3CH4 + 4CaSO4 + H2CO3 →
4S0 + 4CaCO3 + 7H2O

Eq. T2.2
Eq. T2.3
Eq. T2.4

Eq. T2.5
Eq. T2.6

Native
sulfur
Methane

Sulfide
Native
sulfur
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 #H2O_new

Eq. T2.1

#CO3_new

Reaction

#CO3_original

Sulfur
end
product

#SO4

Reduced
carbon
source

#HC

Reaction in
Labrado et
al. (2019)

6

12

0

18

0

6

16

0

18

4

2

4

0

6

0

6

16

3

21

4

0

4

0

3

1

0

16

3

12

7

We note that coincidentally, the final mass balances for oxygen match for the glucose and acetate
examples, meaning that the calculated results are identical as long as the pools of initial inorganic
carbon have the same size (the oxygen in these pools impact the magnitude of the observed isotope
shifts, which large pools suppressing shifts).
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3.12 CHAPTER 3 APPENDIX II – INITIAL CARBON AND OXYGEN ISOTOPE MEASUREMENTS
All carbon and oxygen isotope measurements for Damon Mound samples were made via Gas
Bench headspace analysis at in the laboratory of Stefano Bernasconia at ETH Zurich. Data reported
are single measurements.
Sample ID
DM_CCR_001

DM_CCR_002

DM_CCR_003

DM_CCR_004

DM_CCR_005

DM_CCR_006

DM_HL_007

DM_HL_ 008

DM_CCR_009

Sample Description
A
B
C
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

light gray
dark gray
dark gray
dark gray 'blob'
White chalky section
Coarse calcite crust
Dark gray corner (w/white chalky section)
White chalky section
Calcite vein
Dark gray area
Dark band
White band
Dark band
White recrystallized calcite vein
Dark band
Coarse calcite vein
White chalky interior
Dark gray exterior section
White coarse recrystallized calcite exterior
White section
Dark gray matrix
Laminated corner (both dark and light bands)
Whitish matrix
Skeletal grains (80%)
Tan Matrix
Gray tube worm infill
Yellow-tan matrix
White chalky infill
Interior gray matrix
Exterior dark gray band
Exterior calcite vein
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δ13CVPDB

δ18OVPDB

-22.2
-22.5
-22.6
-29.1
-27.0
-28.4
-27.1
-29.9
-20.8
-30.9
-31.8
-24.9
-31.5
-26.0
-32.2
-26.1
-30.3
-29.2
-24.1
-26.7
-27.6
-26.5
-0.2
0.2
-0.5
-0.8
-0.3
-1.5
-19.0
-22.5
-19.6

-5.7
-5.8
-5.6
-5.2
-5.5
-5.8
-5.2
-5.5
-5.4
-5.3
-5.6
-5.6
-5.6
-5.8
-5.5
-5.3
-6.1
-5.2
-5.3
-6.8
-6.3
-6.7
-1.5
-1.6
-1.7
-4.3
-4.5
-3.8
-7.4
-8.0
-7.3

DM_HL_010
DM_CCR_011

DM_CCR_012

DM_CCR_013

DM_HL_014
DM_CCR_015
DM_CCR_016

DM_CCR_017

DM_CCR_018

DM_CCR_019

DM_CCR_020

D
E
A
B
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
D
A
B
A
B
A
B
C
D
E
A
B
C
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
A
B
C

Yellow tinted dogtooth calcite
Dark band under C
Medium gray infill
Skeletal grains
Sucrosic calcite crust
Interior gray matrix
White interior calcite vein
Gray infill w/skeletal grains
Yellow-tan matrix w/large skeletal grains
Yellowish matrix
White recrystallized calcite vein
Light gray matrix
Dark gray laminated 'blob'
Darkest gray piece
Gray skeletal grain infill
Yellowish matrix w/skeletal fragments
Gray matrix
Gray matrix
White chalky corner
Dark gray laminated section
White chalky section (smaller than A)
Dark gray
Large white calcite strip
Dogtooth calcite crust
Dark gray matrix
White chalky piece/multiple veins
Large calcite vein
Light gray section
Dark gray matrix
Light/dark mixed zone
Light gray band
Dark gray matrix
Light white laminae within dark grey matrix (B)
Light gray matrix
Tannish intrusive piece
Pyrite nodule exterior
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-22.5
-21.9
-1.1
-0.2
-26.3
-19.5
-20.8
-2.3
-2.5
-2.0
-23.6
-32.3
-31.8
-26.8
-4.2
-3.0
-15.3
-14.4
-26.3
-28.4
-27.0
-27.8
-25.6
-26.5
-29.3
-29.2
-23.7
-29.6
-28.4
-27.2
-30.9
-30.2
-31.1
-9.2
0.1
-8.8

-5.0
-7.8
-1.9
-2.7
-6.7
-7.3
-7.0
-2.3
-2.2
-2.1
-6.2
-5.4
-5.9
-5.5
-3.4
-2.6
-6.9
-6.9
-6.3
-4.7
-6.4
-4.9
-6.7
-5.7
-6.1
-6.2
-5.1
-5.0
-5.2
-5.0
-5.3
-5.6
-5.6
-2.7
2.0
-5.6
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4.1 ABSTRACT
Carbonate units exposed at the northeastern margin of the Gypsum Valley salt wall in Colorado
share features with classical carbonate caprock (CCR) from salt diapirs, such as field relationships
and rock fabrics, but also display properties that stand in stark contrast to classical CCR. The most
striking differences are that atypical CCR (aCCR) from Gypsum Valley is composed of dolostone
and limestone, the genesis of former predating the latter, and that these carbonates display carbon
isotope signatures that are heavier than expected. Typical CCR assemblages consist of limestone
and have a light carbon isotope signature matching those of hydrocarbons, interpreted as the result
of microbial activity that oxidizes hydrocarbons and reduces sulfate, whereby anhydrite
dissolution serves as sulfate source and provides calcium for limestone formation. In the case of
aCCR from Gypsum Valley, this process must be modified to include a mechanism that provides
magnesium to drive dolostone formation and an explanation for the unexpected carbon isotope
composition of the carbonates. Clumped isotope analysis shows that the earliest stage of aCCR
formation generated dolostones at a temperature of ~135 ºC in a fluid with an oxygen isotope
signature of +13‰ (δ18OVSMOW). Limestone aCCR formed at temperatures ranging from ~95 °C
to ~59 ºC in a δ18OVSMOW range from +6‰ to –3‰. The uniform range of carbon isotope values
over all CCR stages indicates that little new carbonate derived from hydrocarbon oxidation was
added at later stages. By the time of the deposition of the Triassic Chinle Formation, the majority
of aCCR had formed, and hydrocarbons had already migrated into these lithologies. In the case of
the formation of calcitic aCCR formation, some stages may post-date the deposition of the Chinle
Formation.
We propose, rather than hydrocarbon oxidation coupled to sulfate reduction, concurrent
thermogenic methane and carbonic acid production in organic-rich lithologies in the Paradox
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Formation caused the formation of the earliest generation of dolomitic aCCR. The neutralization
of carbonic acid by magnesium salts from potash sequences delivered the magnesium and
carbonate ions that drove aCCR genesis. Dead oil-containing clasts of the aCCR are found in
conglomerates of the Chinle Formation, which shows that dolostone formation and hydrocarbon
migration predate the deposition of this Triassic unit.
Genesis of aCCR at Gypsum Valley with potash salt dissolution as the driver for dolomite
formation fundamentally differs from classical models. This new model allows for carbonate
caprock formation in the absence of extensive halite dissolution, which in turn means such
lithologies could originally form at significant burial depths in an environment saturated with
respect to halite. This has important implications for the interpretation of CCR, which are assumed
to typically form at shallow burial depths. Moreover, in ancient diapirs, where salt is no longer
preserved, aCCR may hold the only accessible information on the original composition of the
evaporite deposit, and by extension, on the composition of contemporaneous seawater.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
Carbonate caprock (CCR) assemblages on salt diapirs serve as hydrocarbon reservoirs and
conduits, they can pose drilling hazards, and are important archives of fluid flow at salt structures.
The CCR typically form at the top or in lateral position to salt diapirs (Posey and Kyle, 1988;
Jackson and Lewis, 2012) as the result of a process beginning with halite (NaCl)-dominated
portions of layered evaporite sequences (LES) becoming mobile and forming salt diapirs, whereby
the term salt refers to halite and other lithologies from the LES that are part of the moving body
(Murray, 1966; Posey and Kyle, 1988). Carbonate caprock at such salt diapirs forms in a two-stage
process. In a first stage, salt rises relative to the adjacent strata and meets fluids undersaturated
with respect to halite. As the fluids preferentially dissolve halite, less soluble components such as
anhydrite (CaSO4) and gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O), are accreted at the crest of the diapir, forming a
calcium sulfate-dominated caprock. During further halite dissolution, new layers of these less
soluble components are underplated, causing the anhydrite and gypsum caprock to grow. The
second stage of caprock formation begins when crude oil or natural gas enter the system, bringing
compounds that contain reduced carbon in contact with anhydrite or gypsum which, in the form
of sulfate, contain oxidized sulfur (S+VI). Sulfate reduction coupled to carbon oxidation results in
the replacement of calcium sulfate with calcium carbonate minerals and the production of sulfide
or native sulfur (Ruckmick et al., 1979).
Both thermochemical sulfate reduction (TSR) and microbial sulfate reduction can drive
this process (Sassen, 1980; Posey and Kyle, 1988; Machel, 2001; Labrado et al., 2019).
Thermochemical sulfate reduction coupled to oxidation of hydrocarbons occurs spontaneously, i.e.
abiotically, at temperatures above 100°C, but typically geologically significant rates are only
reached above 120°C (Goldstein and Aizenshtat, 1994; Machel et al., 1995; Machel, 2001;
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Ghazban and Al‐Aasm, 2010). Based on isotopic and fluid inclusion data, the CCR assemblages
with dolomite at the Hormuz and Pohl salt diapirs have been formed through TSR at high
temperatures, some as high as 215 ºC (Ghazban and Al‐Aasm, 2010; Hassanlouei and Rajabzadeh,
2019), and clumped isotope analyses show that saddle dolomite formation driven by TSR in the
Upper Devonian Nisku Formation, Canada took place at temperatures around 151 ºC (Millán et
al., 2016). These observations demonstrate that TSR can be responsible for the genesis of CCR.
On the other hand, microbial sulfate reduction (MSR) takes place at temperatures up to
approximately 100 °C (Jørgensen et al., 1992), and it has been postulated to be the main driver of
formation at classic CCR locations (Posey and Kyle, 1988; Labrado et al., 2019). Generally, these
CCR assemblages are composed of limestone and have carbon isotope values that match the
isotope composition of hydrocarbons (Machel et al., 1995), which is expected since hydrocarbons
are the main carbon source.
In Gypsum Valley, dolostone and limestone units overlying gypsum belonging to the
Paradox Formation were originally mapped as part of the Honaker Trail Formation (Trudgill,
2011). The observation of dolomitic CCR at Castle Valley, UT (Shock, 2012; Brunner et al., 2019)
triggered field, petrographic, and geochemical studies in Gypsum Valley with the aim to reevaluate
the provenance of and elucidate the origin of these carbonates (Figure 4.1). Anomalous carbonate
units containing peloids and oncoids and interbedded with shales found at the southwestern end of
Gypsum Valley were reinterpreted as belonging to the Paradox Formation (Mast, 2016; Escosa et
al., 2019). Units that outcrop over ~14 km along the northeastern flank of the salt wall were found
to show the hallmarks of classical CCR associated with salt structures. These characteristics
include the absence of fossils, absence of shale beds, no interfingering with adjacent strata, fabrics
matching those of classical CCR locations, and when struck with a hammer, emitting a strong
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petroliferous odor. Consequently, these units were reinterpreted as CCR (McFarland, 2016; Lerer,
2017; Poe, 2018; Brunner et al., 2019; Draper, 2020). Due to their association with the Triassic
Chinle Formation the carbonate units were mapped together with the underlying gypsum units
mapped as ‘Chinle caprock’ (Escosa et al., 2019). Interestingly, the CCR at the northeastern
margin of the Gypsum Valley salt wall does not wholly conform to the expected classic caprock
assemblage. The Gypsum Valley CCR at this location is composed of dolostone and limestone and
has a carbon isotope signature that is heavier than that expected for hydrocarbons but lighter than
those of marine carbonates (e.g., Brunner et al., 2019). Because of these features that are distinct
from classic CCR, we refer to the Gypsum Valley CCR as atypical CCR (aCCR).

4.3 GEOLOGICAL SETTING
During the late Mississippian to Early Permian, convergent tectonism along the western margin of
North America coupled to the collision of Gondwanaland in the south of the continent caused
formation of the Ancestral Rocky Mountains (Barbeau 2003; Luth and Coney, 1981; Mallory
1972). During this orogeny, flexural loading of the crust in the foreland of the Uncompahgre Uplift,
created the Paradox Basin (Decelles and Giles, 1996; Condon, 1997; Barbeau, 2003; Trudgill,
2011). The basin contains as much as 7 kilometers of Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous fill with the
base being the Middle Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation, a layered evaporite sequence that passes
upward to mixed marine carbonates (Honaker Trail Formation) and marine to nonmarine
siliciclastics (Lower Cutler Group). The mid-Cutler unconformity separates this basal unit from
those above composed of the Upper Cutler Group, Moenkopi Formation, and the Triassic Chinle
Formation, which has a regional unconformity at its base, and then into Jurassic and Cretaceous
siliciclastic units (e.g., Escosa et al., 2019).
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The layered evaporite sequence (LES) of the Paradox Formation is a source of economic
oil and gas in the region, harbors economically viable potash (sylvite, KCl) deposits, and is the
source of the salt that, through salt diapirism, shaped the topography of the Paradox Basin (Hite,
1960, 1968). The LES consists of 33 deposits that reflect transgression-regression cycles and show
a succession from anhydrite to dolostone to organic-rich dolo-mudstone (often referred to as
‘shale’) during the transgression from dolo-mudstone to dolostone to anhydrite then to halite (i.e.,
increasing desiccation) during the regression (Hite, 1960, 1968; Peterson and Hite, 1969; Hite and
Lohman, 1973; Williams-Stroud, 1994a, 1994b). In the top of the halite, potash salts can be found
with sylvite being dominant, carnallite being minor (KMgCl3·6H2O), and sparse kieserite
(MgSO4·H2O) (Hite et al., 1984; Raup and Hite, 1992, 1996; Williams-Stroud, 1994a, 1994b;
Guthrie and Bohacs, 2009). Carnallite is highly abundant in one interval of the layered evaporite
sequence (cycle 6, up to 100 feet thickness) and was likely also present in another layer (cycle 5)
where it was later replaced with sylvite (Hite, 1960, 1982; Raup and Hite, 1996; Petrychenko et
al., 2012). Carnallite occurrence has also been reported for cycles 13 and 19 (Gilbride and Santos,
2012). Proximal to the Uncompaghre uplift, the evaporite cycles interfinger with detrital sediments
(Williams-Stroud, 1994a, 1994b) and the LES hosts a suite of high-magnesium clays as well as
talc, which are the products of interaction of silicates with high-magnesium brines associated with
potash salt formation (Bodine, 1985).
Passive diapirism, which is the cause for the presence of numerous salt walls in the Paradox
basin, occurred mostly during the Permian (Barbeau, 2003; Lawton and Buck, 2006; Trudgill,
2011) and ended by the mid-Jurassic (Rowan et al., 2016). The Gypsum Valley diapir is a NW-SE
trending vertical salt wall located in the southeastern, distal part of the Paradox Bain in Southwest
Colorado, which has been eroded. Salt movement was triggered during the Late Pennsylvanian by
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differential sedimentary loading, forming an early asymmetric, single-flap active diapir with a
thinned roof bounded by a suprasalt counter regional fault over the proximal (NE) edge of the
diapir (Escosa et al., 2019). Geographically, Gypsum Valley is divided into a northern, narrower
part referred to as Little Gypsum Valley, and a broader, southern part referred to as Big Gypsum
Valley (Escosa et al., 2019). The northwestern flank of Big Gypsum Valley and Little Gypsum
Valley displays outcrops of atypical CCR outcrops, including three key areas with good exposure,
the Mary Jane Draw in Big Gypsum Valley, and Bridge Canyon, and the Nubbin in Little Gypsum
Valley (Figure 4.2).

4.4 PREVIOUS WORK ON ACCR IN GYPSUM VALLEY, COLORADO
The aCCR consists of dolostone and limestone packages, which exhibit several different fabrics
including massive, layered, and brecciated types (Poe, 2018; Poe et al., 2018). The massive fabric
can be divided a homogeneous and a porphyritic (i.e., two distinct crystal sizes) subgroups, the
layered into microlaminated, laminated, and banded subgroups, and the brecciated into crackle,
mosaic, and disorganized subgroups (Poe, 2018, Table 4.1). Massive homogeneous
microcrystalline dolostone appears to be the dominant lithology. Detailed petrographic studies
revealed that microcrystalline, massive dolostones represent the oldest generation in the
paragenesis of aCCR with other fabric types and calcitic groups being younger (Poe, 2018).
Petroliferous, brecciated calcitic aCCR was U-Pb dated from Mary Jane Draw outcrop and is
approximately 211 +/– 16 Ma, which agrees well with the age of the Late Triassic Chinle
Formation, in which dolomitic aCCR clasts have been found (Poe, 2018). This provides a
constraint for the minimum age for the formation of the oldest, massive homogeneous
microcrystalline dolostone, but does not pin down the beginning of aCCR formation at Gypsum
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Valley. Considering the close association with the Chinle Formation and the presence of a regional
unconformity at its base, which must have exposed the diapir and may have facilitated halite
dissolution, it was proposed that aCCR formation started during the Triassic (Poe, 2018; Brunner
et al., 2019). The presence of a microcrystalline dolostone as the earliest aCCR generation is
difficult to reconcile with the model for classical CCR formation because replacement of anhydrite
or gypsum caprock releases calcium, which should promote limestone formation. Moreover,
dolomite from settings where hydrocarbon degradation is associated with thermochemical sulfate
reduction is described as saddle dolomite (Machel, 2001). Such coarse crystal sizes do not match
the microcrystalline nature of the earliest aCCR generation at Gypsum Valley.
A compilation of carbon and isotope signatures from samples from Little Gypsum Valley
and Big Gypsum Valley shows that aCCR from Mary Jane Draw is distinct from any other
carbonate found in the area (Figure 4.3). For aCCR, carbon isotope signatures range from δ13C –
6‰ to –12‰ other carbonates, including the anomalous carbonates from the southwestern end Big
Gypsum Valley have carbon isotope signatures ranging from δ13C +6‰ to –6‰ (Mast, 2016;
Brunner et al., 2019). The isotope values of aCCR do match typical signatures for classical CCR
either, the latter range from –20‰ to –50‰, reflecting carbonate production from the degradation
of oil and gas (Feely and Kulp, 1957; Posey et al., 1987; Enos and Kyle, 2002). However, some
classical CCR locations display a wider array of values, expanding the total range to between –5‰
to –60‰ (Posey and Kyle, 1988; Caesar et al., 2019). Two explanations for δ13C values
approaching carbonates precipitated from marine fluids were put forward: 1.) in the first scenario,
sulfate reduction may be coupled to incomplete oxidation of organic matter (i.e., to acetate instead
of bicarbonate); 2.) in the second, pore water would be supersaturated with respect to a carbonate
mineral, allowing a small amount of organic matter oxidation to overcome a kinetic barrier and tip
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the balance to carbonate precipitation (Machel et al., 1995). If the former scenario invokes gypsum
or anhydrite source for sulfate, the issue with calcium release inhibiting dolomite formation would
persist. The latter scenario allows for dolomite formation but would no longer invoke the
replacement of a precursor anhydrite or gypsum caprock.
Finally, the sulfur chemistry of aCCR in Gypsum Valley is unique. No native sulfur and
very little pyrite have been documented, and the dolomitic aCCR contains very little carbonate
associated sulfate (CAS) with an average content of approximately 61 ppm (Lerer, 2017). This is
contrary to expectation since these rocks were theoretically formed in a sulfate-rich environment
where sulfate reducing organisms thrived. The calcitic aCCR contains more CAS with the average
content being 759 ppm (Lerer, 2017), which is still much lower than calcitic CCR from a classical
setting such as at Damon Mound with some samples containing 1141 ppm of sulfate (Labrado et
al., 2019/Chapter 3, this Dissertation). Moreover, the sulfur isotope composition of CAS from
Gypsum Valley (16‰ to 18‰) is similar to the isotope composition of gypsum (13‰ to 16‰),
providing no evidence for sulfate reduction, which is in contrast to classical models for CCR
formation (Lerer, 2017; Brunner et al., 2019).

4.5 RESEARCH GOALS
From the observations that dolostone CCR formation is unexpected, that carbonate carbon isotope
values of aCCR do not match a typical hydrocarbon source, and lack of evidence for ample sulfate
reduction for aCCR from Gypsum Valley, it follows the classical mechanism for CCR formation
may not apply or must be significantly modified for this site. This is important because if different
models exist, the concept that CCR can serve as an archive for hydrocarbon migration may need
to be reinterpreted, not only for Gypsum Valley but also for other salt diapir localities that do not
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fall within a classic caprock formation narrative, such as the Castle Valley (Shock, 2012) or the
Patawarta diapir (Kernen et al., 2019). Moreover, understanding the history of aCCR formation
could shed new light on authigenic dolomite formation – a process presumably often catalyzed by
microbes but can also take place at high temperatures (Petrash et al., 2017).
To deduce how aCCR formed at Gypsum Valley and characterize different stages of
formation, we measured the clumped isotope analyses of aCCR samples obtained from different
locations in Gypsum Valley, allowing us to determine formation/overprinting temperatures and
oxygen isotope compositions of coexisting fluids. In proximity to sites where aCCR outcrops,
previous work documented homogenous dolomitic clasts in the Triassic Chinle Formation, which
are most likely derived from the aCCR (Heness, 2016; McFarland, 2016; Poe, 2018; Draper, 2020).
Clasts with other aCCR fabric types and limestone aCCR clasts had not been described for the
Chinle Formation, which opens the possibility that such fabrics and lithologies formed during or
after the time of the deposition of the Chinle formation. Also, it is unknown if the dead oil
associated with the aCCR migrated into these lithologies prior or after the formation of the diapirderived detritus in the Chinle formation. In order to establish a timing of the genesis of different
aCCR stages/fabrics, we collected and inspected aCCR clasts from conglomerates belonging the
Chinle (Triassic) and Kayenta (Jurassic) formations, two fluvial formations known to contain
aCCR clasts (Heness, 2016; McFarland, 2016; Poe, 2018; Draper, 2020). To assess overprinting
of clumped isotope signatures, we measured clumped isotope signatures of these clasts. Diapir
margins, and particularly near-vertical lithological units such as lateral caprock, may serve as fluid
conduits. This could render such units prone to overprinting with temperature and fluid signatures.
Clasts in diapir-adjacent strata are susceptible to a different type of overprinting by fluid migration
through these clastic units. Thus, if fluid and temperature signatures of clasts match their
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counterpart in atypical CCR outcrops, it can be inferred that exposure to overprinting after the
deposition of these clastic formations is negligible.

4.6 METHODOLOGY
4.6.1 Sample selection
Samples from Mary Jane Draw and Bridge Canyon collected in a previous study (Lerer, 2017)
were used for C, O, and clumped isotope analyses. We chose samples based on their fabrics and
petrographic composition, and C and O isotope composition, where available. All aCCR fabric
types, both dolomitic and calcitic, were represented with some samples. Additional hand samples,
from outcropping aCCR and clasts in the Triassic Chinle, as well as a few from the Jurassic
Kayenta formation, were collected in September 2020 from the Nubbin, Bridge Canyon and Mary
Jane Draw localities (Figure 4.4).
4.6.2 Petrography
Billets were cut from hand samples avoiding large fractures or voids to maintain integrity of the
sample. Thin sections were prepared by Spectrum Petrographics, Inc. Thin sections were
embedded in clear resin, mounted with acrylic to standard petrographic glass, and covered. The
final thickness of each thin section is 30 µm. All thin sections were stained for better identification
of calcite and dolomite and presence of ferrous iron using alizarin red S and potassium
ferricyanide. Thin sections were analyzed, categorized, and photographed based on composition,
mineral size and type, and diagenetic features. For samples from the Nubbin, 33 billets were
prepared from 15 hand samples. For Bridge Canyon, 10 billets were cut from 3 hand samples, and
for Mary Jane Draw, 7 billets were cut out of 4 hand samples (Table 4.2).
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4.6.3 Clumped isotope analysis
To determine the formation temperature of the carbonates, we used clumped isotope analysis of
carbon dioxide derived from carbonate samples drilled out for previous carbon and oxygen
analysis. This method provides the carbon and oxygen isotopes of the carbonates as base
measurements. After, the clumped isotope measurement is based on the fact that at chemical
equilibrium heavy isotopologues of carbon and oxygen (i.e. 13C-18O-16O bonds, corresponding to
mass 47) are more predominant at lower temperatures than at higher temperatures. The difference
(47CO2) between the measured abundance of mass 47 of a sample relative to its stochastic
abundance in a sample can be used to determine formation temperatures. Once the temperature
has been determined, the oxygen isotope composition of the water in which the carbonate was
formed can be determined based on published equilibrium isotope fractionations between
carbonates and water (Bernasconi et al., 2018). The values are reported in permil in delta notation
with the carbon and oxygen isotopes referenced to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB)
standard, and the oxygen isotope composition of the formations fluids referenced to Vienna
Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW).
The clumped isotope compositions were determined at ETH Zurich using a Thermo Fisher
Scientific 253Plus mass spectrometer, which is coupled to a Kiel IV carbonate preparation device
(Schmid and Bernasconi, 2010; Meckler et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2017). The Kiel IV device
includes a custom built PoraPakQ trap held a –40 °C to eliminate potential organic contaminants.
Prior to each sample run, the pressure-dependent backgrounds are determined on all beams to
correct for non-linearity effects in the mass spectrometer. During each run, 18 replicates of 90-110
µg of different samples and 5 replicates of each carbonate standards, ETH-1, ETH-2, and 8
replicates of ETH-3 (Bernasconi et al., 2018), are analyzed for data normalization. One replicate
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of the international standard, IAEA C2, is analyzed to monitor the long-term reproducibility of the
method. All instrumental and data corrections are carried out with the software Easotope (John
and Bowen, 2016) using the revised IUPAC parameters for 17O correction (Bernasconi et al.,
2018). Temperatures and oxygen isotope values of the fluid are calculated using calibrations for
calcite (Kele et al., 2015) and dolomite (Müller et al., 2019) and recalculated with the revised
IUPAC parameters and the new accepted values for the ETH standards as reported in Bernasconi
et al. (2018).

4.7 RESULTS
4.7.1 Hand samples
Samples from the Nubbin were obtained from outcrops along an incised canyon, which exposed
outcrops of conglomerates from the Triassic Chinle as well as aCCR in situ. The aCCR clasts
within the Chinle conglomerates displayed various fabrics, including laminated, crackle breccia,
and massive (Figure 4.5). Within the Kayenta Formation, a conglomerate was found that contains
small to medium sized (~0.5 to 3 mm) dolomitic clasts. At the contact between the Kayenta and
Wingate formations, small, massive calcitic carbonate clasts were found. Both aCCR clasts and
mollusk shell fragments were found in conglomerates from the Triassic Chinle section (Figure
4.6). Within the gypsum caprock, shaley dolostone benches (Figure 4.7) – presumably belonging
to a stringer from the Paradox Formation were discovered and sampled for isotope analysis.
Samples from the Mary Jane Draw included fissile dolomitic layers, wavy laminated, and
disorganized breccia from the outcropping aCCR, and a clast within a clast found in a
conglomerate belonging to the Chinle Formation, about 1 meter above the aCCR/Chinle Formation
contact. A key finding of revisiting carbonate clasts in the Chinle Formation was that dolomitic
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aCCR clasts tend to be well preserved, where calcitic aCCR clasts are thoroughly recrystallized or
totally replaced (Figure 4.8). Destruction of lithologies with complex fabrics during erosion and
redeposition as clasts and higher susceptibility of complex fabrics and calcitic groundmass to
recrystallization are likely the reasons such aCCR clasts are not as abundant, and harder to identify
in conglomerates, which is likely the reason why they eluded detection in previous studies.
4.7.2 Thin sections
Thin sections from the Mary Jane Draw location were originally interpreted by Lerer (2017) and
revisited in this study. The samples include massive, laminated, and brecciated dolostone and
limestone aCCR. Some massive dolostone and limestone aCCR samples exhibit microcrystalline
sizes. Thus, a grouping into primary and secondary carbonate generations based on crystal size
alone is not applicable (Poe, 2018; Brunner et al., 2019). A summary of the thin section
observations is given in the discussion. A few new samples were collected from the Mary Jane
Draw. In thin section, they displayed accessory minerals and dead oil, typical features for classical
CCR. In one case, calcite laminations where larger crystals interfinger with microcrystalline calcite
and dolomite crystals were identified (Figure 4.9). Also, limestone aCCR clasts with oil rims that
display with generations of replacive calcite growth within the clast were observed (Figure
4.9C&D).
In thin sections of conglomerates from the Chinle and Kayenta Formations at the Nubbin,
many of the aCCR clasts contain accessory minerals, such as doubly terminated quartz and radial
quartz, as well as dead oil. In some cases, the oil from within the clasts appears to have seeped out
of the clast into the surrounding pore space (Figure 4.10A-D). Pore space further away from the
aCCR clasts do not contain dead oil, indicating the conglomerates were not exposed to
hydrocarbon seepage as a whole. Frequently, aCCR clasts display several carbonate generations
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with calcite-filled ghosts of dolomitic rhombs with dead oil rims, such as in sample NB-4, where
calcite crystals replace dolomite rhombs preserved by dead oil in the center (Figure 4.11A). In the
larger dolomitic aCCR clasts typical accessory minerals for classical CCR, such as doubly
terminated quartz (Figure 4.11B) and radial quartz (Figure 4.11C) were observed. Calcitic cements
encase entire conglomerate clasts in some samples (Figure 4.11C) and display several generations
of calcite crystallization, like in sample NB-11 (Figure 4.11D). Most contain individual
recrystallized dolomite crystals surrounded by calcitic cements. At Bridge Canyon, the samples
were taken from conglomerates belonging to the Chinle Formation. Overall, the samples contain
less aCCR clasts than the Nubbin conglomerates. The conglomerates contain mollusk shells filled
in with replacement calcite (Figure 4.6A&B), along with calcite clasts with perfectly square or
rectangular shapes, all of which consist of coarse calcite (Figures 4.8&4.12). Many of the
dolomitic aCCR clasts display high amounts of dead oil, seen as splotches in thin section. Similar
to the samples from the Nubbin, several generations of calcite cements can be observed. However,
a difference to the samples from the Nubbin is that some clasts contain recrystallized calcite
crystals surrounded by dolomite (Figure 4.12).
Overall, these observations can be summarized as follows: The richness in fabrics,
mineralogy, and diagenetic features of dolomitic and calcitic aCCR from in situ outcrops matches
the one found in clasts belonging to conglomerates from the Chinle and Kayenta formations. Clasts
in those formations have been exposed to further diagenetic overprinting, and in the case of
limestone clasts, have often been fully replaced. In contrast, the dolostone aCCR clasts appear to
be more resistant and to retain in their cores features that already existed when the aCCR became
exposed to erosion. One generation of hydrocarbons must have migrated into these lithologies
before of that event, as hydrocarbons are part of the clasts but do not pervasively show up in the
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pore space of the conglomerates, implying that at least one hydrocarbon migration event predated
the redeposition of the clasts in the Triassic Chinle Fromation.
4.7.3 Clumped isotopes of atypical CCR
The samples from Mary Jane Draw previously collected by Lerer (2017) have formation
temperatures ranging from 50 to 132 °C and δ18OVSMOW signatures ranging from 0‰ to +11.3‰
(Figure 4.13). The carbon isotope signatures of the samples range from –16‰ to –5‰. The group
with the dolomitic samples, which ranges from 99 to 132 °C, with two iron rich outliers at 50 °C
and 70 °C. The δ18OVSMOW signatures of the dolomitic samples range from +1.9‰ to +11.3‰, the
heaviest values coinciding with the hottest temperatures. The group with calcitic samples is
distinctly different with temperatures ranging from 50 to 80 °C and δ18OVSMOW signatures between
–2.5‰ to +5.6‰ (Table 4.3).
The clumped isotope data from the aCCR clasts in conglomerates belonging to the Triassic
Chinle Formation have a temperature range from 27 to 123 °C and δ18OVSMOW signatures ranging
from –15.5‰ to +15.2‰ (Figure 4.13). For the aCCR from outcrops, calcitic samples are distinct
from dolomitic clasts. The calcitic samples have light δ18OVSMOW signatures (–15.5‰ to +0.4‰)
typical for meteoric fluids, which is not surprising since the limestone clasts are often
recrystallized. This is corroborated by the similarly light δ18OVSMOW signatures and temperatures
of the calcite infill of a bivalve shell fragment from a Bridge Canyon Sample (56.5 °C and –8.8‰),
which indicates that calcitic fragments in the conglomerates may have undergone meteoric
diagenesis. We also sampled a sandstone clast that contains calcitic and dolomitc cements from
Bridge Canyon large enough to drill out a transect, going from the outer edge (59 °C and –7‰) to
the inner part of the clast (94 °C and –6.8‰), indicating the fluid oxygen isotope signature when
the clast was cemented was light, followed by a resetting of the temperature during burial and
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exhumation, likely experiencing the same overprinting as the calcitic aCCR clasts that show
similar temperature and isotope signatures. The dolomitic aCCR clasts from the Chinle Formation
fall in a range from 52 °C to 123 °C with samples from the Nubbin having formation temperatures
above 100 °C (Table 4.4). These samples have δ18OVSMOW signatures ranging from +10‰ to
+17‰. The carbon isotope composition of the aCCR clasts in conglomerates belonging to the
Triassic Chinle Formation fall in a range of –10.2‰ to –2.8‰ (Figure 4.14). Interestingly, the
sample with the lightest carbon signature in this study (–22‰) is the shaley dolomite sample from
Bridge Canyon which presumably belongs to a stringer of the LES of the Paradox Formation. This
value falls in the range of carbonates that are derived from hydrocarbon oxidation. The formation
temperature for this dolomite sample is 50 °C and the δ18OVSMOW value is 3.3‰. Unfortunately, in
outcrop, the shaley dolomite is strongly disintegrated (Figure 4.7). Thus, it is possible that these
samples to do not preserve the original clumped isotope signatures from when the rocks formed,
despite the observed resistance of dolomite aCCR clasts to overprinting.

4.8 DISCUSSION: A SUCCESSION OF STAGES OF ACCR FORMATION
Atypical carbonate caprock clasts in the Triassic Chinle formation (230 to 201 Ma) document that
by the time of deposition of these fluvial sediments, most if not all generations and fabrics of aCCR
had been formed. Based on the clumped isotope signatures, we deduce that there are several
generations of aCCR formation in Little Gypsum Valley. Temperatures and fluid isotope
signatures (123 ºC, –8.8‰) from well-preserved dolomitic aCCR clasts in the Chinle Formation
that are indistinguishable from their counterparts in aCCR outcrop with similar signatures (132 ºC,
–9.1‰) confirm these isotope signatures predate the redeposition of the clasts. The preservation
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of these signatures in both clasts and outcropping aCCR agrees with the finding that clumped
isotope signatures of dolostones are robust at temperatures below 180 ºC (Millán et al., 2016).
The dolomitic aCCR samples show a clear trend from an initial stage at the hottest
temperatures and heaviest fluid oxygen isotope compositions which resulted in the formation of
fine crystalline dolostones with massive or finely laminated fabric to increasingly complex fabrics
and mineralogy at lower temperatures and lighter fluid oxygen isotope compositions. Samples
from the initial stage (GVP-084 and GVP-047) are composed of over 85% microcrystalline
dolomite with some quartz crystals (GVP-047). The clumped isotope temperatures for these
samples are 127 and 123 ºC, respectively. Samples GVP-045, 086, 084, and 070 show a slightly
higher complexity than the initial stage. Their formation temperatures fall in a range between of
132 to 99 ºC with all samples composed of microcrystalline dolomite with very little calcite,
quartz, and gypsum except for the hottest GVP-045, which is interbedded with gypsum CCR
(Lerer, 2017). However, while most of GVP-070 is microcrystalline, it does contain locally coarsecrystalline replacement dolomite and poikilotopic calcite and is partially silicified (Lerer, 2017).
The most complex dolomitic aCCR generation comprises samples GVP-013b and 071. Both
contain microcrystalline and baroque dolomite formed at 50 and 70 ºC, respectively, with
δ18OVSMOW approaching 0‰.
The calcitic aCCR samples show a higher variability of fabrics with relationships between
an increasing complexity in fabrics and mineralogy with lower temperatures and lighter fluid
oxygen isotope compositions. Different clusters of calcitic aCCR samples, which fall between 80
to 50 ºC with formation fluids between 0‰ to +7.7‰, can be identified. On a basic level, there are
two groups. The first group are laminated samples, which fall into two subcategories. The first
subcategory consists of samples with mostly straight dark-light layered limestones, the layering
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being caused by different calcite crystal sizes. Sample GVP-013a, with a formation temperature
of 80 ºC belongs to this group. The second subcategory are samples with wavy alternating calcitequartz banding, with formation temperatures of 72 ºC and 56 ºC (samples GVP-055 and GVP-016,
respectively). The second group are microcrystalline, petroliferous samples. This group includes
a massive sample (GVP-020, 78 ºC, 13C –8.9‰) , and two samples with slight breccia fabric
(GVP-064, and GVP-087), with formation temperatures of 57 ºC, and 50 ºC that display the lighter
carbon signature of –15.1‰ and –15.8‰, which is still heavier that the isotope composition of
residual organic matter in said rocks (–28‰ to –20‰, Lerer 2017). In summary, while there
appears to be a clear succession of fabric generations for dolomitic aCCR, the situation is more
ambiguous for calcitic aCCR at Gypsum Valley.

4.9 INTERPRETATION: MECHANISMS FOR FORMATION OF ACCR
4.9.1 Initial stage of dolomitic aCCR formation
The dolomitic, high-temperature formation (~133 ºC) of aCCR shows no evidence for ample
sulfate reduction and requires a formation mechanism distinct from the model for classical CCR
formation. We propose that, rather than hydrocarbon oxidation coupled to thermochemical sulfate
reduction, organic matter maturation and thermogenic methane production with concurrent
carbonic acid production in the dolomitic, organic-rich lithologies in the Paradox Formation were
responsible for the formation of dolostone that replaced a carnallite-bearing evaporite unit.
Neutralization of carbonic acid by dissolution of dolostone from the organic-rich lithologies, as
well as magnesium-rich clays and talc associated with the evaporite cycles, maintained conditions
that allowed for continued dolostone formation. Our proposed scenario builds on the following
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elements: a comparison of the temperature dependence of TSR vs. methanogenesis, carbon isotope
systematics, and the mineral size of the dolostone.
If formation of dolostone aCCR was driven by TSR, the aCCR would likely be associated
with pyrite or native sulfur, with the latter not being reported and the former only rarely observed
in the aCCR at Gypsum Valley. Thus, TSR may not be the process responsible for dolostone aCCR
formation. This could be due to TSR reaching geologically significant rates only at temperatures
above 120 ºC, which is close to the maximum temperature observed for our samples (~130 ºC).
The temperature of saddle dolomite formation associated with TSR in the Upper Devonian Nisku
Formation (Alberta, Canada) was pinpointed to 151 ºC (Millán et al., 2016), which is at the upper
end of the previously estimated temperature range of 125 ºC to 145 ºC (Machel, 1987), highlighting
that TSR may be barely operational at 130 ºC, i.e. the hottest temperatures in our data set. In
contrast, organic matter maturation and thermogenic methanogenesis, are fully operational at these
temperatures (Seewald, 2003). The kinetics of thermogenic methane formation is dominantly
constrained by extrapolating kinetic parameters from higher temperature laboratory experiments
(>300 ºC) to lower temperatures (100 ºC to 200 ºC) with geologically relevant conditions (Lewan
and Ruble, 2002). Gases cogenerated with oil form below ~150 ºC to 160 ºC (Stolper et al., 2014),
and after separating the thermogenic from biogenic gases, the thermogenic gas from Antrim Shale,
Michigan was found to have a modeled minimum formation temperature of 115 ºC (Stolper et al.,
2015). Gases formed at Potiguar Basin in Brazil are postulated to have cogenerated with oil and
thus formed below ~160 ºC, and empirical observations indicate kerogen breakdown conforming
gas and oil occurs between 60 ºC and 150 ºC (Schoell, 1983; Lorant et al., 1998).
Our samples have carbon isotope signatures ranging from –5‰ to –16‰. Thermogenic
gas, which is the product of hydrocarbon fermentation, has isotopically light carbon signatures,
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approximately –30‰ to –70‰ (Schoell, 1983) with carbon dioxide produced by this process being
offset from the substrate (~ –25‰; Lerer, 2019) of the fermentation reaction to isotopically heavier
signatures. Such signatures would be close to the observed values for aCCR, and further modified
to heavier signatures by CO2-induced dissolution of dolomite with marine isotope signatures which
is around –3‰ to +5‰ for unaltered dolostone (Dyer and Maloof, 2015) that are associated with
the organic matter in the Paradox Formation.
The aCCR is microcrystalline and displays fabrics, such as laminations, that indicate the
replacement of a precursor lithology. This is in stark contrast to high-temperature saddle dolomites,
which are typical for dolostone reservoirs (Machel, 1987). In the classical CCR formation scenario
where sulfate reduction drives anhydrite or gypsum dissolution, it is inevitable the system will be
calcium rich, which favors limestone formation. In absence of sulfate reduction, there is no longer
a driver for anhydrite or gypsum replacement but also no longer massive calcium release. In the
here proposed scenario, where CO2 formation is buffered by the dissolution of dolostone, a
dolomite-saturated solution formed within the layered evaporite sequence may come in contact
with other lithologies. Upon interaction with the solution, dolomite precipitation can be triggered
(Machel et al., 1995). Reactions that could cause carbonate precipitation are an increase in pH or
the release of calcium or magnesium. Interaction with authigenic magnesium-rich clays and talc,
which have been documented for the Paradox Formation (Bodine, 1985), feldspathic minerals
associated with the silt-rich lower unit of the Paradox Formation (Hite and Buckner, 1981; Shock,
2012), or chlorite cements in the Cutler Formation (Van de Kamp and Leake, 1994) would increase
the pH and release magnesium but not provide a rock body that could be replaced by dolostone.
Carnallite, on the other hand, dominates one interval of the LES with a thickness of up to 100 feet
and was likely present in another layer later replaced with sylvite (Hite, 1960, 1982; Raup and
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Hite, 1996; Petrychenko et al., 2012). Upon contacting a dolomite-saturated solution, the highly
soluble carnallite would induce dolomite precipitation, according to:
KMgCl3·6H2O + Mg2+ + Ca2+ + 4HCO3– ⇆
CaMg(CO3)2 + Mg2+ + K+ + 3Cl– + 2CO2 + 8H2O.

Eq. 1

Excess potassium and chloride can be precipitated as sylvite (KCl) and excess magnesium would
maintain a calcium-magnesium balance favorable for dolomite precipitation. Magnesium can also
be sequestered as kieserite (MgSO4·H2O) if anhydrite is dissolved as a means to supply additional
calcium to the system. However, to maintain the reaction, the produced CO2 needs to be
neutralized. This is where the interaction with authigenic magnesium-rich clays and talc as pH
buffers may become critical, according to reactions such as (here shown for talc):
Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 2CO2 + 6H2O ⇆
Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + 2HCO3– + 2H+ + 4H2O ⇆
3Mg+2 + 2HCO3– + 4H3SiO4–.

Eq. 2

Combining these two reactions results in
KMgCl3·6H2O + Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 + Ca2+ + 2HCO3–
⇆ CaMg(CO3)2 + K+ + 3Cl– + 2H2O + 3Mg2+ + 4H3SiO4–.

Eq. 3

This reaction can be further combined with the reaction for acetate fermentation
CH3COOH → CH4 + CO2

Eq. 4

and anhydrite dissolution
CaSO4 ⇆ Ca2+ + SO42–

Eq. 5

to yield
2CH3COOH + CaSO4 + KMgCl3·6H2O + Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 →
2CH4 + MgSO4·H2O + CaMg(CO3)2 + KCl + 2Cl– + 2Mg2+ + 2SiO2 + H2O + 2H3SiO4–,
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Eq. 6

i.e., thermogenic acetate fermentation driving genesis of methane, dolomite, kieserite, sylvite,
quartz, and silicic acid at the expense of carnallite, anhydrite and talc. It must be noted that this
overall reaction may not take place in one single location within the LES. Critically, carnallite
dissolution and dolomite precipitation yield water, which aids in further carnallite dissolution,
favoring continuation of the replacement of carnallite with dolostone. The proposed formation of
silica and the generation of silicic acid matches the observations from aCCR, which shows signs
of silicification.
The here proposed mechanism for dolostone replacement of a carnallite unit within the
Paradox Formation LES requires two additional components: 1) a temperature history of the Basin
that allows for the genesis of the dolostone at a temperature of 130 ºC; and 2) a process that brings
the unit into a caprock location prior to the deposition of conglomerates with aCCR clasts in the
Triassic Chinle Formation. The timing of hydrocarbon generation in the organic-rich units of the
Paradox Formation is highly variable but started as early as the Late Pennsylvanian nearest to the
Uncompahgre Uplift and then migrated progressively westward (Rasmussen and Rasmussen,
2009). Oil generation in the Andy’s Mesa Unit on the west flank of the Gypsum Valley salt wall
in source rocks is estimated to have started in the Permian (Chimney Rock, 270 Ma, Gothic Rock,
268 Ma, Hovenweep 264 Ma, Hatch 262 Ma; Rasmussen & Rasmussen, 2009). The carnallite unit
documented for evaporite cycle 6 underlies the Chimney Rock source rock for which an oil
generation onset of 270 million years has been estimated (Rasmussen and Rasmussen, 2009;
Stevenson and Wray, 2009). Based on these estimates, the proposed mechanism is possible, but to
reach a temperature of 130 ºC, additional processes may be required. The location of salt walls in
the Paradox Basin is partially controlled by NW–SE-trending normal faults at the salt base
(Trudgill, 2011). It is thus possible fluid circulation at such faults increased the heat flow to
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portions of the LES that later became mobile. Alternatively, heat generated by the carnallite
reaction could be the cause for a local increase in temperature. The latter scenario would explain
why the dolomitic shale stringer that was found in the gypsum caprock displays much lower
temperatures.
Finally, a mechanism to relocate the dolostone unit into today’s position at the northeastern
flank of the salt wall is required. During upward flow of salt in diapirs, stringers are rotated into a
near vertical orientation (Rowan et al., 2019). This rotation would allow such a unit to be placed
in apparent stratigraphic continuation of salt-diapir adjacent, i.e., ‘plastered,’ to the flank of the
diapir (Schwerdther et al., 1978; Jackson and Lewis, 2012) (Schwerdtner and Troëng, 1978;
Jackson and Lewis, 2012). At the Onion Creek Diapir, it was observed the largest coherent
stringers are located at the diapir margin (Hudson et al., 2017). Thus, the orientation of the aCCR
at Gypsum Valley is not unexpected, even if the rock package originated as stringer. However, its
exposure over a total of ~14 km would be remarkable.
An alternative scenario to the proposed mechanism is the dolomite formed prior to burial
as part of the original LES. Dolostone beds have been documented for many of the cycles in the
Paradox Formation, often associated with organic-rich lithologies. This scenario removes the need
for a complex replacement of evaporite rocks with dolostone und would rely on the very same
stringer/underplating as the replacement hypothesis for the lithologies to become atypical CCR.
However, two factors contradict the dolostone deposition being part of the LES. First, there is a
conspicuous absence of sedimentary features that have been observed in such dolostones,
particularly peloids, which have been documented for the anomalous dolostone units at that
Southeastern end of Big Gypsum Valley (Mast, 2016). Second, the high formation temperatures
of the microcrystalline dolomite of up to more than 130 ºC and the very heavy fluid oxygen isotope
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signatures exceeding 11‰ do not reflect dolostone formation in an evaporite cycle setting.
Dolostone formation in evaporite settings takes place at a stage of moderate desiccation, where the
remaining water is only slightly enriched in 18O. For example, the oxygen isotope composition of
porewater in Abu Dhabi sabkhas, where dolomite actively forms is 3.9‰ to 4.4‰ (Vasconcelos
et al., 2005). Thus, the oxygen and clumped isotope signatures of these dolomites would need to
be reset after burial. How this could be achieved is unclear because dolomite closure temperatures
exceed 180 ºC (Millán et al., 2016) and lithological evidence for recrystallization, such as
replacement with secondary, larger dolomite crystals, is absent. Finally, it could be argued that the
analytical technique for clumped isotope measurements is flawed, but the suite of dolostone
samples with increasing fabric richness, lower temperature, and lighter oxygen isotope signatures
can be taken as evidence that the method provides an internally consistent data set, and the method
has been calibrated and extensively tested for synthetic and natural samples that cover the here
reported temperature range (Müller et al., 2019).
4.9.2 Later stages of dolomitic aCCR formation
In many cases, the original dolostone has been altered, which is manifested by the addition of
fabrics, such as shearing and brecciation. These patterns coincide with lower formation
temperatures and lighter fluid signatures, but little change in carbon isotope compositions. The
change in these signatures is likely caused by the admixture of new dolomite and calcite crystals
along fractures, where meteoric water could infiltrate. This implies that these alterations took place
once the original dolostone package became part of the caprock. Migration of hydrocarbons into
the dolomitic aCCR could already have taken place during the original formation of the dolostone,
or at a later point in time. Not all dolostone aCCR samples have a petroliferous smell, and presence
of dead oil is not as obvious as in some of the calcitic samples.
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4.9.3 Stages of calcitic aCCR formation
For the calcitic aCCR, which has a high diversity in fabrics, assignment to different formation, and
overprinting events, is not straightforward. Here, we propose as few as possible de nuovo
formation events and rather assume substantial overprinting of existing lithologies as the cause for
the observed variability. This corresponds with the observation that, particularly in lithologies with
carbonate-sulfate interbeds, deformation and diagenesis greatly changes fabrics and lithological
content (Quijada et al., 2014).
For the laminated group of calcitic aCCR, we postulate formation by replacement of a
chemically different lithology. Such lithologies could have been gypsum/anhydrite or dolostone,
with the new lithology being the subcategory of straight laminated calcitic rocks where the
lamination is caused by different mineral sizes. In the literature, this fabric is extensively
documented for dolomitic rocks and has been coined ‘zebra dolomite’ (Beales and Hardy, 1980;
Merino et al., 2006; Diehl et al., 2010; Morrow, 2014). The mechanism for the formation of the
zebra-textures has been discussed controversially, with pressure-solution (Merino et al., 2006) and
dissolution driven replacement of a precursor lithology (Morrow, 2014) as endmembers.
Typically, the models assume the precursor for dolostone zebra rocks is limestone, but replacement
of evaporite rocks has also been proposed (Beales and Hardy, 1980). In Gypsum Valley, this zebratype fabric can be observed at the Bridge Canyon site right at the contact to gypsum caprock,
highlighting the possibility that this lithology formed by replacement of an anhydrite or gypsum
precursor. The contact between carbonate and sulfate lithologies, and volume changes associated
with anhydrite-gypsum transformations, could have provided an ideal setting in which the straight
laminated limestone aCCR formed. This may have happened due to a combination of induced
stress (Merino et al., 2006) and the replacement and growth of crystals into an evolving void
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(Morrow, 2014) at the gypsum/anhydrite interface, which would provide abundant calcium to
contribute to the formation of calcite. Ascending hot basinal fluids could have contributed
inorganic carbon. The high porosity and permeability of the straight laminated aCCR makes this
lithology susceptible to diagenetic overprinting and compaction (Figure 4.15A). Such processes
may have resulted in the formation of the wavy laminated samples, which consist of alternating
bands of calcite and silica (Figure 4.15B).
The group of microcrystalline, petroliferous calcitic aCCR could have formed in a process
similar to the dolostone formation or by classical CCR formation (Posey and Kyle, 1988). The
observed temperature range is conducive for microbial activity, and the light carbon isotope
signatures of some of the samples are compatible with the classical process where oil is oxidized
in conjunction with microbial sulfate reduction. However, the geochemical succession from the
massive sample (GVP-020, 78 ºC, 13C –8.9‰) to two samples with slight breccia fabric (GVP064, and GVP-087) with formation temperatures of 57 ºC, and 50 ºC that display lighter carbon
signatures (–15‰ and –15.8‰) could also be interpreted at addition of hydrocarbon oxidationderived calcite at a later stage during fracturing. The initially formed limestone has a carbon
isotope signature that is not typical for hydrocarbon-derived carbonate, but matches the signature
of the dolostone.

4.10 CONCLUSIONS
The aCCR found in Little Gypsum Valley was formed in several stages. In an initial stage, carbonic
acid production related to hydrocarbon maturation and thermogenic methanogenesis was buffered
by dolostone dissolution reactions with clay minerals associated with the evaporite deposit. When
the fluids came in contact with potash salts, dolomite replaced carnallite, resulting in a fine-
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crystalline authigenic dolostone unit that inherited fabrics from the potash salt. During salt
diapirism, the dolomite unit rotated as a stringer into near-vertical position and was exposed as a
part of the Gypsum Valley caprock. Deformation of the stringer and subsequent exposure to cooler,
meteoric fluids led to alteration of the original massive dolostone fabric and overprinting with
lower temperature and lighter oxygen isotope signatures. There are also instances in which
dolostone was replaced by limestone (Poe, 2018), but the major limestone bodies of aCCR formed
independent from the dolostone. Massive, petroliferous microcrystalline calcite could have formed
by a process similar to the genesis of the dolostone or by classical CCR formation. The layered
limestone aCCR originally formed as a replacement of anhydrite or gypsum at the contact between
gypsum caprock and aCCR through pressure-induced dissolution combined with leaching of the
sulfate rocks by an ascending basinal brine. The originally straight fabric was later deformed and
the pure calcite lithology altered to layers of calcite and silica.
The model of potash salt dissolution as the driver for dolomite formation fundamentally
differs from classical models for CCR formation. In the classical model, any dolomite associated
with CCR would be expected to be of secondary nature, and thus typically exhibit porosity related
to the replacement process. This contrasts with the aCCR from Gypsum Valley, which due to the
primary origin of dolostone, does not exhibit porosity. Moreover, the model for aCCR formation
postulates carbonate caprock formation without the need for prior extensive halite dissolution,
which means such lithologies can form at significant burial depths in a LES. Because of these
conditions, aCCR may be the earliest recorder of hydrocarbon genesis in an evaporite basin as well
as be evidence for the presence of a potash precursor. Atypical carbonate caprock may not
necessarily consist of dolostone but could be limestone if the precursor was a calcium-rich potash
salt, such as tachyhydrite, making aCCR an archive for the fluid compositions in ancient diapirs
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where salt is no longer preserved. The possibility that reactions of carbonic-acid rich fluids with
bittern salts could result in the genesis of carbonate rocks has major implications for layered
evaporite sequences as locations for carbon dioxide sequestration.
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4.11 TABLES
Table 4.1 Atypical carbonate caprock fabrics; adapted from Poe (2018).
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Table 4.2 Billets of samples from the Nubbin, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw
Clumped
Thin Section
Sample
Description
Isotope
Counterpart
Analysis?
ALL-NB-1A Light gray lamination on 1A
no
ALL-NB-1A
ALL-NB-1B

Yellowish clast altered

yes

ALL-NB-1B

ALL-NB-1C

Dark reddish laminated altered

yes

ALL-NB-1B

ALL-NB-1D

Dark grey matrix section

yes

ALL-NB-1C

ALL-NB-1E

Dark grey massive, mottled aCCR

no

ALL-NB-1D

ALL-NB-2A

Dark purple red lamination

yes

ALL-NB-2

ALL-NB-2B

Light grey laminated

yes

ALL-NB-2

ALL-NB-3A

Wavy laminated stinky slightly altered edge

yes

ALL-NB-3

ALL-NB-3B

Inside of dolostone calcite not near veins

yes

ALL-NB-3

ALL-NB-4A

Gray massive, mottled dolomite clast

yes

ALL-NB-4

ALL-NB-4B

Whitish silicified dolomite section similar

yes

ALL-NB-4

ALL-NB-5A

Light grey aCCR clast on edge

yes

ALL-NB-5-II

ALL-NB-5B

Dark massive aCCR clast

yes

ALL-NB-5-II

ALL-NB-5C

Square calcite infill

yes

ALL-NB-5-I

ALL-NB-5D

Red elongated SS clast

yes

ALL-NB-5-I

ALL-NB-6A

Reddish section of large clast

yes

ALL-NB-6-II

ALL-NB-6B

White calcite infill

yes

ALL-NB-6-I

ALL-NB-6C

Dark square laminated aCCR clast

yes

ALL-NB-6-I

ALL-NB-6D

Light reddish beige laminated SS clast

yes

ALL-NB-6-III

ALL-NB-6E

Laminated light gray clast

yes

ALL-NB-6-IV

ALL-NB-6F

Dark square laminated aCCR clast altered edge

yes

ALL-NB-6-I

ALL-NB-6G

Dark massive aCCR clast

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-6H

Tiny calcite vein brecciated clast

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-6I

Dark clast in brecciated clast

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-6J

Dog tooth calcite on weathered surface

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-7A

Middle of fresh surface

yes

ALL-NB-7

ALL-NB-7B

Edge of fresh surface

yes

n/a
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ALL-NB-7C

Center of fresh surface

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-8A

Calcite infill square

yes

ALL-NB-8-III

ALL-NB-8B

Dark grey clast stinky

no

ALL-NB-8-II

ALL-NB-8C

Light red clast in middle of calcite

yes

ALL-NB-8-I

ALL-NB-8D

Light gray large siltstone

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-10A Reddish clast

no

ALL-NB-10-II

ALL-NB-10B Dark clast

no

ALL-NB-10-I

ALL-NB-11A Dark dolomite clast (oil stink)

yes

ALL-NB-11

ALL-NB-11B Calcite infill

no

ALL-NB-11

ALL-NB-11C Dark red clast that fizzes

no

ALL-NB-11

ALL-NB-12A Burnt red clast

yes

ALL-NB-12-IV

ALL-NB-12B Center of septarian

no

ALL-NB-12-III

ALL-NB-12C Gray clast

no

ALL-NB-12-III

ALL-NB-12D Calcite infill endmember vein

no

ALL-NB-12-III

ALL-NB-14A Red center of clast

no

ALL-NB-14

ALL-NB-15A Dark clast

no

ALL-NB-15-I

ALL-NB-15B Reddish dark clast

no

ALL-NB-15-II

ALL-NB-15C Dark tiny clast

yes

ALL-NB-17A Large SS clast

no

ALL-NB-17-I

ALL-NB-17B Small reddish SS clast

no

ALL-NB-17-I

ALL-NB-17C Septarian outer red crystalline rim

yes

ALL-NB-17-III

ALL-NB-17D Dark center clast

no

ALL-NB-17-II

ALL-BC-19A Sark clast squarish

no

ALL-BC-19

ALL-BC-19B

Outer rim of zoned clast

no

ALL-BC-19

ALL-BC-19C

Inner rim of zoned clast

no

ALL-BC-19

ALL-BC-19D White calcite infill

no

ALL-BC-19

ALL-BC-21A Dark dolomite clast

yes

ALL-BC-21-I

ALL-BC-21B

Yellowish clast

no

ALL-BC-21-II

ALL-BC-21C

Dolomite cement?

yes

ALL-BC-22A Shell filled in w/calcite

yes
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n/a

n/a
ALL-BC-22-IV

ALL-BC-22B

Black finely laminated dolo-clast

yes

ALL-BC-22-I

ALL-BC-22C

Outer zone of SS clast calcite

yes

ALL-BC-22-III

ALL-BC-22D Inner zone of SS clast

yes

ALL-BC-22-III

ALL-BC-22E

Cluster of white spots in red clast

no

ALL-BC-22-VI

ALL-BC-22F

Yellowish clast

no

ALL-BC-22-II

ALL-BC-22G Calcite infill

no

ALL-BC-22-V

ALL-BC-22H Large SS clast

no

n/a

ALL-BC-22I

Calcite center infill of clast w/ pink & red zone

yes

n/a

ALL-BC-22J

Calcite cement - gray siltstone

yes

n/a

ALL-MJ-23A

White section

no

ALL-MJ-23

ALL-MJ-23B

Reddish brown vein

no

ALL-MJ-23

ALL-BC-20

Crumbly stuff

n/a

ALL-BC-25A Large yellowish SS clast

no

ALL-BC-25B

Outer rim of zoned clast

no

n/a

ALL-MJ-25C

Inner rim of zoned clast

no

n/a

ALL-MJ-26A

White calcite wavy laminated stinky

no

ALL-MJ-26

ALL-MJ-26B

Very dark calcite massive stinky

yes

ALL-MJ-26

ALL-MJ-27A

Black clast at edge massive dolomite no fizz

yes

ALL-MJ-27-I

ALL-MJ-27B

Laminated gray section

yes

ALL-MJ-27-II

ALL-MJ-27C

Calcite infill area

yes

ALL-MJ-27-II

ALL-MJ-27D

Course dogtooth calcite endmember in corner

yes

ALL-MJ-27-I

ALL-MJ-28A

Very black powdery possibly dolomite

yes

ALL-MJ-28-II

ALL-MJ-28B

Dark grey dolomite matrix

yes

ALL-MJ-28-II

ALL-MJ-28C

White calcite infill

yes

ALL-MJ-28-III

ALL-MJ-28D

Darkish crystalline matrix

yes

ALL-MJ-28-III

ALL-MJ-28E

Brown, powdery filled in section

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-29A Stinky massive dolomite

yes

n/a

ALL-NB-29B Dark massive section

yes

ALL-NB-29-II

ALL-NB-29C Finely laminated dolomite

yes

ALL-NB-29-I

ALL-NB-29D Calcite infill

yes

ALL-NB-29-II
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ALL-BC-25

Table 4.3 Isotopic results of atypical carbonate caprock (aCCR) for samples from the thesis work of Lerer (2017).
ID

Fabric

Temp.

st.dev.

°C

δ18OVSMOW

δ13CVPDB

‰

‰

δ13CVPDB
st. dev.

δ18OVPDB

δ18OVPDB
st. dev.

‰
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KL-GVP-087

Crackle breccia

50

11.3

–2.5

–15.8

0.1

–6.9

0.0

KL-GVP-013b

Calcite straight laminated

50

12.1

0.3

–6.4

0.0

–4.3

0.1

KL-GVP-016

Wavy laminated

56

22.0

–0.4

–7.1

0.1

–6.0

0.0

KL-GVP-064

Crackle breccia

57

22.9

–1.0

–15.0

0.0

–6.8

0.0

KL-GVP-074

Conchita Member

59

12.3

2.7

–9.8

0.2

–3.6

0.1

KL-GVP-055

Wavy laminated

72

14.9

2.1

–9.5

0.2

–6.5

0.2

KL-GVP-020

Massive

78

19.0

4.0

–8.9

0.0

–5.5

0.0

KL-GVP-013a

Calcite straight laminated

80

12.5

5.6

–5.6

0.1

–4.1

0.0

KL-GVP-071

Brecciated, disorganized

70

16.9

1.9

–8.3

0.0

–5.5

0.0

KL-GVP-070

Massive; complex history

99

18.7

6.1

–7.9

0.1

–5.1

0.2

KL-GVP-086

Massive

99

7.9

6.8

–7.6

0.2

–4.4

0.2

KL-GVP-047

Massive

117

19.2

9.4

–8.9

0.2

–3.8

0.1

KL-GVP-084

Massive

125

16.5

11.3

–10.8

0.2

–2.7

0.2

Kl-GVP-045
Brecciated, mosaic
132
26.9
11.2
–7.4
0.0
–3.4
0.1
Oxygen isotopes of the fluid were calculated using Kele et al (2015). The light-yellow samples are dolomite aCCR, and the light red
are calcitic aCCR. Standard deviations are 1sigma based on replicate samples of the same powder split.

Table 4.4 Isotope results of atypical carbonate caprock (aCCR) clasts conglomerates
Sample

Description

Temp.

Temp.
stdev

°C

δ18OVSMOW

δ13CVPDB

‰

‰

δ13CVPDB
stdev

δ18OVPDB

δ18OVPDB
stdev

‰
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ALL-BC-18

Shaley dolomite

50

na

0.8

–22.1

na

–3.7

na

ALL-NB-8D

Light gray large siltstone

52

na

4.6

–5.6

na

–0.4

na

ALL-NB-15C

Dark tiny clast

55

na

1.6

–6.5

na

–3.9

na

ALL-NB-6E

Laminated light gray clast

58

9.0

5.3

–4.9

0.1

–0.7

2.0

ALL-NB-3B

Inside of dolostone calcite
not near veins

65

18.3

3.6

–4.1

1.9

–3.7

3.3

ALL-NB-7A

Middle of fresh surface

67

26.3

7.8

–6.9

0.0

0.2

0.1

ALL-NB-29C

Finely laminated dolomite

69

na

0.9

–9.3

na

–7.1

na

ALL-NB-3A

Wavy laminated stinky
slightly altered edge

69

na

6.2

–5.2

na

–1.8

na

ALL-NB-29B

Dark massive section

81

8.4

4.4

–9.0

0.0

–5.7

0.1

ALL-NB-6I

Dark clast in brecciated
clast

87

17.6

10.5

–3.5

0.0

–0.5

0.1

ALL-MJ-28B

Dark grey dolomite matrix

88

8.1

5.8

–9.7

0.0

–5.3

0.1

93

na

11.7

–7.6

na

–0.3

na

94

na

11.4

–2.8

na

–0.7

na

ALL-NB-6C
ALL-NB-5A

Dark square laminated
aCCR clast
Light grey aCCR clast on
edge
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ALL-BC-21C

Dolomitic cement

96

5.9

8.7

–8.7

0.0

–3.6

0.0

ALL-NB-6F

Dark square laminated
aCCR clast altered edge

96

20.6

11.2

–7.4

0.0

–1.1

0.3

ALL-NB-6G

Dark massive aCCR clast

101

na

10.8

–5.8

na

–2.3

na

ALL-NB-7B

Edge of fresh surface

103

14.4

12.3

–7.0

0.0

–1.1

0.1

ALL-NB-5B

Dark massive aCCR clast

112

11.3

15.2

–8.3

0.0

0.5

0.2

ALL-NB-4B

Whitish silicified dolomite

121

13.9

8.8

–10.2

0.0

–7.0

0.0

ALL-NB-11A

Dark dolomite clast (fetid)

123

18.2

14.5

–8.8

0.0

–1.6

0.2

ALL-NB-6J

Dog tooth calcite on
weathered surface

27

35.2

–15.5

–5.9

0.0

–15.4

0.1

ALL-BC-22A

Shell filled in w/calcite

56

na

–8.8

–7.3

na

–14.5

na

ALL-NB-5C

Square calcite infill

66

4.6

–7.0

–5.0

0.2

–14.4

0.3

ALL-NB-6H

Tiny calcite vein
brecciated clast

75

14.5

0.6

–4.9

0.0

–8.3

0.4

ALL-MJ-28C

White calcite infill

75

14.0

0.5

–9.5

0.0

–8.5

0.1

ALL-NB-6B

White calcite infill

76

8.5

–6.8

–6.0

0.0

–15.8

0.1

76

4.7

–2.3

–6.0

0.0

–11.5

0.4

77

na

4.7

–6.7

na

–4.6

na

ALL-NB-8C
ALL-BC-22J

Light red clast in middle of
calcite
Calcite cement - gray
siltstone
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ALL-MJ-28D

Darkish crystalline matrix

80

19.1

0.4

–9.4

0.0

–9.5

0.1

ALL-MJ-27D

Coarse dogtooth calcite
endmember in corner

90

14.7

–3.7

–9.8

0.0

–15.0

0.0

ALL-NB-8A

Calcite infill square

96

16.8

–3.1

–6.4

0.0

–15.3

0.1

ALL-MJ-27C

Calcite infill area

99

19.6

–2.2

–9.8

0.0

–14.8

0.0

ALL-BC-22C

Outer zone of SS clast
calcite

59

10.6

–2.6

–7.0

0.0

–8.8

0.3

ALL-NB-5D

Red elongated SS clast

61

9.2

–2.5

–5.3

0.0

–9.1

0.7

ALL-NB-1C

Dark reddish laminated
altered

63

11.9

3.2

–8.6

0.0

–3.8

0.1

ALL-NB-10A

Reddish clast

69

15.8

2.4

–8.6

0.0

–5.6

0.0

ALL-NB-6A

Reddish section of large
clast

71

9.9

2.3

–5.5

0.0

–6.0

0.2

ALL-NB-2A

Dark purple red lamination

74

14.8

9.2

–7.2

0.0

0.3

0.1

ALL-NB-12A

Burnt red clast

92

na

10.9

–6.9

na

–0.9

na

ALL-BC-22D

Inner zone of SS clast

94

na

4.2

–6.8

na

–7.8

na

The oxygen isotopes of the fluid were calculated using Kele et al (2015). The light-yellow samples are dolomite, the light red are calcites,
and the purple are the sandstone clasts containing calcitic and dolomite cements. Standard deviations are 1sigma based on replicate
samples of the same powder split. na = standard deviation not available, n=1 replicate.

4.12 FIGURES

Figure 4.1 Map of Paradox Basin, tectonic setting, and stratigraphy of Gypsum Valley
Modified from Brunner et al., (2019) and Escosa et al., (2019). A&B) Location and
paleogeographic setting of Paradox Basin depicting geographic and tectonic features (Trudgill,
2011), depositional facies (Weber et al., 1995), and depositional mineralogical content (Raup and
Hite, 1996; Petrychenko et al., 2012). C) Geology and stratigraphy of Gypsum Valley with the
yellow dashed arrows marking the extent of outcrops of atypical carbonate caprock of Little
Gypsum and northwestern portion of Big Gypsum Valley.
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Figure 4.2 Map of sampling locations
Google Earth image overlain with the stratigraphic section for Figure 4.1 showing the units in
which these locations are in. Open stars indicate the Nubbin, Bridge Canyon, and Mary Jane Draw
in Little Gypsum Valley.
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Figure 4.3 Oxygen and carbon isotope data of carbonates
Previously sampled from Big and Little Gypsum Valley (modified from Brunner et al., 2019).
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Figure 4.4 Samples of conglomerates from the Chinle and Kayenta formations
A) Chinle conglomerate from The Nubbin with atypical carbonate caprock (aCCR) clasts; B)
Chinle conglomerate from The Nubbin with large replacive calcite and aCCR clasts; C) freshly
cut surface from Chinle conglomerate at Bridge Canyon with smaller clasts and less aCCR clasts;
and D) freshly cut surface of Kayenta conglomerate from The Nubbin with the smallest clasts
observed.
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Figure 4.5 Atypical carbonate caprock clasts with different fabrics found in conglomerates
A) wavy laminated; B) straight laminated; C) mosaic and crackle breccia; and D) massive clasts.
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Figure 4.6 Shell and atypical carbonate caprock clasts in Chinle Formation at Bridge Canyon
A) Boulder of the Chinle conglomerate with shell fragments filled with calcite and B) a close-up
photo of a calcitic shell from the left lower corner of A.
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Figure 4.7 Dolomitic shaley layer from Bridge Canyon
Shaley layer is presumably a stringer incorporated into the gypsum caprock.
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Figure 4.8 Replaced calcitic atypical carbonate caprock clast
Perfectly square clast with coarse crystalline calcite replacing the original lithology.
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Figure 4.9 Thin section micrographs from Mary Jane Draw
A) Thin section MJ_28_II with laminations between coarse recrystallized calcite and
microcrystalline calcite and radial quartz in plane-polarized light; B) A in cross-polarized light; C)
thin section MJ_28_I generations of coarse crystalline calcite replacing a prior lithology with dead
oil at each generational rim in plane-polarized light; and D) C in cross-polarized light.
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Figure 4.10 Dead oil seeping out of atypical carbonate caprock clasts
Samples are from conglomerates at the Nubbin. A) Thin section NB_08_III with oil splotches in
plane-polarized light; B) micrograph from thin section NB_08_III at the rim of a recrystallized
calcite vein with dolomite crystals inside oil in plane-polarized light; C) thin section NB_29_II
with dolomite crystals within dead oil matrix in plane-polarized light; and D) thin section
NB_08_II with dolomite crystal within dead oil matrix in plane-polarized light.
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Figure 4.11 Thin section micrograph of samples from the Nubbin
A) Thin section NB_4 with dead oil rims around dolomite rhombs in microcrystalline dolomite
matrix in plane-polarized light; B) thin sections NB_2 with doubly terminated quartz in crosspolarized light; C) thin sections NB_17_III displaying coarse calcite laminae with microcrystalline
dolomite laminae; and D) thin section NB_12_III displaying calcite replacing dolomite in crosspolarized light.
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Figure 4.12 Thin section micrographs from Bridge Canyon
A) Thin section BC_22_VI with shells filled with quartz being replaced by calcite in planepolarized light; B) A in cross-polarized light; C) thin section BC_22_IV with shells filled with
quartz being replaced by calcite in plane-polarized light; D) C in cross-polarized light; E) thin
section BC_22_V displaying quartz rim actively being replaced by calcite around dolomite crystals
with dead oil in plane-polarized light; and F) E in cross-polarized light.
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Figure 4.13 Oxygen isotope composition of formation fluids vs. temperature
Samples are from outcrops in Mary Jane Draw and conglomerate clasts from the Nubbin and
Bridge Canyon.
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Figure 4.14 Oxygen isotope vs. carbon isotopic signatures from clumped isotope analysis
Data are from atypical carbonate caprock clasts and a sample from a shaley dolomitic stringer
found in the gypsum caprock at Bridge Canyon.
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Figure 4.15 Laminated atypical carbonate caprock hand samples with freshly cut surfaces
A) Deformed purely calcitic straight laminated and B) wavy laminated sample consisting of
alternating calcite and silica bands.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO UNCOVERING CRYPTIC CARBON
AND SULFUR MICROBIAL CYCLING WITH DOUBLE ISOTOPICALLY
LABELED SULFATE

5.1 ABSTRACT
Ultimately, if microbially-assisted production of native sulfur in the absence of an external oxidant
occurs, the existence of the process must be demonstrated in controlled experiments to become
accepted by the scientific community. In absence of access to cultures and specifically known
circumstances in which the process takes place, tracking down such a metabolic path amounts to
the combination of hunting a ghost and searching for a needle in a haystack. The purpose of this
research was to complete the first steps in this endeavor, namely by developing the capability to
detect yet undiscovered sulfate reduction pathways and to gain experience in setting up long-term
incubation experiments that provide an environment that selects for organisms – if present in a
mixed culture – who could catalyze genesis of zero-valent sulfur.

Here, I document the synthesis

of a double isotopically labeled sulfate tracer that will enable researchers to detect the activity of
sulfate reduction pathways that do not follow the classical sulfate reduction pathways and the
finding that in long-term incubation experiments with methanotrophic and methanogenic mixed
cultures, methane production and consumption appears to undergo cyclic changes reminiscent of
predator-prey dynamics.
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5.2 INTRODUCTION
Sulfur is critical for microbial energy production, such as dissimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfur
oxidation, sulfur disproportionation, and anaerobic photosynthesis. It is essential in biomolecules,
for example in energy storage (adenosine phosphosulfate (APS) and phosphoadenosine
phosphosulfate (PAPS)) and as reactive centers in multiple iron-sulfur (Fe-S) enzymes (OrmeJohnson, 1973). Dissimilatory sulfate reduction coupled to the oxidation of organic matter plays
an essential role in the mineralization of organic matter in marine and terrestrial sediments, yet the
sulfur cycle has evolved in a peculiar fashion. While there is a plethora of sulfur oxidation
pathways (Kappler and Dahl, 2001; Friedrich et al., 2005; Frigaard and Dahl, 2008) is in which
various sulfur compounds with intermediate valence states (e.g., native sulfur, thiosulfate, sulfite,
tetrathionate) are formed and accumulate in the environment (Schulz and Schulz, 2005; Brunner
et al., 2008; Jørgensen et al., 2010; Balci et al., 2017), dissimilatory sulfate reduction appears to
have only one known product: sulfide. The formation of APS appears to be the only way to access
sulfur from sulfate in both assimilatory and dissimilatory sulfate reduction, constituting an
enzymatic bottleneck. This may only be the case on Earth since, in extraterrestrial environments,
alternative sulfate reduction pathways may have evolved. Moreover, such alternative pathways
could also exist on Earth but elude detection because they operate as part of cryptic sulfur and
carbon cycling (Labrado et al., 2019).
At the top of salt domes in CCR assemblages, large elemental sulfur deposits can be found,
like at Damon Mound, TX (Bevier, 1925; Schafersman, 1978; Seni et al., 1985; Sassen et al.,
1994). The formation of CCR is driven by sulfate-reducing bacteria oxidizing hydrocarbons and
reducing sulfate in gypsum and anhydrite to form carbonate (Ruckmick et al., 1979; Prikryl et al.,
1988; Posey and Kyle, 1988). Because the only known product of microbial sulfate reduction is
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sulfide, it has been assumed that, to produce native sulfur associated with carbonate caprock,
molecular oxygen (O2) must be present. However, using geochemical data and new insights on
sulfur microbiology, we demonstrated availability of O2 is not a prerequisite to form native sulfur
in these subsurface CCR environments due to it requiring large amounts of meteoric water carrying
molecular oxygen, having competition with hydrocarbon oxidation, and poisoning sulfate reducing
microbes (Labrado et al., 2019; Chapter 3).
I hypothesize, to avoid high sulfide levels in an anoxic environment, sulfate-reducing
bacteria cooperate with methane-cycling microbes to create native sulfur. In previous studies, it
appeared methanotrophic archaea (ANME) may utilize an alternative pathway to APS formation,
the biochemical bottleneck of the classic DSR pathway, by reducing sulfate to elemental sulfur
instead of sulfide (Milucka et al., 2012). Also, recent studies indicate that sulfate reducing bacteria
may be directly responsible for native sulfur generation (Zhang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021).
However, so far, there is no conclusive evidence for the validity of these processes since it can be
argued native sulfur may have formed due to contamination with O2 and since no pathway of how
such a production of zero-valent sulfur would operate has been identified. To test my hypothesis,
I planned a two-prong approach to investigate: 1) how to detect cryptic carbon and sulfur cycling
and 2) if it may occur in sulfate reducing microbe dominated cultures when exposed to high levels
of sulfide.

5.3 FIRST APPROACH: A NEW ISOTOPIC TOOL
Microbial genesis of zero-valent sulfur in the absence of an external oxidant by a microbial
process can either operate by using existing sulfur transformation pathways (with the option to run
them in reverse direction), or by invoking a new, alternative sulfate reduction pathway to the
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classical pathway that operates via the formation of APS (Figure 5.1). In terms of detectability, the
former option poses the challenge that one is looking for an enzymatic toolset that already exists
but is employed in a different fashion. The second option faces the challenge that one would not
know what metabolic pathway one is looking for but offers the advantage that one would know
that it should be distinct the sulfate reduction that operates via APS. Geochemically, the latter
offers the opportunity to use isotope fractionation to distinguish between classical bond formation
and -breakage associated with the APS pathway from an alternative pathway. The breaking of
chemical bonds is often associated with large isotope effects. Bonds with lighter isotopes, e.g., a
32

S-16O bond, can be broken more easily than an identical bond with a heavier isotope, e.g., a 34S-

16

O or a 32S-18O bond, which results in an apparent preference for lighter isotopes in microbially

catalyzed processes. The uniqueness of the APS pathway is that instead of proceeding straight to
the breakage of a S-O bond of sulfate, this process first adds a phosphate group (adenosine
phosphosulfate; APS) to the sulfate molecule, before it proceeds to the breakage of the S-O bond
by cleaving off adenosine monophosphate (AMP), a step which is facilitated the formation of a
short-lived S-N bond (Fritz et al., 2002). On the molecular level, isotope fractionation depends on
the entire bond configuration of the molecule, which means that this unique APS-configuration
should yield a process-specific isotope fractionation fingerprint. The challenge is to make such a
fingerprint detectable. The isotope fractionation for a single isotope system (e.g., 32S vs. 34S) would
only be sufficient of the enzymatically catalyzed step could be measured in isolation, which is not
the case for culturing experiments. However, a coupled isotope effect, such as the relationship
between sulfur and oxygen isotope fractionation, would likely sufficient.
Considering a sulfate isotopologue mixture of 32S16O42- and 34S18O42-, i.e., a comparison of
the breaking of 32S-16O bonds to the breaking of 34S-18O bonds, it becomes evident the observed
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sulfur and oxygen isotope fractionation become dependent on each other for the

34 18

S O42-

isotopologue. Classical sulfate reduction and unidentified novel pathways should respond to the
addition of 34S18O42- by an increase in the observed sulfur isotope effects – but the magnitude of
this increase should be different since the breakage of sulfur-oxygen bonds should proceed in a
different fashion. If a relationship between ‘regular’ sulfur isotope fractionation and ‘34S18O42-augmented’ sulfur isotope fractionation can be determined for classical sulfate reduction,
deviations from this relationship would indicate an unidentified pathway. Thus, the goal is to first
obtain a suite of coupled sulfur-oxygen isotope fractionations for sulfate reducing bacteria that are
using the APS pathway, and once this APS specific pattern is established, to perform experiments
with mixed cultures that may harbor organisms that use an alternative pathway. If that is the case,
deviations in the sulfur-oxygen isotope fractionation relationship should occur. Such a change
could take place if sulfate-reducing bacteria modify their sulfate reduction pathway under high
sulfide levels to form native sulfur instead, providing the ideal tool to test my hypothesis.
In nature,

34 18

S O42- is virtually absent, and this tracer is not commercially available. A

tentative protocol for the production of the tracer has been provided by a previous Master’s study
(Mathuri, 2017). However, several experimental issues with the procedures remained, including
unacceptably high losses of costly isotopically enriched reagents (34S-sulfur and 18O-water), and
impurities in the produced samples that could cause erroneous results. Therefore, I successfully
established and tested an improved synthesis protocol. The produced label was successfully tested
with cultures of Desulfovibrio vulgaris provided by Dr. Mansour and Dr. Xu at UTEP.
Unfortunately, these experiments could not be further pursued due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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5.3.1 Result: a protocol for the synthesis of double-labeled sulfate
Because double isotopically labeled sulfate (34S18O42-) is not commercially available, I established
a protocol to synthesize the compound from commercially available 18O-water and 34S-native via
oxidation with bromine at elevated temperatures in an autoclave (Figure 3).
Required reagents:
•

Isotopically enriched native sulfur (~99% 34S)

•

Isotopically enriched water (~98% H218O)

•

Liquid bromine (Br2)

Required equipment:
•

PPE

•

Heat resistant gloves

•

Fume hood

•

Long-neck glass vials suited for low-temperature melting/sealing

•

Secondary container for autoclave

•

Autoclave

•

Rotating stand

Protocol
1. Weigh out 50 mg of isotopically heavy labeled native sulfur (34S0), 2 mL of isotopically
heavy labeled water (H218O), and 1.5 mL of liquid bromine (Br2) in the fume hood.
Combine in an 8 mL long-neck glass vial (Figure 5.2A).
2. In the fume hood, place the glass vial on rotating stand and heat the neck of the vial with a
small torch while placing the wide end of a Pasteur pipette on the top of the neck, forming
a connection with the top of the vial. Once the tip of the vial is hot enough to show signs
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of melting, quickly spin the pipette against the rotation direction of the vial, thereby sealing
it.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all vials are filled and sealed. Put the vials into a secondary heat
resistant and inert container (e.g., a large glass beaker) in case a vial leak. Autoclave the
vials for one cycle at 121 °C and for a duration of ~18 minutes (the whole cycle takes about
2 hours, as it includes ramping up and down of the pressure). The increased heat greatly
accelerates the oxidation of native sulfur by bromine, and genesis of sulfuric acid according
to
S0 + 3·Br2 + 4·H2O → H2SO4 + 6·HBr.

Eq. 1

4. After autoclaving, the resulting solution will be red-brown due to the remaining excess
bromine. To remove the excess bromine, two approaches may be employed.
a. In the fume hood, bubble off the bromine in a round, 3-neck boiling flask at low
heat until the liquid turns light yellow then allow it to cool slowly (Figure 5.2B).
The main concern with this approach is that a significant amount of sulfur could be
as volatiles sulfur trioxide (SO3) lost during boiling.
b. In the fume hood, degas the bromine with nitrogen (N2) gas with a fritted gas
dispersion tub attached to the gas line until the liquid turns light yellow. This
approach takes more time.
Either of the approaches will expel some hydrobromic acid (HBr), which is a welcome
side effect, lowering the presence of bromide, which as a salt could have a negative
effect on microbial cultures.
5. Depending on the planned usage, the produced label can be applied directly in experiments,
but precautions must be taken to
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a.

address the fact that the label is in sulfuric acid form (e.g., buffered medium), and

b. the presence of

18

O-labeled water (e.g., strong dilution or further desiccation to

expel as much 18O-labeled water as possible).
Alternatively, the solution can be neutralized by the slow titration with sodium
hydroxide solution in an ice-cooled water bath (excessive heat due to acid-base reaction
could lead to oxygen isotope exchange between the sulfate and the added hydroxide).
The maximum amount of required sodium hydroxide can be determined based on the
stoichiometry of reaction 1. Realistically, less hydroxide is needed as some of the
hydrobromic acid has degassed. At this point, the neutralized solution can be fully dried
in a desiccator. The produced sodium sulfate and sodium bromide salts are hygroscopic
and will retain some

18

O-water. Thus, to expel the remaining label, the salts are

redissolved with deionized water, and dried again. Repeated dissolution and drying
results in salt that contains water with natural abundance oxygen isotope composition.
6. If a pure sulfuric acid solution or sulfate salt must be obtained, an electrolytical technique
during the N2-bubbling procedure is recommended. When inert (e.g., graphite) cathodes
and anodes are inserted into the mixture of sulfuric and hydrobromic acid, bromide is
oxidized back to bromine and hydrogen ions are reduced to hydrogen gas (H2). Both these
components are expelled with the aid of the N2 stream. The effectiveness of this approach
can be visually assessed by observing bubble formation at the electrodes and quantified
based on the current, which is proportional to the number of electrons transferred in the
redox reaction.
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5.4 SECOND APPROACH: LONG TERM INCUBATION EXPERIMENTS
In preparation for the experiments with the double-labeled sulfate tracer, we incubated mixed
cultures from the environment under conditions that may induce high accumulation of sulfide and
are thus candidates to observe a shift to native sulfur genesis. Such cultures are ideal to investigate
whether deviations from the classical sulfate reduction isotope fractionation relationship occur. In
summer 2018, we inoculated with mud from methane/oil seeps in Sicily, Italy that are located
adjacent to gypsum bedrocks and marine mud from Denmark, which show high sulfate reduction
activity. We used 1 gallon glass jars and added sugar, pectin, powdered gypsum, calcium
carbonate, ascorbic acid, methylated compounds, and deionized water with very little headspace
along with the mud slurries from each location (Figure 5.3A). An open 50 mL Falcon tube with a
mesh net was placed inside the jar to trap any floating minerals possibly formed during the
experiment (Figure 5.3B). We also inoculated a parallel set of cultures in airtight aluminum sealed
bags. Due to delays in the synthesis of the tracer and the complications caused by the COVID-19
pandemic, these incubations have not been sampled or used for the experiment with the doublelabeled sulfate.
5.4.1 Initial results: observations from long-term incubations
Despite not opening and measuring the long-term incubation experiments, we did observe changes.
For the glass jar incubations, sporadic bubble formation was observed, indicating that microbial
activity persists. The lids on the jars are slightly bulged, indicating a positive pressure inside the
jars. No sulfide smell can be detected, which is testimony to the relative anoxia of the setup. The
most intriguing feature that can be observed through the glass is the presence of a white precipitate
that settled from the water column on the top of the sediment. This could be calcite as a product
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of gypsum dissolution and organic matter oxidation, but alternatively, it could be native sulfur
(Figure 5.4A&B).
The supposedly airtight aluminum-coated bags turned out to not be entirely airtight based
on a slight odor of sulfide always detected. Likely, the gas escapes through plastic sampling ports
fitted to the bags. The most intriguing aspect to these experiments is physical changes to the bags
housing the cultures. They expand and contract cyclically over months. The contraction exceeds
what would be observed for a simple leak, indicating a sink for the built-up gas within the bag.
The expansion may be caused by methane formation. Another group of microbes is consuming the
methane, likely anaerobic oxidation of methane coupled to sulfate reduction (AOM), which causes
the bags to contract (Figure 5.5A&B). This peculiar behavior would indicate a bag-internal
dynamic in microbial activity, such as dormancy-cycles or even changes in population size. In the
literature, such dynamics are known as predator-prey or Lotka-Volterra models (Wangersky, 1978)
with famous examples from the animal world such as the coupled population sizes of lynxes and
hares (Nedorezov, 2016). In microbial applications, such models have only become important with
the advent of long-term incubation experiments (Gonze et al., 2018). Potentially, the long doubling
times and energy-starved conditions of AOM (Holler et al., 2011) are ideal to observe such
dynamics.
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS
Setbacks occurred while creating the double-isotopically labeled sulfate, finding the best
media recipe to use for D. Vulgaris, and not being able to complete experiments because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, the creation of a double-isotopically labeled sulfate and long-term
incubation experiments are the first steps in being successful to test if classic sulfate reduction
kinetically fractionates oxygen isotopes or if all oxygen isotope effects are caused by oxygen
isotope equilibration (Brunner et al., 2012; Wankel et al., 2014). This fingerprinting technique will
greatly improve the understanding of sulfide vs. native sulfur generation in environments
dominated by sulfate reducing bacteria, expanding to subsurface environments like those of CCR
as well as our search for life elsewhere. The surprising finding that long-term incubations with
methane-generating and consuming mixed cultures might exhibit predator-prey dynamics opens
the intriguing question if such systems – despite of proceeding toward chemical equilibrium – can
exhibit apparent non-steady state conditions, with a cyclicity that even might leave an imprint in
the geological record.
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5.6 FIGURES

Figure 5.1 Schematic of initial steps of dissimilatory sulfate reduction (DSR) metabolic process
(modified from Fritz et al., 2002)
The initial step of DSR converts chemically inert sulfate into Adenosine phosphosulfate (APS),
which can then be reduced to sulfite in a second enzymatically catalyzed step. In DSR, sulfite is
then further reduced to sulfide. The complex bond configuration in this second step is likely to
impart a unique sulfur and oxygen isotope fractionation fingerprint, which is distinct from other
sulfate reduction processes.
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Figure 5.2 Double isotopically labeled sulfate synthesis
A) The combining of labeled water and native sulfur with bromine in glass vials in the fume hood
and B) bubbling of the excess bromine after autoclaving in three neck boiling flask.
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Figure 5.3 Long-term incubation experiments
A) Large glass jars with mud slurries from Sicily and Denmark and B) close up of 50 mL centrifuge
tube with mesh to capture minerals.
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Figure 5.4 Mineral changes in long-term incubation experiments
A) Microbial slurries in large glass jars 3 months after experiment began and B) microbial slurries
1 year after experiment began with different layers formed, especially the white, fluffy layer on
the top.
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Figure 5.5 Expanding and contracting of aluminum bags housing long-term incubations
A) Photo taken 5 months after the beginning of experiment and B) photo taken 18 months after
experiment began, showing that the bag to the right contracted.
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6. OUTLOOK

Studying the intersection between abiotic and biotic systems is crucial to better understand how
biogeochemical cycles function on Earth as well as for searching for life elsewhere. By conducting
research at the Damon Mound and Gypsum Valley salt domes, we have progressed our
understanding of how native sulfur and dolomite may be formed in salty environments and the
impacts microbial activity may have on these systems. However, as with all research, as one
question is answered, many more develop and furthering our knowledge continues. Here, I would
like to take the opportunity to point out a few future research directions I consider particularly
promising.

6.1 ISOTOPIC TRACING OF MICROBIAL PROCESSES
In the current understanding, microbial native sulfur genesis from sulfate must either operate via
a yet undiscovered sulfate reduction pathway or by a coupling reducing to oxidative sulfur cycling.
In natural systems, such cycling is likely obscured by classical sulfate reduction, which renders
detection with the help of a new isotope tracer necessary. The successfully synthesized double
isotopically labeled sulfate is ready to be employed to elucidate microbial cryptic carbon and sulfur
cycling and aid in understanding the limits of life. Future experiments with sulfate-reducing
microbes (SRM), such as D. vulgaris or other robust SRM, should compare the isotope
fractionation for ‘regular’ sulfate mixtures (i.e. dominated by

32 16

S O42-,

34 16

S O42- and

32 18

S O116O32-) to the augmented isotope fractionation in artificially prepared sulfate mixtures (i.e.

dominated by 32S16O42- and 34S18O42-). This can then be expanded to mixed cultures from natural
salty and hypersulfidic environments, specifically methanotrophic archaea living symbiotically
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with sulfate reducing bacteria which were identified as candidates for genesis of native sulfur in
absence of an external oxidant. Such approaches can be combined with other isotope labeling
techniques, such as NanoSIMS, which are perfectly suited to reveal the activity of specific
microbes in a mixed community. If ‘non-regular’ sulfur-oxygen isotope fractionation is detected
in mixed microbial communities, NanoSIMS aids in narrowing down what organisms engage in
non-classical, hidden sulfur cycling using 13C isotope tracers for inorganic carbon and methane.
These tracers will be integrated into the biomass of the organisms that utilize those substrates,
which can then be identified by the enrichment of the organism in

13

C. In conjunction with the

staining technique fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), the microbes that fixed the carbon
can be identified (Fike et al., 2008). The combination of these techniques will clarify how microbes
cryptically cycle carbon and sulfur in extreme environments, such as settings in which carbonate
caprock (CCR) forms. This type of discovery would provide a major advance in the understanding
of coupled sulfur-carbon cycling as well as guide us in the search for extraterrestrial life.
Another promising isotopic tool to use in future studies would be high-resolution oxygen
isotope geochemistry to decipher the fate of sulfate (SO42–) during the formation of native sulfur.
Stage-specific sulfur isotope analysis of carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) on samples from
Damon Mound with our collaborator at the California Institute of Technology, Antoine Crémière,
allowed us to reconstruction CCR formation at Damon Mound in unprecedented detail and to
better understand the fluid flow conditions. Whereas the sulfur isotopes of CAS have the potential
to reveal if the system has encountered ample or restricted fluid flow, the oxygen isotopes of CAS
and water (H2O) would give insight into the interplay between sulfate reduction rates and sulfate
concentration (Brunner et al., 2012). Microbial sulfate reduction drives oxygen isotope exchange
between sulfate and water, and this isotope shuffling is recorded as temperature-dependent oxygen
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isotope fractionation between CAS and H2O (Brunner et al., 2005). Thanks to clumped isotope
analysis of carbonates, the oxygen isotope composition of fluids and the temperature under which
sulfate reduction takes place are known. Thus, the only missing parameter are oxygen isotopes of
CAS. Unlike high-resolution sulfur isotope analysis, which can be achieved by multi collector
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Paris et al., 2013), high-resolution oxygen analysis
of CAS from carbonate samples must be achieved by other means. Such a technique is a
specialized multi-step CAS extraction method that was developed by a Master’s student here at
UTEP (Montelongo, 2017), which I adapted to the extraction of CAS. This type of study will
elucidate the inner workings of sulfur cycling in native sulfur-generating caprock systems and
provide insight into what microbial processes might drive the yet-to-be discovered unique
biogeochemical reactions occurring in these types of environments, which are extremely difficult
to access in situ or reproduce in the laboratory.

6.2 FURTHERING CAS ISOTOPIC TOOLS: SELENIUM CONCENTRATIONS
Carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) is an important geochemical tool when investigating whether
the formation of carbonate is mediated by microbial sulfate reduction and how ample fluid flow
was during formation. One major issue of using CAS as a proxy is, while the isotope composition
of CAS is generally accepted to be robust, this is not the case for the concentration/content of CAS.
Because CAS can be lost from the rock during diagenesis, the CAS content may be impacted while
the isotope composition is not. It can be reasoned that if there is a molecule with a similar structure
as sulfate is also incorporated into carbonates, the ratio between the content of that molecule and
CAS should be constant, even if both are lost during diagenesis. The molecule that fulfills this
criterion is selenate (SeO42-), which should fit into the crystal lattice of calcium carbonate similarly
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to sulfate. Selenium is the sister element of sulfur, since it is one period below sulfur within group
16. Thus, it is likely that sulfate containing minerals can be used to reconstruct the environmental
sulfate-selenate ratio at the time and location the mineral formed. Such carbonate associated
selenium (CASe) – CAS ratios could open new avenues in the geochemical interpretation of the
genesis of carbonate rocks in general and CCR in particular. It is important to note that selenite
(SeO32-) can be formed from selenate under slightly reducing conditions, and that it is likely taken
up into carbonate more easily than selenate, as the selenite molecule can directly substitute for
carbonate molecules. This could be of great benefit because carbonate-associated selenite could
then be used as a redox proxy that is complementary to the insights from the CASe – CAS ratios.
I believe that future studies should assess the potential of coupled selenium-sulfur geochemistry
of carbonate associated selenate and selenite (CASe) and carbonate associated sulfate (CAS) to
record past selenium-sulfate availability (i.e., concentration of selenate and selenite vs. sulfate) as
well as past redox conditions (selenate-selenite ratios of CASe). If successful, it would be possible
to measure the concentration of selenium and the amount of CASe trapped in newly formed
carbonate minerals, providing new insight into formation conditions. This would be the first
documentation of selenium-sulfur ratios from carbonate rocks, a new tool to decipher
biogeochemical selenium cycling through Earth’s geologic past.

6.3 THERMODYNAMICS OF SULFUR COMPROPORTIONATION AND HAUERITE
We emphasized the physiological importance (i.e., sulfide detoxification) of native sulfur
generation, and acknowledged that thermodynamically, native sulfur generation would not be
more favorable that sulfide production unless the environment is acidic (Labrado et al., 2019).
Such conditions are given in the proposed restricted system scenario for Damon Mound with high
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levels

of

sulfide

and

carbon

dioxide,

to

a

degree

where

also

comproportionation/synproportionation of sulfide and sulfate becomes energetically favorable:
3H2S + CaSO4 + CO2 → CaCO3 + 4S0 + 3H2O

Eq. 1

The multi-stage microbial formation of carbonate and native sulfur in the cap of Damon Mound,
TX salt diapir started with a main stage of anhydrite to CCR replacement initially fueled by oil
degradation coupled to sulfate reduction at ~80 ºC and, with progressive cooling, also involved
anaerobic oxidation of thermogenic methane at ~50 ºC (Chapter 3). Accumulation of CO2 and
changing temperatures led to substages with CCR dissolution and precipitation, whereas after an
initial phase of pyrite formation, the exhaustion of reactive iron led to an accumulation of sulfide.
Eventually, the hypersulfidic and anaerobic conditions trigger microbially-assisted conversion of
sulfide to native sulfur toward the end of the main stage of CCR formation, coinciding with the
formation of hauerite, an indicator mineral for such deposits. The coincidence of native sulfur
generation with AOM activity indicates a critical portion of these sulfur transformations is tied to
metabolic capabilities of methanotrophic or methanogenic archaea. The net reaction in the system
might be:
3H2S + CaSO4 + CO2 → CaCO3 + 4S0 + 3H2O,

Eq. 2

with native sulfur generation being driven by methanogenesis,
4H2S + CO2 → 4S0 + CH4 + 2H2O,

Eq. 3

and carbonate formation being driven by AOM
CaSO4 + CH4 → CaCO3 + H2S + H2O,
constituting

simultaneous

hidden/cryptic

Eq. 4
methane

production

and

consumption.

If

comproportionation is helping drive CCR formation, it would be the first time that this process is
observed in natural systems (Amend et al., 2020). The finding of hauerite (MnS2), a mineral that
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has been demonstrated to be associated with native sulfur deposits (Thomsen, 1992), opens a
thermodynamic avenue to further explore the possibility that sulfur comproportionation takes place
in such system. This mineral has a limited stability field, as it both requires redox conditions that
favor genesis of zero-valent sulfur, and because carbonate minerals are scavengers for manganese.
Thus, there thermodynamics of this mineral may shed light on the question if such conditions are
also favorable for the comproportionation reaction (Eq. 1).

6.4 FUTURE STUDIES IN THE PARADOX BASIN AND AT OTHER SITES WITH ATYPICAL
CARBONATE CAPROCK (ACCR)

Although it may not be the convential way to form CCR, the concept of carnallite repalcement
inducing dolomite precipitation at depth has may implications for future work. The
thermodyanmics of the proposed chemcial reactions explaining this process (Chapter 4) under the
expected in situ conditions will provide insight whether such a process can take place, and if so,
how the reaction generates substanial heat. Understanding the thermodynamically feasibility is the
first step to understanding if this is viable solution to the puzzle of atypical aCCR formation in
Gypsum Valley. If the proposed process indeed occurs in layered evaporite sequences, it may point
to a promising means for carbon dioxide sequestration in carnallite beds and could lead to visionary
gas and oil exploration projects. For example, in locations such as the Paradox Basin, where the
layered evaportite sequence harbors both hydrocarbons and bittern salts, the produced
hydrocarbons could be converted into other energy carriers (e.g., hydrogen, methanol or
electricity) and the produced carbon dioxide could be pumped back into the lithological units that
sequester this greenhouse gas as carbonate rocks.
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The central criterion why we concluded that the dolostone aCCR in Gypsum Valley must have
formed buried at depth is the clumped isotope data that indicates temperatures of ~130 º (Chapter
4). While we presented arguments that support the measured temperature is correct, there remains
the possibility that the dolostones formed earlier as part of the layered evaporite sequence at lower
temperatures, and was reset to higher values after burial. Based on data from other sites, it is
difficult to envision how the dolostone isotope signature would be resent at this temperature
because the closure temperature of dolostone is above 180 ºC (Millán et al., 2016), however, it
would still be beneficial to have a means to test this. Fortunately, a site for such a test is available.
In Big Gypsum Valley, anomalous dolostones with peloids and interbedded shale units adjacent
to the salt wall have been identified as lithologies of the Paradox Formation that became part of an
upturned, near vertical strata called megaflap (Mast, 2016). Analyzing the clumped isotope
temperature of these carbonates, which have formed as part of the layered evaporite sequence,
would provide critical insight if burial, or upward migration of hot basinal fluids in the megaflap
have overprinted the temperature signature of these dolostones.
Clumped isotope analysis of carbonates would also be of interest for a dolostone ridge
located at the Castle Valley salt wall, Utah (Shock, 2012). This peculiar ridge extends along a
major portion of the margin of the salt wall and is similar to the setting for aCCR from Little
Gypsum Valley but has lithological features, such as pisoids, similar to the anomalous dolostones
observed at the megaflap in Big Gypsum Valley. Figuring out where this unit belongs in the
stratigraphic record or if it formed as authigenic carbonate would lead to a better interpretation of
the internal structure of the diapir, as well as to a better understanding of movement of intrasalt
clasts that are entrained by salt movement.
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Whereas some accessory minerals of caprock systems are indicators for very specific
conditions, such as hauerite for the presence of native sulfur, others are more ubiquitous, and for
that reason, equally valuable. In particular, doubly terminated quartz and rosettes are found in CCR
assemblages, gypsum caprock, and even the halite of the salt diapirs. As such, these minerals can
be interpreted as ‘descendants from rocks with a salty past.’ They may not only prove to be a useful
tool to distinguish if a carbonate unit was derived from an evaporite rock precursor, as in the
distinction between aCCR and anomalous dolostones, but as detrital minerals could also the be
only remaining record of the former presence of salt, which may have been eroded long since.

6.5 CONCLUSIONS
While I believe the results presented in this dissertation have advanced the understanding of the
genesis of native sulfur and carbonate caprock, one aspect of this research has remained
unchanged. This scientific field can be studied using a multitude of approaches and perspectives
and ranges from field work to laboratory incubation experiments to the application of innovative
analytical techniques. I greatly appreciate that I had the opportunity to ‘do it all’ and am convinced
that future researchers will feel the same joy when engaging in breaking new scientific ground in
this multi-faceted topic that offers a new challenge every day.
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ABSTRACT
In 1901, the Lucas Gusher at Spindletop salt dome marked the beginning of the Texas oil boom in
the USA. The reservoir rock at Spindletop is carbonate caprock. Originally identified as dolomitic
caprock, it not only yielded oil, but also large quantities of native sulfur. However, more than a
century later, major gaps remain in the understanding of how caprocks form.
Caprocks are found at the top of salt diapirs when dissolution of readily soluble halite (NaCl) leads
to the accumulation of less soluble calcium sulfate minerals, such as anhydrite (CaSO4) and
gypsum (CaSO4•2H2O), as well as other insoluble constituents. When the sulfate minerals come
into contact with oil or gas, the sulfate is thermochemically or microbiologically reduced to sulfide
and the oil or gas are oxidized to carbonate, driving the transformation of anhydrite and gypsum
into limestone (CaCO3) along with the production of sulfide and/or native sulfur. Caprocks remain
on top of the salt diapir or are rotated off into a flanking/lateral position. They may serve as
reservoirs, traps, seals, or conduits for oil or gas but may also pose drilling hazards. Interestingly,
in the Gulf of Mexico, with the exception of near-coastal sites, caprock is often considered to be
absent at most offshore salt domes, but it is present at Challenger Knoll at a water depth of 3700
m in the center of the Gulf.
Over the last decade, the salt-sediment interaction research consortium at The University
of Texas at El Paso has made a number of discoveries that may reshape the understanding of
caprock formation. 1) There are a much wider variety of caprock fabrics than previously reported.
2) The geochemistry of Gulf Coast salt diapir caprocks indicates heat-loving microbes
(thermophiles) generate native sulfur from sulfate without requiring molecular oxygen,
challenging the paradigm that molecular oxygen is critical for the genesis of large native sulfur
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deposits. 3) Steeply dipping carbonate lithologies found in between diapirs and adjacent strata can
represent rotated diapir-flanking caprock but can also correspond to upturned older strata or
carbonates formed in a basin next to an exposed diapir. 4) Petrographic-geochemical studies of
caprock from the Gypsum Valley salt wall in Colorado indicate that dolomite (MgCa(CO3)2) is an
early carbonate phase, generating the conundrum of how replacement of calcium sulfate minerals
can result in the formation of a carbonate rock with high magnesium content. These surprising
insights exemplify that much remains to be learned about caprock formation, and that carbonate
and sulfur minerals may serve as untapped archives of the history of fluid flow and hydrocarbon
migration in settings with active salt tectonics.
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INTRODUCTION
What is salt dome caprock?
Caprock is an assemblage of lithologies found on top (Murray, 1966), and more rarely, in
flanking/lateral positions on salt diapirs (e.g., Jackson et al., 2013). Common caprock lithologies
are anhydrite (CaSO4), which is located closest to the salt body, followed by gypsum
(CaSO4•2H2O) and, occasionally, carbonate-dominated lithologies referred to as ‘carbonate
caprock’ (Figure A1). Caprock can also contain accessory minerals or entire rock packages as
stringers or boudins (Peters et al., 2003; Al-Siyabi, 2005; Strozyk et al., 2014; Hudson et al., 2017).
In this case, these stringers or boudins were part of the original evaporite deposit, sometimes
referred to as layered evaporite sequence (LES; Fiduk and Rowan, 2012), that were remobilized
as intrasalt clasts (stringers) and are no longer in their original stratigraphic context within the salt
diapir (Mast, 2016; Kernen et al., 2017). The accumulation of anhydrite and gypsum caprock is
caused by the dissolution of halite (NaCl) at the top of a salt diapir with the less soluble sulfates
preserved. The dissolution of halite occurs when salt rises relative to the adjacent subsiding
sediments and pore waters are undersaturated with respect to sodium chloride. This process results
in a fairly planar and mostly horizontal interface between the salt diapir and the overlying, halitedepleted caprock, which is sometimes referred to as a salt mirror or salt table (Figure A1; Murray,
1966; Lohmann, 1972; Madirazza, 1975; Zak and Freund, 1980; Frumkin et al., 1991; Weinberger
et al., 2006; Tarkowski and Czapowski, 2018). The mineralogy of the calcium sulfate, i.e.
anhydrite or gypsum, is controlled by factors such as temperature, pressure and the availability
and salinity of water (Werner et al., 1988, Mirwald, 2008). Replacement carbonate caprock –
where the term ‘replacement’ is used to distinguish from accumulated carbonate rocks (i.e.,
stringers) – form in a subsequent process by the replacement of gypsum with carbonate. A
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prerequisite for this replacement process is a supply of oil or gas to the anhydrite or gypsum
caprock. The sulfate from anhydrite and gypsum serves as an oxidant for constituents from oil and
gas, whereby the reduction of sulfate-sulfur yields sulfide (H2S) and/or native sulfur (S0) and
carbon oxidation yields carbonate (CO32–), providing a means to replace calcium sulfate with
calcium carbonate (CaCO3). At temperatures above 100 ºC and in the presence of reduced
compounds, sulfate reduction can take place spontaneously via thermochemical sulfate reduction,
without the involvement of organisms (Machel, 2001). Because anhydrite is more stable than
gypsum at high temperatures and salinities (e.g., Werner et al., 1988), replacement carbonate
caprock formation coupled to thermochemical sulfate reduction would likely replace anhydrite. At
lower temperatures, this process must be catalyzed by sulfate-reducing microorganisms. Microbial
sulfate reduction can occur at temperatures up to 110 ºC (Jørgensen et al., 1992) and can be
sustained in the environment up to a range of 80 ºC to 100 ºC (Head et al., 2003; McKay et al.,
2016). Moreover, microbial sulfate reduction can tolerate hypersaline conditions (Labrado et al.,
2019, and references therein). Thus, it is likely that microbial sulfate reduction, depending on
temperatures and salinities, contributes to the replacement of anhydrite and gypsum with carbonate
caprock. The biogenic scenario seems to be common for the U.S. Gulf Coast salt diapirs (Feely
and Kulp, 1957; Prikryl et al., 1988; Caesar et al., 2019). However, thermochemical sulfate
reduction and carbonate formation have also been described (Machel et al., 1995; Ghazban and
Al‐Aasm, 2010). Predominantly, the carbonate caprock is calcitic (CaCO3), with a calciumdominated carbonate chemistry due to the postulated replacement of calcium sulfate salt.
Dolomitic caprock (CaMg(CO3)2) has been reported at Spindletop salt dome, Texas (Fenneman,
1906), for caprock in South Australia (Kernen et al., 2019), and at the Gypsum Valley salt wall,
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Colorado (Figure A2; Mast, 2016; McFarland, 2016; Lerer, 2017; Poe, 2018). The presence of
dolomitic caprock at Spindletop was later challenged by Barton and Paxson (1925).
Economic relevance of salt domes and their caprock
The Lucas Gusher at the Spindletop salt dome in 1901 marked the beginning of the Texas oil
boom. Ever since, salt domes and their caprock have played important economic roles as sources
of commodities such as oil, gas, halite, gypsum, native sulfur, ore minerals, and limestone, as well
as sites for oil and nuclear waste storage (Posey and Kyle, 1988). Caprock also plays a critical role
in the interpretation of subsurface strata as these lithologies can be misidentified as continuous
stratigraphic units. Finally, the presence or absence of caprock as well as its chemical composition,
serves as an archive of the fluid and temperature history in a salt dome setting. Unlocking such
archives could provide unprecedented insight into the timing of oil and gas maturation and
subsequent migration in basins that host salt bodies. Today, oil exploration related to salt diapirism
has shifted to offshore production, such as the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and South Atlantic (Rowan,
2018). In the GOM, caprock is often considered to be absent, presumably due to the lack of
sodium-chloride depleted fluids that dissolve halite and leave less insoluble residue. However,
caprock is found at Challenger Knoll in the GOM at 3700 m water depth (Burk et al., 1969),
demonstrating a major gap in our knowledge about caprock formation and the need for a better
understanding of these lithologies due to their importance to the oil and gas industry. Caprock may
not be as exotic or rare as previously thought.
Current state of knowledge
Most research on the formation of caprock was completed between 1910 and 1960 when caprockassociated oil/gas and native sulfur were key commodities. Landmark papers from this epoch
include the documentation of salt dissolution (e.g., Goldman, 1933) and the finding that sulfate-
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reducing organisms are responsible for the formation of native sulfur in caprock (Feely and Kulp,
1957). Between 1970 and 1990, when salt domes became targets for long-term nuclear waste
storage and ore deposits, a resurgence in research occurred. A noteworthy contribution from this
phase is a special issue on the geochemistry of salt domes published in the journal Chemical
Geology (Fluid-Rock Interactions in the Salt Dome Environment, Volume 74, Issues 1–2, Pages
1-188, 1988). That special issue, a major portion of which was based on observations from U.S.
Gulf Coast salt domes, summarized much of the state of knowledge with regard to caprock
formation. Investigations have since declined, and due to the abandonment of quarries, access to
outcrops has diminished, contributing to why the current understanding of caprock formation is
heavily influenced by literature from the previous century. Many of the open questions posed
decades ago remain unanswered while new questions have surfaced. Our Salt-Sediment Interaction
Research Consortium at The University of Texas at El Paso has made a number of discoveries that
frame these old questions in a new light and will reshape the future understanding of caprock
formation. We argue there is an urgent need to re-think and refine the popular concepts regarding
caprock formation, both to advance basic science as well as the applications for exploration and
production in the energy industry. By synthesizing old questions with the new developments in
caprock research, we highlight four major gaps in knowledge and in so doing, hope to encourage
new research.

GAP I: CAPROCK FORMATION, FABRICS, AND DEFORMATION – WHAT IS THE INTERPLAY
BETWEEN FLUID FLOW AND SALT MOVEMENT?

Classically, caprock on salt diapirs is divided into three main packages, from the base to the top:
1) the salt mirror with a banded anhydrite zone (Figure A1A); 2) an apparently less ordered gypsum
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zone; and 3) the carbonate caprock, which is sub-divided into a lower banded and an upper
variegated zone. However, some of these packages may be missing or, at times, not found in this
classical order (Goldman, 1952; Walker, 1976; Prikryl et al., 1988; Kyle and Posey, 1991).
Caprock can display signs of chemical alteration such as recrystallization and silicification, which
are linked to the chemistry of fluids, as well as deformation features such as shear bands,
fracturing, folding and boudinage, which are linked to movement (Figure A3; Lerer, 2017). It is
obvious caprock represents a rich and detailed archive of fluid flow, geochemical conditions, and
evolving stress fields, and that there is likely an interplay between these parameters. Unfortunately,
we are poorly prepared to even begin deciphering this geologic record because three interlinked
riddles contribute to this challenge:
Riddle 1: Accumulation and banding of insoluble constituents
The process of halite removal and accumulation of anhydrite, gypsum and other less soluble
minerals above the salt mirror has never been fully resolved. There is a consensus that anhydrite
must be stable above the salt mirror (Figure A4). What occurs directly at the salt mirror is a matter
of debate. Observations of bedded sedimentary anhydrite fragments within a more homogeneous,
banded anhydrite matrix, indicate that anhydrite may not always be dissolved at the salt mirror
(Goldman, 1933), which would be typical for a simple halite removal process. However, it has
also been observed that anhydrite-bearing folds within the salt are decapitated at the interface
(Goldman, 1933), implying anhydrite is not stable at the level of the salt mirror and only becomes
stable above this horizon (Figure A4A). The notion of a simple salt dissolution process was
challenged by Walker (1976), who observed fundamental morphology changes of anhydrite
crystals from intact stem-shaped crystals within the salt body, to corroded stem-shaped anhydrite
sand just above the salt mirror, to a different, prismatic shape (Figure A4B, A4C, A4D), providing
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a compelling argument for a process in which anhydrite from within the salt is dissolved at the salt
mirror and re-precipitated within a few feet above that zone (Walker, 1976).
The further question of what causes the light/dark banding within the different caprock
packages remains unanswered as well. In an effort to distinguish the layers or beds in the anhydrite
that result from caprock accumulation from layers that were a result of the original deposition of
the anhydrite, the term “katatectic layering” was defined as roughly parallel layers, generally
horizontal or dipping at low angles, formed by the intermittent compaction of anhydrite
accumulating on the top of the salt stock by salt dissolution (Goldman, 1933, 1952). The genetic
connotation of katatectic, i.e. “down-building”, a term that in modern salt tectonics refers to a
process in which a diapir grows in height by keeping its top near surface level/or sea bottom while
the adjacent minibasin strata sink (e.g., Mohr et al., 2005; Weijermars et al., 2015) implies an
understanding of the mechanism responsible for the banding. However, Goldman (1952) only
concluded that lighter anhydrite clasts (fragments from the LES) and individual anhydrite crystals
are accumulated as insoluble residue during halite removal, with the single crystals constituting
the darker matrix. An explanation of how the intermittent compaction of anhydrite results in the
light/dark banding referred to as katatectic layering was not provided. More recent work suggests
that color changes in anhydrite caprock reflect the episodic precipitation of sulfide minerals at the
salt mirror during basin-dewatering events (Hallager et al., 1990). However, banding in anhydrite
devoid of sulfide minerals has also been observed. Thus, it is possible that the banding can be
attributed to episodic enrichment of accessory minerals from the salt, or to just differences in
mineral shape and size.
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Riddle 2: The origin of caprock deformation patterns
The origin of the deformation features, such as shear bands, fracturing, folding and boudinage
constitutes a second riddle. The deformation of caprock can result from external forcing, like the
movement of caprock relative to adjacent strata (Figure A1B), or from internal forcing, e.g., by
volume increase/decrease during anhydrite-gypsum-carbonate caprock transitions, or diapir
collapse due to salt evacuation and/or salt dissolution – or both internal and external forces in
combination.
Rheologically, halite is more easily deformable than other sediments. Consequently, the salt body
is expected to accommodate deformation during the movement of the diapir. In the case of caprock,
this rheological difference may no longer exist, which means that movement of caprock relative
to adjacent strata can result in the deformation of the caprock itself and/or the nearby lithologies.
However, evidence for such deformation remains elusive. There is anecdotal mention of a
compaction halo (Gussow, 1968; Fyfe et al., 1978) and of a deformation aureole around salt diapirs
(Hudec and Jackson, 2006; Kholodov, 2013), but field-documented observations are absent or
scarce.
The transformation of anhydrite to gypsum corresponds to the addition of water to the
calcium sulfate mineral. This process can involve massive volume changes, impacting not just the
fabric of the gypsum itself, but also deforming adjacent lithologies. Depending on whether the
water is already in the pore space of anhydrite or derived from an external source, the volume
change induced by the transformation of anhydrite to gypsum can span from a 9% decrease in
volume to 62% increase (Table 1; Sanzeni et al., 2016). The formation of carbonate caprock from
a calcium sulfate precursor mineral corresponds to a 19% volume decrease for anhydrite and 2%
to 50% decrease for gypsum, depending on whether the water remains in the system or is allowed
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to escape (Table 1). However, this calculation does not take into account the formation of
authigenic native sulfur and sulfide minerals, or carbonate precipitation in excess of carbonate
derived from the oxidation of oil or gas. The challenge in understanding how these transformations
effect fabric development lies in the fact that not only can the volume changes result in gain or
loss, but also that these transformations could be repeated or reversed.
Riddle 3: Inheritance of fabrics across different caprock generations
Many processes can lead to gypsum, anhydrite and carbonate replacement, dissolution and
precipitation. It is exceedingly difficult to determine whether gypsum caprock inherits any features
from the anhydrite caprock or what features replacement carbonate caprock inherits from either
gypsum or anhydrite. It is unclear what rock fabrics and structural elements, such as folds,
boudinage, shear-bands, and mineral accessories in carbonate caprock, are inherited from
anhydrite and gypsum precursors (e.g., sulfide banding in anhydrite) – what imprints result from
de novo carbonate caprock formation – and what characteristics, e.g., recrystallization, authigenic
accessory mineral accumulation, are the result of later events.
The description of the banded calcite caprock from Damon Mound by Prikryl et al. (1988)
provides an example for banding that is difficult to assign to a precursor calcium sulfate caprock:
“Banded calcite caprock consists of limestone composed of an early generation of fine-crystalline
dark, often pyritic, calcite and later generations of white or amber, more coarsely crystalline calcite
that replaced earlier calcite and filled open voids. The banding in this lithotype consists of
alternating dark-light layers or irregular segregations of fine and coarse crystalline calcite.” Kyle
and Posey (1988) refer to such a lithology as a “zebra-textured” zone. This description could be
considered an indication this lithology represents the replacement of katatectic and/or sulfide
mineral-enriched anhydrite banding, but it also closely matches highly crystalline, zebra-textured,
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calcite caprock devoid of sulfide minerals from Gypsum Valley (Figure A5), which could indicate
de novo caprock formation. In the case of “zebra-textured” dolomite, a dissolution-reprecipitation
mechanism in a stress field has been invoked (Figure A5; Merino et al., 2006; Diehl et al., 2010;
Morrow, 2014). The process resembles the formation of stylolites, which are oriented
perpendicular to the stress field. It has been proposed that pressure solution of small carbonate
minerals can be triggered by the growth of larger minerals, i.e. that the larger minerals grow at the
expense of the smaller minerals (Merino et al., 2006; Diehl et al., 2010; Morrow, 2014). If this
process takes place in a stress field, bands of larger crystals will develop perpendicular to the stress
field with diminishing bands of smaller crystals alternating with the growing coarse bands (Figure
A5A, A5B). In absence of a stress field, the growth of bands of larger crystals at the expense of
smaller crystals may also take place but could yield convolute/not oriented bands of coarser veins
(Figure A5C).
Three riddles, one theme
Together, the three riddles of: 1) accumulation and banding of insoluble constituents, 2) origin of
deformation patterns, and 3) inheritance of fabrics across different caprock generations, call for a
better understanding of the mechanisms of caprock formation and transformation. A common
theme that emerges in this context is the emphasis on a ‘caprock formation event’ (Giles et al.,
2012) and ‘caprock transformation events’ as well as their periodicity.
Salinity, pressure and temperature of fluids control the solubility of halite, gypsum and
anhydrite and the phase transitions between the latter sulfate salts. These parameters thus impact
the porosity and permeability at the interface between the halite-dominated salt stock and the
overlying caprock, resulting in positive and negative feedbacks. For example, haliteundersaturated water leads to increased halite dissolution and enhanced permeability, increasing
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fluid flow. It also triggers the conversion of anhydrite to gypsum, with concomitant loss of pore
space (Table 1; Sawamura et al., 2007, Mirwald, 2008) resulting in a lower permeability at the salt
mirror, decreasing fluid flow. The intricacies of these interplays and delicate balance between
salinity, temperature and pressure may be one of the reasons for the lack of understanding of the
mechanisms that are responsible for caprock formation, deformation, and transformation. Due to
the positive and negative feedback cycles a certain episodicity of these events should be expected.

GAP II: MICROBIAL SULFUR METABOLISM AND OIL SOURING IN SALTY ROCKS – A SELFPROPELLED RUNAWAY PROCESS?

Sulfur is an essential element for any living organism, and Earth’s biogeochemical sulfur cycle
plays a critical role in maintaining Earth’s molecular oxygen and carbon dioxide balance. For oil
and gas production, sulfide production by sulfate reduction is problematic. Sulfide causes oil
souring which adversely affects the quality of oil, damages equipment due to corrosion, and poses
a major risk to human health by sulfide poisoning (Gieg et al., 2011; Popoola et al., 2013). Until
the 1990s, it was presumed that a prerequisite for microbial sulfate reduction in oil and gas fields
was concomitant oil degradation by molecular oxygen (O2). Today, it is known that oil degradation
can also take place in the absence of O2 (Head et al., 2003) and can be carried out solely by
sulfate-reducing organisms (Aeckersberg et al., 1991; Fukui et al., 1999; Widdel and Rabus, 2001;
Rabus et al., 2006; Widdel et al., 2006, 2010; Kniemeyer et al., 2007). The approximate upper
temperature threshold for anaerobic oil degradation appears to be 80 ºC (Head et al., 2003; McKay
et al., 2016).
Canonically, a supply of O2 has also been a cornerstone for the explanation of large native
sulfur deposits formed in salt diapirs. Molecular oxygen was invoked to explain how sulfide
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produced by microbial sulfate reduction is oxidized to elemental sulfur, but this comes with
caveats: a) O2 exposure would drastically decrease growth of microbial sulfate-reducing
organisms, slowing down sulfide generation, b) excess supply of O2 converts sulfide into sulfate
rather than native sulfur, and c) to produce large native sulfur deposits, enormous amounts of
oxygenated water are required. Employing evidence from samples collected at the Damon Mound
salt diapir, Texas, it was recently proposed that large native sulfur deposits in caprocks are formed
by yet-to-be discovered microbial pathways operating in the absence of O2 (Figure A6; Labrado
et al., 2019). These insights are fundamental to understanding how microbial metabolisms drive
Earth’s biogeochemical carbon and sulfur cycles. They are equally critical for the interpretation of
sulfide production in salt tectonics settings, where sulfate, as a component of the original evaporite
deposits is typically available.
If O2 is not a prerequisite for breaking down complex organic molecules to ‘feed’ microbial
sulfate reduction, the question becomes what controls the activity of these organisms? Some
inhibitors for microbial sulfate reduction are known: a) temperatures above 80 ºC (Head et al.,
2003; McKay et al., 2016), b) hypersaline conditions and c) high sulfide concentrations (> 10 mM)
all slow down microbial activity (Widdel, 1988; Csonka, 1989; Oleszkiewicz et al., 1989; Brown,
1990; Oren, 1990; McCartney and Oleszkiewicz, 1991; Reis et al., 1992; Okabe et al., 1992, 1995;
Welsh et al., 1996; Head et al., 2003; Icgen and Harrison, 2006; Caffrey and Voordouw, 2010;
McKay et al., 2016). At salt diapirs, these parameters are critically tied to fluid flow and
composition that impact the toxicity of sulfide by dilution, supply of sulfide-scavenging metal ions
that induce sulfide mineral precipitation and shifts in the pH that control sulfide speciation. The
most intriguing aspect is the insight that the simple freshening of water can lower salt- and sulfide
stress for sulfate-reducing microbes, and in a salt dome setting, these microbes can generate fresh
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water on their own. Oxidation of hydrocarbons generates new water and sulfate reduction leads to
gypsum dissolution, liberating the water that locked in the gypsum crystal structure (Figure A6).
In other words, once the salinity inhibition threshold of sulfate reduction is undercut, the microbes
create conditions that promote further reduction – a runaway scenario which may explain why, in
some locations, oil souring severely affects one reservoir while this is not an issue at others nearby.
While a scenario where microbes lower salinity through their own metabolic activity is appealing,
it remains unclear if this process could occur under environmentally relevant conditions, i.e., in
the presence of a large salt body.
Oxidation of hydrocarbons and dissolution of gypsum could apply to Challenger Knoll,
where fresher-than-seawater pore fluids have been observed and oxidation of hydrocarbons has
been postulated as the source of the water (Manheim and Sayles, 1970). What may have allowed
this system to pass the threshold of salinity-induced inhibition remains speculative. Potentially,
microbial sulfate reduction may have been initiated by a pulse of low-salinity water from a
magmatic source, related to the passive margin development and exhumation of oceanic crust in
the GOM. Alternatively, the dissociation of gas hydrates can also lead to release of water and lead
to salinity minima. Emplacement of salt changes geothermal gradients and could thereby trigger
such a process.

GAP III: ENIGMATIC CARBONATES AT SALT DIAPIRS – BEFORE, DURING, OR AFTER DIAPIRISM?
Criteria for the identification of carbonate caprock
Caprock on salt diapirs encompasses lithologies that accumulate due to the dissolution of diapiric
salt and the subsequent alterations of these lithologies, such as silicification or the replacement of
anhydrite and gypsum with carbonate minerals. In addition to the replacement carbonate caprock,
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carbonates deposited within the LES may be present, both as individual carbonate minerals within
the salt and as layers interbedded with the salt (accreted carbonate caprock; Figure A7).
Identification of caprock heavily relies on field criteria, such as: a) its position in between
the salt and adjacent non-diapir strata, b) the absence of interfingering of putative caprock with
non-diapir strata (caprock-clasts can be found in such strata, but no clasts from non-diapir strata
should be detected in caprock; Heness, 2016; Poe, 2018; exceptions apply if caprock has
experienced collapse/karst formation), and c) the ‘exclusivity’ of caprock as a lithology that does
not find an equivalent in the neighboring units of the minibasin (Shock, 2012; Poe et al., 2018;
Kernen et al., 2019). In the case of replacement carbonate caprock additional criteria apply; d) it
must be free of fossils and sedimentary structures, and ideally, show e) petrographic and f)
geochemical signatures supporting the interpretation of an authigenic/replacement process. Such
signatures include i) dead oil as an indicator of the presence of reduced carbon that fueled sulfate
reduction, ii) sulfide minerals or native sulfur as products of this process, iii) carbon isotope
signatures of carbonate typical for oil- or gas-derived carbon, iv) oxygen isotope signatures of
carbonate that demonstrate formation or recrystallization in the presence of basinal fluids, and v)
sulfur isotope signatures typical for microbial sulfate reduction (Labrado et al., 2019).
Challenges for the identification of carbonate caprock
Even if a carbonate unit is located in between diapir-adjacent strata and evaporite units, it is not
certain the carbonate unit is indeed caprock. Alternative interpretations exist. First, the carbonate
and evaporite units can be part of the late-stage deposition of the LES (Fiduk and Rowan, 2012;
Rowan, 2014), and have been subsequently halokinetically deformed and rotated in unison with
the overlying minibasin strata; Figure A7A). Distinguishing such units from stringers, which may
form a component of caprock, is difficult because the latter are originally part of the LES (Figures
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A7A, A7B). Stringers would be expected to show evidence of having been fully encased in salt
and display minor to intense deformation, whereas a rotated part of the LES should display
stratigraphic continuity and structural concordance with the minibasin strata. Second, the
carbonate units can form on top of or adjacent to a topographic high associated with salt diapirism
(Figure A7E). The most obvious examples for such units are reefs formed on salt diapirs (Cantrell
et al., 1959; Frost and Schafersman, 1978; Seni and Jackson, 1983; Giles et al., 2008). Other, less
conspicuous cases could be carbonate debris accumulating through sedimentary processes at the
foot of the topographic high (resembling lateral caprock), which may include lacustrine or
marginal marine carbonates formed in a diapir-flanking lake or lagoon (Figure A7E; Gannaway
Dalton, in press). Finally, if basinal brines, oil, or gas migrate to the diapir margin (Ulrich et al.,
1984; Bray and Hanor, 1990; Hallager et al., 1990) authigenic carbonates may precipitate at the
interface between the salt wall and adjacent lithologies. Sensu stricto, such authigenic carbonates
are not considered replacement carbonate caprock because their presence is not directly owed to
the dissolution of diapiric salt, nor to subsequent alterations of the lithologies accumulated as a
consequence of salt dissolution. Geochemically, such carbonates may have similar properties as
replacement carbonate caprock and distinguishing between the two may have to rely on other
identifiers, such as absence or presence of fabrics inherited from a gypsum caprock precursor,
criteria which may not be unambiguous either.
The suite of possible interpretations of carbonate units in between diapir-adjacent strata
and evaporite units makes it evident that it is challenging to identify ‘true’ carbonate caprock.
Reliably distinguishing between accreted carbonate caprock and replacement carbonate caprock
may consequently require the application of the whole suite of caprock criteria. A prime example
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for these challenges and the useful application of such criteria is found in the carbonate lithologies
observed in association with many Paradox Basin Salt walls.
Peculiar dolomitic and calcitic lithologies in lateral position to Paradox Basin salt walls
The Paradox Basin hosts several elongated salt diapirs, which are referred to as salt walls (Figure
A2A). The origin of the diapiric salt is the Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation, which was deposited
in an asymmetric, intracratonic foreland basin formed by the Ancestral Rocky Mountains
Uncompahgre Uplift (Barbeau, 2003; Trudgill, 2011; Escosa et al., 2019). The Paradox Formation
is composed of 29 depositional cycles and includes evaporites, carbonates and siliciclastics (for a
review, see Rasmussen and Rasmussen, 2009; Trudgill, 2011). At most salt walls in the Paradox
Basin (Gypsum Valley salt wall, CO; Moab salt wall, UT; Castle Valley salt wall, UT; Onion
Creek diapir, UT; Sinbad Valley salt wall, CO; Paradox Valley salt wall, CO), carbonate units are
located between adjacent siliciclastic units and outcropping gypsum units (Cater, 1955).
Originally, these units were frequently mapped as the Honaker Trail/Paradox Formation (Cater,
1955). At the Onion Creek salt diapir, many of those carbonates have been identified as being part
of stringers (Hudson et al., 2017); at the Moab salt diapir, the carbonates are interbedded with
shales, indicating they could be part of the LES, but this has not been further assessed (Figure A8).
Recent work from Sinbad Valley suggests that many of these units could be caprock, stringers, or
rotated LES strata (Thompson Jobe et al., 2020).
Gypsum Valley hosts two different carbonate units located in lateral position relative to
the salt wall, which makes both carbonate caprock candidates (Figure A2C). These units have been
mapped in detail, studied petrographically, and analyzed for carbon, oxygen, and sulfur isotope
geochemistry, creating a substantial dataset (Mast, 2016; Lerer, 2017; Poe, 2018). In Big Gypsum
Valley, which constitutes the southeastern portion of Gypsum Valley, predominantly dolomitic
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lithologies crop out along the southwestern flank of the salt wall near its eastern termination over
a distance of approximately 2.5 km (Figure A2C, Mast, 2016). These units have been designated
as non-caprock, but due to their location at the diapir margin and the lack of stratigraphic context,
are referred to as “anomalous carbonate units” (Mast, 2016). In Little Gypsum Valley and in the
adjacent segment of Big Gypsum Valley, which is the northwestern portion of the salt wall,
dolomitic and calcitic carbonate units can be found over a total distance of more than 14 km along
the northeastern flank that have been interpreted as replacement carbonate caprock (Lerer, 2017;
Poe, 2018). This allows us to tease out similarities and differences, that aid in the identification of
these rock bodies, the reconstruction of their origins, and the categorization as caprock/noncaprock.
Similarities between the units in Big and Little Gypsum Valley include:
•

Lack of obvious fossils, such as shells or trace fossils, which implies formation an
environment that either did not allow for shell formation or preservation, and presence of
animals.

•

Presence of banded/layered/laminated structures, which could be attributed to biological
mats, e.g., microbialites/stromatolites.

•

Fabric variation that can go from continuous banding to brecciated to completely
disaggregated, features that have been observed for authigenic caprock from U.S. Gulf
Coast diapirs.

Striking dissimilarities between the units in Big and Little Gypsum Valley are:
•

The anomalous carbonates from Big Gypsum Valley are interbedded with shales. This rules
out an authigenic caprock origin for the anomalous carbonates, unless they replace
anhydrite or gypsum that was interbedded with shales as stringers. Additionally, the
anomalous carbonates could represent a stringer of carbonates interbedded with shales.
There are no shales associated with the carbonates in Little Gypsum Valley.

•

Oncoids and pisoids have been identified at the Big Gypsum Valley location but are absent
in Little Gypsum Valley. Oncoids are often attributed to growth of cyanobacterial mats
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(photosynthetic microorganisms), indicative of formation in a photic environment (Peryt,
1981; Ratcliffe, 1988; Védrine et al., 2007), but oncoid-like coated grains also occur at
methane seeps (Greinert et al., 2002). This points to an origin of the anomalous carbonates
in an open water body.
•

The replacement carbonate caprock lithologies from Little Gypsum Valley often emit a
petroleum odor when hit with a hammer. This smell, and porosity occluded by kerogen or
dead oil, is more rarely detected in Big Gypsum Valley, where it is sometimes associated
the anomalous carbonates or nearby outcropping marine strata of the Honaker Trail
Formation. Authigenic carbonate formation is driven by the oxidation of oil or gas,
indicating that the lithologies from Little Gypsum Valley may fall into this category.
However, the presence of dead oil in the Honaker Trail Formation demonstrates that this
is not a decisive criterion, as the oil can migrate into the rocks after their formation.

•

Silicification is abundant for the carbonate unit in Little Gypsum Valley and rarer for the
anomalous carbonates in Big Gypsum Valley. Silicification is not frequently described for
U.S. Gulf Coast carbonate caprock, indicating that the Little Gypsum Valley carbonates
may have undergone diagenetic overprinting, or that their mechanism of formation was
different from those authigenic/replacement carbonates.

•

The conspicuous zebra-textured fabrics appear to be restricted solely to the Little Gypsum
Valley (Figure A5).

•

There is a clear distinction in the carbon isotope composition between the two locations,
with carbonates from Little Gypsum Valley falling into a range from −16‰ to −6‰ relative
to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) standard, and carbonates from Big Gypsum
Valley falling into a range from −6‰ to +6‰ VPDB (Figure A9). Authigenic carbonate
formation driven by the oxidation of oil or gas produces isotopically light carbonates,
indicating that the lithologies from Little Gypsum Valley may fall into this category,
whereas the anomalous carbonates do not.

Carbon and oxygen isotope analyses of the anomalous carbonates, of various formations
outcropping at the southeastern end of the salt wall in their proximity, and of the Little Gypsum
Valley carbonates (Figure A2C), reveal further information about the origin and overprinting of
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the different units. The spread in the oxygen isotope composition of all sample groups covers a
remarkable range, from lightest values around −17‰ to heaviest values around −2‰ VPDB. To
obtain oxygen isotope values below −10‰ VPDB, temperatures for fluids with seawater oxygen
isotope composition would need to be 100 to 120 ºC (Kim and O’Neil, 1997; Vasconcelos et al.,
2005; Chacko and Deines, 2008), or a meteoric water influence would need to play a role in the
formation or subsequent overprinting of the carbonates. The majority of veins from various
formations outcropping near the anomalous carbonates, display carbon isotope values in between
of −10‰ to −5‰ VPDB, clustering with the carbonates from Little Gypsum Valley, whereas the
host rocks mainly with a range of −5‰ to 0‰ VPDB cluster with anomalous carbonates (Figure
A9). This could indicate that the carbonate in the fluids associated with the veins in Big Gypsum
Valley may have a similar origin as the Little Gypsum Valley carbonates, whereas, with respect to
the carbon isotope signatures, the anomalous carbonates cannot be differentiated from marine
carbonates.
Interpretation of origin of anomalous carbonates from Big Gypsum Valley and comparison to
Castle Valley
The observations outlined above make the Big Gypsum Valley anomalous carbonates candidates
for being part of the LES (i.e. Paradox Formation). The interpretation as a stringer was refuted due
to the absence of evidence for encasement by salt and rock packages in a position parallel to the
salt wall (Mast, 2016). Consequently, the anomalous carbonates were interpreted as part of the
late-stage deposition of the LES in unison with the overlying minibasin strata (Figure A7A; Mast,
2016, for detailed interpretation see Escosa et al., 2019). Similar to the anomalous carbonates from
Big Gypsum Valley, pisoids, the absence of a petroliferous smell, and comparably heavy carbon
isotope compositions were also observed for carbonate units flanking the Castle Valley salt wall
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(Table 2; Shock, 2012). Because of this analogy, we hypothesize that the latter may not represent
authigenic carbonate caprock either. Yet, a conclusive interpretation of what they represent, i.e. if
they were part of the LES or have been formed at a much later stage, (Figure A7E), has not been
achieved. Dark, petroliferous, dolomitic rocks with light carbon isotope signatures found in the
rubble at the contact between gypsum caprock and the outcropping dolomitic carbonates at the
Castle Valley salt wall, further complicate the issue. These lithologies may represent authigenic
carbonates, but the timing of their formation is unresolved.
Comparison of petroliferous carbonates at Little Gypsum Valley to Gulf Coast replacement
carbonate caprock
Due to the petroliferous smell and presence of dead oil in thin sections, there is no doubt a majority
of the carbonates flanking the northern margin of the salt wall in Little Gypsum Valley
(Figure A2C) have been in contact with oil. The carbon isotope signatures with an average of −9‰
(VPDB) indicate isotopically light carbon contributed to the carbonate, and organic matter from
the carbonate rocks has an average carbon isotope composition of −26‰ (VPDB), falling in the
range of values for fossil organic matter and crude oil (Figure A9; Sofer, 1984; Coplen et al., 2002;
Hoefs, 2008; Lerer, 2017). The absence of a) interbedding with siliciclastic material and b)
photosynthetic life, as well as the c) presence of zebra fabrics, indicates the formation of authigenic
carbonate. This is analogous to the carbonate caprocks described for U.S. Gulf Coast salt domes.
However, there are fundamental differences between the Little Gypsum Valley carbonates and
carbonate caprocks from U.S. Gulf Coast.
•

In outcrop and sample, the abundance of dolomite at Little Gypsum Valley is striking while
this mineral is likely only an accessory in U.S. Gulf Coast diapir caprocks (Barton and
Paxson, 1925; Taylor, 1937; Goldman, 1952; Simmons, 1988). Some of the dolomitic
samples from Little Gypsum Valley are microcrystalline and lack evidence of
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recrystallization (Lerer, 2017). Although more detailed work is needed to unravel the
formation mechanisms, such fabric agrees with early dolomite formation, potentially from
a high-magnesium proto-dolomite precursor (Gaines, 1977). This observation is
corroborated by field relationships that indicate, when compared to the calcite lithologies,
that the dolomite is a paragenetically early phase (Poe, 2018).
•

Silicification, which is abundant in Little Gypsum Valley, is rarely documented for the
carbonate caprocks from the U.S. Gulf Coast (Barton, 1925; Goldman, 1952). Finally, the
sulfur content and isotope geochemistry are strongly dissimilar to U.S. Gulf Coast
carbonate caprocks, where there is ample evidence for microbial sulfur cycling (Feely and
Kulp, 1957; Labrado et al., 2019; Caesar et al., 2019).

•

Native sulfur and/or sulfide minerals are abundant in U.S. Gulf Coast caprock, and absent
in Little Gypsum Valley carbonates. The content of carbonate associated sulfate is low and
the isotopic composition lacks indication for microbial sulfate reduction. The only hint for
the latter process comes from a fairly high sulfur content in organic matter, which may
indicate sulfurization of organic matter (Figure A10, Lerer, 2017).

•

Moreover, the carbon isotope geochemistry is vastly different: U.S. Gulf Coast carbonate
caprocks have light carbon isotope compositions in a range of −33‰ to −20‰ (VPDB),
indicating a majority of the carbon in the carbonate caprocks from the U.S. Gulf Coast may
have been derived from oil (although there is indication for contribution of carbon from
isotopically light methane; Prikryl et al., 1988; Labrado et al., 2019; Caesar et al., 2019).
In contrast, the samples from Little Gypsum Valley fall into the range of −16‰ to −6‰
(VPDB), which means that the majority of carbon has a comparably heavy isotope
signature.

These marked differences between the Little Gypsum Valley and the U.S. Gulf Coast carbonate
caprocks lead to the question if there are fundamental differences between the formation of
limestone and dolomite caprocks, and to the fourth gap in knowledge.
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GAP IV: THE DOLOMITE CAPROCK PARADOX: DOLOMITE, QUO VADIS?
The microcrystalline dolomite from Little Gypsum Valley bears petrographic and isotopic
signatures that are simultaneously both typical and atypical for replacement carbonate caprock,
which causes a three-part problem.
Firstly, the apparent early formation of high-magnesium carbonate/proto-dolomite during
the replacement of gypsum caprock is problematic because gypsum dissolution should increase
the concentration of calcium ions in solution, which would counteract the precipitation of highmagnesium carbonate (Figure A11A). Moreover, the source of magnesium remains unknown.
Secondly, the carbon isotope composition of the carbonates is such that if some carbon from oil
contributed to the carbonate pool, the majority of carbon has to have a comparably heavy isotope
signature (e.g., −5‰ to +5‰). A typical candidate for such carbon is an abiogenic source, for
example inorganic dissolved carbonate in seawater, or magmatic carbon dioxide (CO2). The
challenge with such a scenario is that there is no obvious driver for carbonate precipitation. In the
absence of such a driver, spontaneous carbonate precipitation from bicarbonate in solution would
simultaneously generate carbonic acid, which induces carbonate dissolution. Thirdly, the lack of
evidence for sulfate reduction raises several questions: how are gypsum and anhydrite removed to
make space for the carbonate rocks? If there is only a small degree of sulfate reduction, how is
dolomite formation catalyzed, as sulfide – a potential catalyst for dolomite formation (Zhang et
al., 2012; Petrash et al., 2017) – is no longer accumulated, and a potential driver for carbonate
precipitation is removed?
These observations lead to two options: the carbonates found at Little Gypsum Valley are
either not a replacement carbonate caprock (e.g., they could be formed in a sabkha, Figure A7), or
there must be a mode of replacement carbonate caprock formation that strongly differs from the
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scenario invoked for U.S. Gulf Coast salt diapirs (Figure A11). Considering the abundance of
features that have strong resemblance to the known replacement limestone caprocks, the former
option appears unlikely. Therefore, we explore the option of an additional replacement carbonate
caprock formation process, which reconciles the above three-part problem.
Early diagenetic dolomite formation in methanogenic marine sediments provides a model
to solve the dolomite caprock paradox: such dolomite is isotopically heavy because it is derived
from isotopically heavy carbonate produced by the genesis of isotopically light methane
(Figure A11, Meister et al., 2011). In the case of the Little Gypsum Valley, the magnesium for
dolomite formation could be provided by weathering of reactive silicates, a process that releases
magnesium and calcium ions (Wallmann et al., 2008; Wehrmann et al., 2016) and by the
dewatering of shales and the dissolution of magnesium-bearing bittern salts within the LES (Baker
and Kastner, 1981; Middleton et al., 1993). If such fluids migrate into the cap of a salt diapir,
favorable conditions for carbonate precipitation are induced by a decrease in hydrostatic pressure
which would allow for CO2 degassing – harkening back to the concept of episodical basin
dewatering via caprock, potentially at the caprock-salt interface (Hallager et al., 1990). Eventually,
as carbonates continue to precipitate, acidity increases, inducing the precipitation of silica (SiO2),
which provides an explanation for the abundance of silicified carbonates. These geochemical
processes would not be isolated to the caprock environment itself, but also affect diagenetic
processes in adjacent clastic sediments. Indeed, carbonate cements in siliciclastic sediments
change with increasing distance from the diapir in Little Gypsum Valley (Ronson, 2018). This
proposed scenario for an additional replacement carbonate caprock formation process not only
matches individual observations from Little Gypsum Valley, but also provides explanations for
the variability of the caprock:
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•

Fluctuations in the balance between gypsum dissolution (i.e. calcium supply), magnesium
supply, and carbonate precipitation lead the formation of dolomite and limestone, which
are both present in Little Gypsum Valley carbonate caprock.

•

The carbon isotope composition of the replacement carbonate caprock is controlled by the
balance of carbon contribution from isotopically light methane, light oil, and comparably
heavy CO2 which provides an explanation for the range of values.
The latter insight may be valuable in the interpretation of the ‘classic’ replacement

carbonate caprocks from the U.S. Gulf Coast. The proximity of the carbon isotopic composition
of those carbonates to the isotope composition of oil can be interpreted as evidence for oil being
the sole source for the carbon in those lithologies. Alternatively, it could be interpreted as a result
of a mixing between three end-members, each of which contributes to the formation of the
carbonate caprock. Indeed, evidence for the involvement of methane oxidation at U.S. Gulf Coast
salt diapirs has recently been presented (Caesar et al., 2019).

FOUR GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE – IS THERE A COMMON DENOMINATOR?
At a glance, the four recognized gaps in knowledge may appear unrelated: 1) the unknown links
between caprock formation, deformation and fabrics, 2) the questions on how sulfur metabolism
operates with regards to caprock formation, 3) the challenges with the identification and correct
assignment of carbonate lithologies at salt diapirs, and 4) the mystery of replacement dolomitic
caprock formation. However, it is evident that filling one of these gaps may require or result in
filling the others. Common denominators in tackling these questions include: 1) the history of
movement of the salt and caprock relative to adjacent strata and identifying which movement could
induce deformation and 2) the history of the composition, temperature, pressure, and flow of fluids
at the diapir margin, which are tied to the presence and quality of seals and permeable lithologies
in diapir-adjacent strata. The reconstruction of the timing, not only in regard to the sequence of
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caprock formation and transformation events, but also in regard to their duration, will be critical
for assessing the importance and speed of individual processes, as well as learning whether there
is an intrinsic periodicity and/or external trigger that drives caprock formation and alteration.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK: THE DAWN OF A NEW AGE OF CAPROCK RESEARCH
Caprocks associated with salt diapirs act as reservoirs, traps, seals, or conduits for oil or gas and
pose drilling hazards. Moreover, these lithologies are a widely untapped record of the geothermal
and fluid history of the salt structure they are associated with. Over the last three decades, the
understanding of the processes involved in the formation of caprock has made little progress.
Recent discoveries concerning caprock from the Paradox Basin and the U.S. Gulf Coast make it
abundantly clear there are major gaps in knowledge, to an extent where reliable identification of
caprock is impeded and commonly accepted genetic models for caprock mineral formation (i.e.
native sulfur and dolomite) no longer appear applicable.
Our data and observations show discriminating carbon isotope signatures, perplexing
sulfur biogeochemistry, the paradoxical presence of dolomite, enigmatic silicification patterns, and
an unprecedented richness in rock fabrics in caprock. A concordance of conundrums requires
solutions that address caprock formation as a whole rather than seeking answers for individual
phenomena. Such holistic research will need to combine geophysical data, detailed field-mapping
of rock facies, fabrics and structural relationships, petrographic studies that include the study of
cements in near-diapir strata and the identification of salt-specific accessory minerals (Taylor,
1937; Simmons, 1988), direct dating of carbonates (Rasbury and Cole, 2009), and determination
of the temperature and oxygen isotope composition of the water in which the carbonates formed
(Millán et al., 2016; Caesar et al., 2019). These data can be compared to data from fluid inclusions
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(Prikryl et al., 1988; Fischer et al., 2009), high-resolution analyses of the sulfur inventory of
caprocks, modeling of processes, and may expand to laboratory experiments in which caprocks
are grown in vitro. Once caprock is understood as a natural laboratory that provides insight into
topics such as oil souring, new microbial pathways, and dolomite formation, researchers will be
able to reconstruct hydrocarbon maturation and migration as well as pressure and temperature
conditions, encompassing the entire time span from salt deposition to today. We encourage new
research that aims to unlock this archive and expands to include diapirs that have only been studied
from an ore deposit perspective (Ulrich et al., 1984; Leach et al., 2017; Sheppard et al., 1996;
Perona et al., 2018) and other replacement carbonates, such as in stratiform native sulfur deposits.
We look forward with enthusiasm to the next two decades on research of caprock formation, a
process intimately associated with salt tectonics.
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FIGURES

Figure A1. U.S. Gulf Coast salt dome and Paradox Basin salt wall caprock
A) Infiltrating meteoric water dissolves halite and carries away saline brine, leaving a residue of
less soluble phases dominated by sulfate salts (anhydrite or gypsum). The caprock contains
accessory minerals accumulated by salt dissolution. In presence of oil/gas, sulfate reduction
replaces sulfate minerals with calcium carbonate concomitant with the formation of native sulfur
deposits. Canonically supply with dissolved molecular oxygen (O2; red dashed arrow) is assumed
to drive the latter process (modified from Ruckmick et al., 1979.; Labrado et al. 2019). B) Caprock
(anhydrite/gypsum or carbonate) may not remain in a crestal position and can be rotated off into a
lateral position to the salt body. Caprock clasts in the adjacent strata provide clues for the timing
of caprock formation and rotation as well as whether the carbonate caprock replaced sulfatemineral caprock while in a crestal or lateral position.
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Figure A2. Location Paradox Basin, tectonic setting and facies distribution during deposition of
Paradox formation, geology and stratigraphy of Gypsum Valley (modified from
Escosa et al., 2019)
A,B) Location and paleogeographic setting of Paradox Basin, geographic and tectonic features
(Trudgill, 2011), depositional facies (Weber et al., 1995), and mineralogical content (Raup and
Hite, 1996; Petrychenko et al., 2012) during deposition of the Paradox Formation. C) Geology and
stratigraphy of Gypsum Valley (highlighted in red in 2A). Yellow dashed arrow marks extent of
outcrops of authigenic/replacement caprock of Little Gypsum and northwestern portion of Big
Gypsum Valley, the yellow X marks the Mary Jane Locality. Orange dashed arrow marks extent
of anomalous carbonates found in Big Gypsum Valley (Mast, 2017).
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Figure A3. Deformation and chemical overprinting recorded in carbonate caprock
A) View of Mary Jane location in Gypsum Valley at northern flank of the salt wall. Light foothills:
gypsum caprock; vegetated slope with few outcrops: carbonate caprock; red bedded cliff-former:
Chinle Formation; tan slope and cliff: Wingate Formation. B) Detail from A): Center: fold (a),
Upper half: boudinage (b) of the Conchita Member, a competent mixed dolomite/calcite bench
with maximum thickness of ~1.8 m, which can be followed over several 100 meters. C) Fold in
layered carbonate caprock. D, E) Shear bands in homogenous carbonate caprock. F,G)
Silicification of layered calcitic caprock, note change in layer thickness and H) Banded carbonate
caprock with rectangular mosaic fabric. I/J) Deformed banded carbonate with mosaic fabric, with
dark core (a), band of displaced tan mosaic pieces (b), dark band (c), and tan, more homogenous
outer band (d).
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Figure A4. Anhydrite dissolution at and precipitation above the salt mirror
(modified after Walker, 1967, not to scale)
As salt rises relative to the subsiding minibasin(s), halite is dissolved at the salt mirror (A).
Dissolution appears not to affect halite alone. Anhydrite crystals from within the salt (D) become
corroded at the salt mirror (C), resembling ‘anhydrite sand’. Above the salt mirror, new anhydrite
precipitates (B). Dissolution of anhydrite is also implied by the observation that anhydrite-bearing
folds within the salt are decapitated at the interface (A, Goldman, 1933).
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Figure A5. Carbonate caprock with zebra-fabrics
A) Zebra-fabric limestone from Little Gypsum Valley. B) Model for formation of zebra-fabrics as
simultaneous dissolution of fine-grained carbonate and precipitation of coarse-grained carbonate
in bands (inspired by Merino et al., 2006). Growth of larger crystals causes pressure solution of
smaller crystals, and the bands with large crystals grow at the expense of the fine-grained bands.
If this process takes place in a stress field, the bands will be oriented perpendicular to the stress.
C) Detail of variegated carbonate caprock from Damon Mound, TX. Clasts display irregular
banding, and veins show distinct increase in crystal sizes. It is unclear if similar processes lead the
fabrics displayed in A) and C), and if presence/absence of stress fields impact the orientation of
the bands.
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Figure A6. Feedback loops in microbial sulfate reduction: the role of water and sulfide
Employing evidence from samples that we collected from the Damon Mound salt diapir, Texas, it
was recently proposed that large native sulfur deposits in caprocks are formed by yet-to-be
discovered microbial pathways that operate in the absence of molecular oxygen. The model
postulates that the accumulation of toxic sulfide in a closed system prevents further production of
sulfide and promotes the conversion of sulfide to native sulfur (Labrado et al. 2019). Intriguingly,
such a closed-system loop would produce ‘new’ water through oxidation of hydrocarbons and
gypsum dissolution, lowering the salt- and sulfide stress for sulfate-reducing microbes, and
potentially accelerating the process.
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Figure A7. Different origins of carbonate lithologies located between salt diapirs and adjacent
strata
A) Upturned strata belonging to the layered evaporite sequence (LES) as part of a megaflap (Mast,
2016) and not considered caprock. B) Accumulation of intrasalt clasts as stringers in caprock as a
result of salt dissolution. C) Accumulation of individual carbonate minerals via salt dissolution,
and carbonate dissolution-reprecipitation, analogous to the accumulation of anhydrite (Figure A3).
D) Authigenic/replacement caprock formed by replacement of gypsum with carbonate produced
by sulfate reduction (Labrado et al., 2019). E) Accumulation of carbonates in a basin adjacent to
an exposed diapir (tan), including bioskeletal carbonates, carbonate precipitation in the water
column and formed in Sabkha environments, carbonate related to hydrocarbon seepage, and
carbonate precipitation as a result of mixing of calcium/magnesium - with carbonate-rich fluids.
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Figure A8. Carbonate body at Moab Salt Wall, UT
A) The layered/banded (1 mm to 2 cm thickness) carbonate units (arrows) can be followed over a
distance of ~1.5 km. B) Shales interbedded with carbonates. C) Locally, the carbonate unit thickens
(vertical extent ~3 m), displaying a mound or boudin shape. D) Detail from C (white box), showing
distinct layering at the base of the carbonate body.
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Figure A9. Isotope geochemistry of carbonates from Gypsum Valley
Carbon and oxygen isotope composition of anomalous carbonates from Big Gypsum Valley (Mast,
2016), the Mary Jane Draw location which is a continuation of the caprock found in Little Gypsum
Valley (Lerer, 2017), and rock and vein data from several different formations and structural
positions of outcrops from the southeastern end of the salt wall (Mark Fischer, unpublished data).
The samples from the Mary Jane Draw locality and the vein material have distinctly lower 13C
values than the anomalous carbonates and the rocks from different formations that host the veins.
For all investigated lithologies, the 18O values cover a wide range, highlighting the occurrence of
overprinting by diagenetic fluids, which must have been either been hot, or isotopically light (i.e.
meteoric water).
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Figure A10. Sulfur isotope geochemistry of carbonates in Little Gypsum Valley
A) The sulfur and oxygen isotope composition of carbonate associated sulfate shows little
enrichment in 34S and 18O relative to the isotope composition of gypsum caprock, providing little
evidence for microbial sulfur cycling. B) Relative to carbon, the sulfur content of sample residue
after leaching with acid tends to be high. This could be due to sulfurization of organic matter during
sulfate reduction, which would impart isotopically light sulfur isotope signatures (orange dashed
box). Molar ratios between S and C that exceed 1 cannot be explained by sulfurization, indicating
that in addition to organic matter, barite may be present in the sample residue, which is
corroborated by comparably heavy sulfur isotope signatures (grey dashed box). Note different
scales for the 34S axis.
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Figure A11. Dolomite vs. calcite caprock formation and respective carbon isotope signatures
A) Fermentation (disproportionation) of acetate as a mechanism to form isotopically light methane
and heavy bicarbonate. The formed compounds can subsequently be transported along different
trajectories because methane is a gas whereas bicarbonate is an aqueous species. B) Oxidation of
methane or acetate coupled to sulfate reduction that is supplied with sulfate via gypsum dissolution
yields isotopically light carbonate and increase calcium availability, resulting in the formation of
calcite. C) Several processes in sedimentary basin can lower the ratio between calcium and
magnesium ions in solution. As long as the basinal fluids are confined (pressurized), carbon
dioxide (CO2) is retained as aqueous species (orange box), the formed carbonic acid drives
conversion of carbonate ions into bicarbonate (orange box), thereby impeding carbonate
precipitation. Once the CO2 is allowed to escape, carbonate minerals can precipitate, which display
a heavy carbon isotope signature.
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